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SUMMARY
In recent years, there have been increasing efforts to reduce aviation related green-
house gas emissions and fuel burn. To meet the increasing demand for greener aviation,
the aerospace industry is working on a cutting-edge aircraft concept: electric aircraft. Al-
though electric propulsion is an enabler for CO2, NOx and noise reduction, as well as higher
propulsive efficiency, aircraft which solely depend upon electric motors and batteries are
unlikely to achieve similar flight performance to conventional propulsion systems in the
near future. Hence, a hybrid-electric propulsion system is envisioned as a middle step
towards fully electric propulsion.
Electric and hybrid electric aircraft (EA/HEA) pose a significant architecture challenge,
as these concepts not only deal with considerably high electrical loads, but are also ex-
tremely weight-sensitive. Therefore, the architectural choices must be made carefully.
However, the majority of performance characteristics and dynamic behavior of electric
power generation and distribution subsystems (EPGDS) are neglected at the aircraft con-
ceptual design stage, and left to later design phases where the design freedom is limited.
Additionally, the traditional aircraft sizing and synthesis approach has two major short-
comings when it comes to such revolutionary aircraft concepts. First, the aircraft weight
estimations and the sizing of its major subsystems are typically performed at early design
stages based on historical data pertaining to existing aircraft. However, there is a lack of
historical data for unconventional vehicle concepts which do not necessarily conform to
standard fixed-wing or rotary-wing vehicle configurations. Second, the traditional mission
performance analysis approach is inadequate for unconventional energy sources, such as
rechargeable batteries, which are the focus of this thesis.
The over-arching objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology to perform the siz-
ing, integration and performance evaluation of electric power generation and distribution
subsystems and architectures within electric and hybrid electric aircraft concepts. To this
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end, this dissertation presents a methodological framework which integrates EPGDS con-
siderations into the aircraft sizing and synthesis process to enable quantitative comparisons
between different types of electric and hybrid electric propulsion architectures.
To overcome the aforementioned limitations, the traditional sizing and synthesis ap-
proach is modified to incorporate a modular weight estimation technique along with an
energy-based mission analysis approach which stems from conservation laws. The new,
generalized approach enables the design and performance evaluation of any vehicle config-
uration, including electric and hybrid electric aircraft.
Subsystem considerations are included within the aircraft sizing and synthesis by the
development of bi-level, physics-based, parametric EPGDS models. These models increase
the dimensionality of the analysis, reduce the epistemic uncertainty due to modeling as-
sumptions, and enable technology projections. Moreover, a model-based propulsion ar-
chitecture characterization method is presented to enable rapid architecture comparisons
through automatic relationship establishment among the major subsystems.
Architectural comparisons are meaningful provided that the candidate architectures are
evaluated while being operated under their optimal power management schedule. To en-
sure fair architectural comparisons, a power split optimizer is wrapped around the sizing
and synthesis capability. This way, both design and off-design missions can be optimized
during the sizing and/or the performance evaluation of the candidate architectures.
The dynamic nature of EPGDS is taken into account by the adaptive step sizing capa-
bility which enables performing transient analysis at the conceptual design stage without
sacrificing valuable computational resources. A significant transient definition based on
transient constraint violations is introduced. This definition is used to create categorical
surrogate models to predict the probability of triggering significant transient responses due
to operational changes. The predictions are made based on mission level factors only, and
do not require detailed knowledge about the subsystem dynamics during mission perfor-
mance analysis.
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A conditional rule set is established based on the categorical surrogate model to deter-
mine whether the aircraft conditions necessitate transient analysis at any point in the mis-
sion. If they do, the conditional rule set adjusts the step size of the computations to switch
from mission analysis to the higher fidelity transient analysis using the proper timescale.
This way, the transient analyses are performed only when required so that the knowledge
about the subsystem design is maximized while minimizing the computational burden.
A controller gain tuning approach is also presented to perform design space explo-
rations within the subsystem domain. This approach utilizes Monte Carlo simulations to
assess variable importance and to modify the optimization algorithm in such a way that it
is biased to yield a solution acceptable for the majority of the cases in the design space. A
gain scheduling technique is then used to simulate the dynamic subsystem response while
minimizing the optimization efforts.
The created methodology, called Electric Propulsion Architecture Sizing and Synthesis
(E-PASS), incorporates these elements and provides a capability to integrate subsystem
performance and dynamics of novel architectures to the aircraft sizing process at early
design phases.
The sizing and synthesis capabilities of E-PASS were validated against aircraft sizing
and performance data obtained from literature. Significant transient responses predicted
by the categorical surrogate model approach within E-PASS were compared against high
fidelity transient analysis simulations. Comparisons between the predicted and simulated
responses proved that this new approach can predict the occurrence of significant transients
based only on information available at the mission analysis, with a high success rate.
Finally, it was presented that E-PASS ensured proper sizing and performance evalu-
ation of the aircraft regardless of its propulsion system type. Therefore, by integrating
the aforementioned elements and bringing the subsystem and architecture considerations





1.1 The Need for a Greener Aviation
The global aviation industry is an important contributor to climate change. This contribu-
tion is due to the products emitted by fossil fuel combustion primarily at cruise altitudes. [1]
Aircraft emissions as well as cloud effects alter the chemical and particle microphysical
atmospheric properties throughout the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (between
altitudes of 8-13 km) where the atmospheric changes associated with these emissions can
have a lifetime of minutes (in case of contrails), to years (in case of changes in methane).
These alterations change radiative forcing and hence, potentially lead to climate change,
which in turn damages social welfare. [2, 3, 4]
The impacts of CO2 on radiative forcing and climate change are well characterized and
quantitatively calculated from fuel burn and emission data over time.[4] In 2015, world-
wide aircraft operations produced 781 million tonnes of CO2, out of over 36 billion tonnes
anthropogenic CO2 production. [5, 6] This means that aviation as a whole is responsible
for approximately 2% of global human-induced CO2 emissions and for 12% among all
transportation sources. [3] Although 2% is rather a small contribution, global aircraft fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions are expected to increase as aviation demand increases
rapidly in the upcoming years. [7]
1.2 Future Aircraft Emission Goals
As a response to the forecasted rise in demand, the aviation industry has committed to take
action in order to prevent the potential increase of aircraft fuel consumption and emissions.
At the 37th session of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Assembly in
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2010, the member states agreed to set a goal of 2% annual fuel efficiency improvement
through the year 2050. [3] In 2010, international aviation had an approximately 65% share
in global aviation fuel consumption and is expected to grow to about 70% by 2050. [7]
Figure 1.1 demonstrates the expected fuel burn trends for international aviation from 2005
to 2040, with an extrapolation to 2050, as illustrated by ICAO [1]. The fuel burn results
in the case when the 2% annual fuel efficiency goal is also reached are provided in the
figure. Moreover, the analysis considers the improvements that are expected to come from
advances in aircraft technology, air traffic management and infrastructure use. Note that,
in general, CO2 emissions are assumed to be proportional to the total fuel usage. [1]
Figure 1.1: ICAO fuel burn trends from international aviation, 2005 to 2050. Results were
modeled for 2005, 2006, 2010, 2020, 2025, 2030, and 2040 then extrapolated to 2050.[1]
Furthermore, at the 37th session of the ICAO Assembly, the member states also adopted
a global aspirational goal to keep the net CO2 emissions at 2020 levels and subsequently to
reduce net CO2 emissions by 50% by 2050 relative to 2005 levels. To help achieve these
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goals, the Assembly defined a “basket of measures” which includes technology improve-
ments, operational changes, alternative fuels, and market-based measures. [3, 7] Figure 1.2
(illustrated by IATA [8]) demonstrates a roadmap to reduce CO2 emissions reflecting these
aspirational goals. In the absence of new policies, CO2 emissions are expected to grow by
1.9 to 4.5 times the 2005 levels by 2050. [3]
Figure 1.2: Schematic of CO2 emissions reduction roadmap by IATA[8].
NASA has two primary areas of technical focus to realize these future low-carbon
propulsion scenarios. The first one is to characterize and develop commercially available
alternative fuels to lower the carbon use of standard turbofan engines in the near term. The
second and the long term focus is to explore radically different propulsion systems that can
achieve very low to no carbon emissions, such as hybrid electric and fully electric propul-
sion.[9] Although alternative fuels approach seems more viable in the near term, it does
not help with the local air quality impact, the very long lifetime of CO2 emissions or the
NOx emissions throughout the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.[10] This thesis
will focus on the long term solution: electric and hybrid electric aircraft.
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1.3 Research Objective
The literature survey conducted on electric and hybrid electric aircraft concepts revealed
that while there is a lot of effort on the propulsion aspect of the problem, incorporation
of detailed architecture analyses into sizing considerations are missing. Moreover, the
dynamic behavior of the electric power generation and distribution subsystems (EPGDS)
are not taken into account at early design phases. To fill this gap, the over-arching research
objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology to perform sizing, integration and
performance evaluation of electric power generation and distribution subsystems and
architectures within electric and hybrid electric aircraft concepts. The methodology
will capture the impact of individual subsystem performance characteristics at subsystem,
aircraft and mission levels; and evaluate architectures for different types of system level
requirements under varying levels of hybridization; subject to the constraint that the level
of complexity must be suitable for rapid, low-cost analyses at the conceptual design stage.
The stated research objective may be realized by addressing the main research question
presented below:
The Overarching Research Question: How can the aircraft sizing and synthesis
process be more generalized so that adequate comparisons between different types of
primary power generation and distribution subsystems and candidate architectures
are made available?
The answer to the main research question will yield the over-arching hypothesis of this
thesis. This question can be broken down into the following research questions:
• What modifications should be done on the aircraft sizing and mission analysis pro-
cess so that it is inclusive of any type of aircraft design, propulsion system, architec-
ture and the energy storage type?
• What capabilities are needed to enable rapid changes in the subsystem characteristics
and architectures?
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• How can EPGDS be represented to demonstrate various characteristics related to
different types of subsystems?
• How can the dynamic EPGDS characteristics be integrated into the sizing process?
• How can the technological sensitivities be captured?
• How can the best performing hybrid electric architecture be determined under vary-
ing levels of hybridization?
• How can the optimum operating conditions be obtained for different types of archi-
tectures?
• What impact does the level of hybridization have on choosing the best performing
architecture?
• Does every operational change trigger a significant transient response in the electrical
system of the aircraft?
• How can a balance between smaller and larger time steps be found so that significant
transients at the subsystem level are captured at the conceptual design stage without
bringing the associated computational burden?
• Can the transient behavior of an electrical system be related to the mission level
parameters?
• If they are related, how can the relationship be captured between the significant tran-
sients of a given electrical system which could occur under a wide range of inputs
which are expected to be given to the electrical system during a mission?
• If they are related, can the relationship be generalized for the given electrical system
so that the whether a significant transient occurs could be estimated with only the
limited amount of information obtained from the mission performance analysis?
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Each of these questions must be addressed to realize the research objective. The an-
swers to these questions will collectively yield the formulation of a repeatable methodol-
ogy to perform sizing, integration and performance evaluation of electric power generation
and distribution subsystems and architectures within electric and hybrid electric aircraft
concepts.
The following chapters are organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a literature review
and seeks answers to the research questions given above. Chapter 3 maps the observations
driven from this literature survey to the research questions, identifies the gaps and lays
out the formulation of research arguments which include proposed hypotheses and experi-
ments. Chapter 4 introduces the proposed methodology and its building blocks. Chapters 5
and 6 present further technical details on the proposed approach. Chapters 7 and 8 present
the results of the experiments outlined in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the
conclusions derived from these experiments, highlights the contributions of this work, and
provides a list of recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Overview of Electric and Hybrid Electric Aircraft Concepts
In recent years, NASA’s long term focus to fly electrically has gained a high interest es-
pecially due to the technology advancements in electric power generation and distribution
components. Advanced concept studies commissioned by NASA for the N+3/N+4 gen-
eration have identified promising aircraft and propulsion systems, such as Bauhaus Luft-
fahrt’s fully electric Ce-Liner, NASA’s SCEPTOR distributed electric propulsion, Boe-
ing’s SUGAR parallel hybrid electric aircraft and NASA’s N3X blended wing body with
distributed turboelectric propulsion system concepts.[8, 10, 11] Among these, Boeing’s
SUGAR concept promises about 60% fuel burn reduction, 53% energy use reduction, 77-
87% NOx reduction compared to its baseline Boeing 737-800.[12]
2.1.1 Electrifying an Aircraft: Terminology
It is important to clarify the terminology in terms of electric and hybrid electric concepts
before getting deeper into the details of electric propulsion and its examples. Electric air-
craft (EA) and hybrid electric aircraft (HEA) concepts are sometimes confused with more
electric aircraft (MEA) and all electric aircraft (AEA) concepts, although they are funda-
mentally different.
For AEA, the end goal is to replace all of the mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic sub-
systems that provide non-propulsive (secondary) power with electric counterparts. MEA is
a middle step towards AEA where only some of these secondary subsystems are replaced
with electric or more-electric alternatives, such as the case for Airbus A380 and Boeing
787.[13]
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On the other hand, for electric aircraft (sometimes referred as electric propulsion air-
craft, fully electric aircraft or universally electric aircraft), all of the propulsive (primary)
power is provided by electric means, such as Airbus E-Fan and Pipistrel Alpha Electro air-
craft. Since aircraft which solely depend upon electric motors and batteries are unlikely to
achieve similar flight performance of conventional propulsion systems in the near future,
turboelectric and hybrid electric propulsion (HEP) systems are envisioned as a middle step
towards electric propulsion (EP) systems. In hybrid electric aircraft, only partial propul-
sive power is supplied by an electrical energy source; whereas in turboelectric aircraft, a
gas turbine engine drives electric motor(s) which in turn drive(s) the fan(s).[14, 15, 16]
2.2 Real Life Applications of Electric Aircraft
Electric and hybrid electric aircraft concepts gained popularity especially in the last few
years due to the aforementioned aggressive emission goals and advances in electric power
generation and distribution subsystems technology. There are a number of unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) powered by electric motors, such as the solar powered and world altitude
record setter Helios UAV. [17] However, the number of inhabited electric aircraft are still
limited to low-power and low-range aircraft specifically designed for the flight training
market.[18]
Below is an overview of the two successfully flown electric aircraft: Alpha Electro
(Figure 2.1a) and E-Fan 2.0 (Figure 2.1b). These aircraft were used to benchmark the
appropriate mission duration and the modeling capabilities developed as part of this thesis.
2.2.1 Pipistrel Alpha Electro
The Alpha Electro (also known by its prototype’s name, WATTsUP), is a 2-seater electric
trainer especially built to be used in flight schools. It can fly up to 1 hour with an extra 30
minutes reserve, and the cruise range is 200 km.
It is powered by a Siemens electric motor which has a continuous power output of
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(a) Pipistrel Alpha Electro. Image Credit: [19] (b) Airbus E-Fan. Image Credit: [20]
Figure 2.1: Electric aircraft applications.
65 kW and weighs 14 kg (almost a power-to-weight ratio of 5kW/kg, including inverter
and gearbox).[21, 18] It runs on dual-redundant lithium battery pack which can be either
swapped easily or can be recharged in less than an hour. [19] Some prominent characteris-
tics regarding of the Alpha Electro are listed in Table 2.1 and compared with the E-Fan.
2.2.2 Airbus E-Fan 2.0
The E-Fan 2.0 is also a two-seater electric aircraft. Its twin-engines can provide a maximum
power of 30 kW each. Its endurance is also 1 hour, the same as that of Alpha Electro, but
its battery pack stores a higher total energy of 29 kWh. The system voltage of E-Fan is
270V.
It runs on lithium-ion batteries, (18650 by KOKAM) which has a specific energy of
207 Wh/kg per cell. The battery pack consists of 120 cells with 40 Ah capacity and 4 V
voltage per cell.
The operating costs of E-Fan is only one-third of traditional piston-engine light aircraft.
Its battery pac can be charged to 100% in 1.5 hours. Airbus also stated that there has been a
60% increase in E-Fans battery capacity since 2014, proving that significant improvements
in these subsystems are possible in relatively short amount of time. [20]
As a continuum of its electric propulsion program, Airbus converted the E-Fan 2.0 to
E-Fan Plus, a hybrid electric variant. In addition to the twin electric motors, a two-stroke
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Table 2.1: Prominent Characteristics of Airbus E-Fan and Pipistrel Alpha Electro.
E-Fan 2.0 Alpha Electro
MTOW [kg] 600 550
Motor Power [kW] 30x2 85
Battery Weight [kg] 168 126
Total Energy [kWh] 29 17
Endurance [min] 60 60
internal combustion engine (ICE) is installed on the E-Fan Plus. The ICE extends the range
and increases the endurance to approximately 2 hours and 15 minutes.
There have been also some changes in the electric propulsion architecture of E-Fan
Plus. The system voltage was increased from 270V to 400V. Airbus states that the new
voltage provides better electrical performance in powering E-Fans electric motors. The
electric batteries on E-Fan 2.0 were also replaced by higher-intensity and 15% more pow-
erful lithium-ion batteries from LG. The battery weight reduced from 168 kg to 63 kg in
order to compensate for the additional weight from the ICE system. A passive cooling sys-
tem was also added for better thermal management of the batteries.[22] At the time of this
thesis proposal, there is not much further information on E-Fan Plus, and therefore it could
not be compared with E-Fan 2.0 and Alpha Electro except for its endurance.
2.3 Literature Review on the EA/HEA Conceptual Design and Feasibility Studies
Although the electric propulsion applications are limited to UAVs and general aviation
sized airplanes so far, there are many conceptual studies being conducted for various sizes
of aircraft. Among many other conceptual studies conducted by academia and industry,
an overview of only the most notable ones are presented here: NASA SCEPTOR (Figure
2.2a), Bauhaus Luftfahrt Ce-Liner (Figure 2.2b), Boeing SUGAR Volt (Figure 2.2c) and
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NASA N3X (Figure 2.2d).
(a) NASA SCEPTOR. Image Credit: [23] (b) Bauhaus Luftfahrt Ce-Liner. Credit: [10]
(c) Boeing SUGAR. Image Credit: [24] (d) NASA N3X. Image Credit: [25]
Figure 2.2: Electric and Hybrid electric aircraft concepts.
These aircraft also represent distinct types of electric and hybrid electric propulsion.
SCEPTOR is a distributed electric propulsion concept, Ce-Liner is an electric aircraft con-
cept, SUGAR is a hybrid electric propulsion concept and N3X is a turbo-electric one.
Hence, in addition to introducing these aircraft, other research on these related concepts
will also be included to investigate different electric and hybrid-electric propulsion archi-
tectures and the related challenges. Similar to the Alpha Electro and E-Fan, the following
aircraft concepts were used to benchmark the modeling capabilities developed as part of
this thesis.
2.3.1 NASA SCEPTOR - Distributed Electric Propulsion
NASA SCEPTOR project (which stands for Scalable Convergent Electric Propulsion Tech-
nology Operations Research) investigates the implications and performance of distributed
electric propulsion (DEP). DEP consists of multiple propulsors which are driven by elec-
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tric motors and distributed along the airframe, as seen on the wings of SCEPTOR in Fig-
ure 2.2a. This research does not focus on a single integration strategy, but rather a suit of
various airframe-propulsion integrations which could lead to net efficiency benefits over
fewer and larger engines. [26] Therefore, the concept seen in Figure 2.2a is just one of
many configurations being studied in the SCEPTOR project.
There are various advantages of DEP. Moore and Fredericks [27] discuss a NASA Lan-
gley investigation which revealed that placing multiple propellers across the leading edge
of the wing provided enhanced dynamic pressure, which in turn yielded a lift enhancement
by about 2 times. Moore and Fredericks further explain that distributing many small di-
ameter propellers over the wing results in the highest propeller induced velocities and the
greatest lift augmentation compared to using a few large diameter propellers.
DEP is also beneficial in terms of propulsion sizing. A comparison between the LEAPTech
concept (with 12 propellers) to the Cirrus SR-22 which is a conventional reciprocating gen-
eral aviation aircraft revealed that the conventional engine looses around 20% of its avail-
able power on a hot summer day with a take-off at a high altitude, whereas the electric
motors on the LEAPTech concept do not suffer from any power reduction as their perfor-
mance is independent of temperature and altitude. [27]
Borer et al. [26] also demonstrate these advantages by comparing the electric DEP ar-
chitecture to a conventional one, concluding that the high-lift system enables a 2.5 times
reduction in wing area over the baseline aircraft, which in turn reduces drag during cruise
and increases the velocity for maximum lift-to-drag ratio while maintaining low-speed per-
formance. The final aircraft requires 4.8 times less energy at the selected cruise point
compared to the baseline aircraft.
For more detailed analysis and findings on the DEP concept, the interested reader is
referred to References [28, 29, 30].
To sum up, these papers provide detailed information about the increased aerodynamic
efficiency, potentially decreased drag, power sizing benefit which can replace the penalty
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associated with the heavier energy storage, and propeller design. However, they do not
cover a detailed architecture analysis except for the selection of number of propellers.
During this comprehensive literature survey, only a NASA presentation by Clarke [31]
was found to include the system architecture, as depicted in Figure 2.3. However, there is no
study regarding the impacts of subsystem sizing on the overall vehicle design. Architectural
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Figure 2.3: SCEPTOR Traction power system architecture. Reproduced from [31].
OBSERVATION 1: Electric aircraft research in literature does not incorporate
detailed architecture analyses into sizing considerations.
2.3.2 Bauhaus Luftfahrt Ce-Liner - Electric Propulsion
The Ce-Liner is an electrical aircraft concept developed by the German non-profit research
institution Bauhaus Luftfahrt as a response to the zero-CO2emission goals. It is a tricycle,
monoplane, low-winged twin-fan with podded mountings located on the aft fuselage. It
has a design payload range of 900 NM with a payload capacity of around 190 passengers
(PAX). [10] Figure 2.4 shows a cutaway view of the Ce-Liner.
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General Data
Overall Length/ Height: 43.0 / 12.9 m
Span: 36.0 m
Ref. Wing Area: 172 m²
MTOW/MLW: 109300 kg 
OWE: 59410 kg
Power-to-Weight: 0.407 kW/kg






































Figure 2.4: Ce-Liner cutaway views. Source:[32]
Hornung et al. [10] provide a high-level case study for the conceptual design of the
Ce-Liner. It is stated that the most critical enabling technology in electric propulsion is
the energy storage, i.e. the batteries, especially in terms of specific energy. They argue
that the second key metric in quantifying battery performance is specific power (or power
density). The power required to accelerate within given runway and operational constraints,
then to perform take-off and climb can be provided by the current batteries. The specific
power of SOA lithium batteries goes beyond 2 kW/kg which is enough for providing the
power required during take-off and climb for the Ce-Liner. However, there exists a tradeoff
between battery specific power and specific energy.
Their analysis lays out that the maximum power demand for the Ce-Liner is around 34.1
MW during take off and 16.55 MW during cruise (including power off-takes). The total
energy requirement is 47 MWh for the whole mission (excluding power off-takes). These
requirements can be delivered with a battery specific energy of 1.7 kWh/kg and specific
power of 1.2 kW/kg. When the power off-takes and safety measurements are included, the
battery technology target is extended to a specific energy of 2 kWh/kg and specific power
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of 2 kW/kg. This is quite an aggressive goal for the EIS year of 2035.
The architecture considerations of the Ce-Liner are presented by Isikveren et al. [32] in
another publication. Isikveren et al. divides the electric systems architecture into three main
systems based on the power and voltage levels: high power and voltage (propulsion sys-
tem), medium power and voltage (associated to on-board consumer system requirement),
and low power and voltage (avionics), as demonstrated in Figure 2.5. They argue that this
categorization is generic and hence can be applied to various transport aircraft categories.
540 VDC non-essential 28 VDC non-essential
28 VDC vital
28 VDC essentialMotor Bus 540 VDC essential
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Figure 2.5: Bauhaus Luftfahrt’s universally electric systems architecture. Source:[32]
It can be seen from Figure 2.5 that direct current (DC) voltage was chosen for power
transmission. This is because of the fact that DC systems minimize electro-magnetic in-
terference, reduce power losses in the cables, and are compatible with batteries without
requiring conversion into another type of voltage. The authors explain that since the first
category is runs on high power, a high voltage level is necessary to reduce the cable sizing
(i.e. weight). They point out that voltage levels between 1000-3000 VDC are currently be-
ing investigated and that the common-place for contemporary terrestrial locomotive trans-
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portation systems to work with voltages of up to 15 kVDC.
In this power transmission architecture, power is supplied by the batteries to the propul-
sors through a motor bus in order to connect multiple power loads to the electrical system.
Moreover, battery control units (BCU) are placed to monitor the battery and prevent it from
discharging under a certain level. It also regulates the voltage such that the voltage at the
BCU output is constant.
The second category is the medium power medium voltage one. The voltage here was
chosen to be 540 VDC as it is claimed to be the common voltage level for future subsys-
tems. Components used in this category are similar to those of the first category. The third
one is the low power low voltage category which represents the avionics. The voltage level
was chosen to be 28 VDC and since both the power demand and voltage level are low,
standard Bus Tie Breakers are utilized instead of SSPCs to decrease the weight penalty.
The authors estimated the mass of each power transmission subsystem from their pre-
dicted specific power and efficiency for 2035. They then carry on with sizing analysis.
They point out that the take-off power is the driving factor for this type of electric aircraft;
in fact it has a greater effect on the sizing compared to the conventional aircraft. This
means that if the electric propulsion architecture is sized for low-speed operations, there
will be a dramatic weight penalty due to the oversized battery. Hence, the required power
for low-speed operations (specifically, take-off and initial climb) must be minimized for a
successful design.
OBSERVATION 2: Electric aircraft are significantly more weight sensitive than con-
ventional ones because of the tremendous difference between the specific power/energy
of conventional fuels and the specific power/energy of batteries.
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2.3.3 Boeing SUGAR Volt - Hybrid Electric Propulsion
Subsonic Ultra Green Aircraft Research (SUGAR) conducts an advanced concept and tech-
nology study which examines various alternative fuel and energy technologies. One of the
concepts developed in this study is the SUGAR Volt, a medium-size hybrid electric aircraft
concept. SUGAR is a collaboration among Boeing, General Electric, Virginia Tech, and
Georgia Tech. [33]
A research by Perullo et al. [34] applies hybrid electrical elements developed within the
Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) for the SUGAR project. They perform
a parametric investigation into the engine cycle design. The authors find that the effects of
efficiency and weight of the electric system are mainly seen at the vehicle level as they are
independent of the engine cycle. Hence, the engine cycle can be chosen without detailed
attention to the electrical architecture.
There is not much detailed information on the SUGAR Volt concept in literature, but a
plenty of sizing methodologies for hybrid electric propulsion exist. The ones that are most
related to the scope of this proposal were provided in the following paragraphs.
Nam et al. [35, 36] propose a generalized aircraft sizing formulation applicable to non-
traditional energy sources and propulsion systems. The authors first categorize energy
sources as consumable energy (such as fuel) and non-consumable energy (such as batter-
ies). Then, they present a power-based formulation based on multiple “power-paths” that
make up the propulsion system when integrated. In this approach, a power path is decom-
posed into power generation and distribution subsystems. Each subsystem is represented
by its individual specific energy, specific power and efficiency. Hybrid electric propulsion
is represented as a set of power paths for electric and fuel burning engine branches.
Pornet et al. [37] present a methodology for sizing and performance assessment of
hybrid electric aircraft. Traditionally, thrust and fuel-flow look-up tables are used for per-
formance evaluation of conventional aircraft. Pornet et al. extends these look-up tables and
add electrical system characteristics; specifically by including the required electric power
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as additional output parameter. Then, the energy required from the battery and the fuel to
fly the mission can be determined. However, this methodology is only for sizing the power
systems and not for determining an optimum hybridization factor. It also does not consider
a detailed architecture. In fact, the methodology provided would need modifications for
hybrid configurations other than the parallel hybrid one.
Perullo and Mavris [38] provide a literature survey of the existing methodologies and
propose an environment for a hybrid-electric design by combining high fidelity conceptual
design tools with energy management optimization for a full mission. They select NPSS
as the modeling framework and a two-level optimization environment which combines dis-
tributed optimization with detailed analysis modules. The analysis modules are executed
concurrently instead of sequentially. They also decouple the sizing process from the mis-
sion analysis so that the optimization takes place for two problems which are high level
design parameters (e.g. aspect ratio, engine cycle parameters, etc.) and degrees of freedom
available to the system during a mission (e.g. power split from multiple sources, etc.) using
model predictive control technique. They do not include the architectural implications of
optimizing the level of hybridization.
OBSERVATION 3: Energy management optimization should be performed during
vehicle sizing. Architectural implications of optimizing the level of hybridization have
yet to be discovered.
2.3.4 NASA N3X - Turboelectric Propulsion
NASA N3X is a conceptual turboelectric distributed aircraft based on the Boeing 777-200.
It is estimated that this concept will enable about 63% energy savings, 90% NOx reduction
and 32-64 EPNdB cum noise reduction. [39]
In a turboelectric propulsion architecture is essentially similar to a hybrid one, where
a hydrocarbon fuel-burning turbomachinery is coupled to a generator which distributes
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power to propulsors. Different from the hybrid electric propulsion, there are no on board
energy storage devices other than fuel.
The turboelectric distributed propulsion architecture decouples the power producing
components from the thrust producing components. This way, each can operate at their
peak efficiency rather than a compromise between the two, increasing the overall thermal
efficiency. There are losses associated with turboelectric propulsion due to the power con-
version from mechanical to electrical, the transmission of electrical power and conversion
from electrical power back to mechanical power. However, this system architecture enables
technologies to help overcome the efficiency losses, such as distributed fans and boundary
layer ingestion. [40]
N3X concept utilizes large and efficient engines with freestream inlets which drive
superconducting generators. These generators provide electric power to multiple electric
motor driven propulsors. The propulsors ingest boundary layer which increases the overall
vehicle efficiency through a propulsive efficiency increase and reduced vehicle wake dis-
sipation. The distributed fans increase the total fan area and effective bypass ratio while
reducing fan pressure ratio. [39]
2.4 A Look From the Architecture Perspective
This section summarizes the prominent subsystems and architecture types of electric and
hybrid electric propulsion systems. Throughout the document, these subsystems will be
referred as electric power generation and distribution subsystems (EPGDS). Each of these
subsystems will be covered in detail in Chapter 5.
The prominent subsystems of a fully electric propulsion architecture are energy source
(such as a battery or fuel cell), electric motor, and power converter (or power electronics,
or power management and distribution system), as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. The en-
ergy source transfers energy in the form of electricity to the power converter. Electricity
propagates through the power converter and reaches to the electric motor which converts
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this electrical power to mechanical (shaft power). Then, a propeller speed reduction unit
(PSRU, shown as a gearbox in Figure 2.6) transfers the rotational motion of the motor out-
put shaft to the propeller via a speed reduction. If the electric motor is direct-drive, such as
the Siemens SP260D electric motor for aircraft [41], then a PSRU is not needed in between










Figure 2.6: Notional subsystem components and power-train for fully electric propulsion
The electric motor adjusts its torque and rotational speed to supply enough shaft power
which varies based on the variations in the power required by the propeller. In order to
change the output mechanical energy of the electric motor, the incoming current and motor
voltage must be regulated. Moreover, a conversion from/to alternating current (AC) to/from
direct current (DC) might also be necessary. Power converters are responsible for perform-
ing this regulation and/or conversion between the input and output stations, i.e. between
the battery and electric motor as given in Figure 2.6.[42, 43]
Hybrid electric propulsion architectures incorporate a fuel burning engine, such as gas
turbine or internal combustion engines. HEP requires fewer changes in the energy supply
infrastructure than EP, however also brings increased complexity. It also is not emission-
less, but is vastly less polluting and has less fuel consumption than a conventional propul-
sion system. HEP is accepted as a middle step between the conventional systems and EP
as it can deliver similar, if not the same, range performance of a fuel burning aircraft. The
fuel burning engine in HEP can be operated in its most efficient mode which results lower
emission and fuel consumption. Alternatively, the fuel burning engine can be shut down
and the vehicle can be operated as a fully electric one.[44] The ratio of the power extracted
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from the electric motor(s) to the total power is determined by the “hybridization factor”
(a.k.a. “level of hybridization”). [45]
Similar to the EP architecture, electrical energy is transmitted through common subsys-
tems in all four HEP concepts, but they can be connected in different configurations. These
HEP configurations can be mainly categorized into 4 types of architectures: series, parallel,
series-parallel and complex hyrbid; as shown in Figure 2.7.
• Series Architecture: In this architecture, the mechanical energy at the output of the
fuel burning engine is first converted into electricity by the generator. This electrical
energy can be used to charge the battery or to generate shaft power by the electric
motor. One of the advantages of the series architecture is that the fuel burning engine
is decoupled from the transmission system and thus it can run at its peak efficiency
independent of the RPM of the transmission system. It also has the advantage of
flexibility in terms of locating the engine-generator set. The powertrain is also not as
complex as the other architectures.
As it can be seen from Figure 2.7a, there are three propulsion devices (fuel burning
engine, generator and electric motor) in this architecture. All these three propulsion
devices need to be sized for the maximum sustained power for high performance
flight; which brings increased weight penalty. Although a torque amplification device
can be integrated to improve the performance of the motor and hence reduce its size,
the motor must still be significantly more powerful than a motor used in parallel
hybrid architecture. [44, 46]
• Parallel Architecture: Contrary to the series architecture, the fuel burning engine
and the electric motor are coupled to the shaft, as demonstrated in Figure 2.7b. There-
fore, the propulsive power can be delivered to the propeller by only the engine (con-
ventional propulsion), only the electric motor (fully electric propulsion) or both of



























































Figure 2.7: Notional subsystem components and powertrain for hybrid electric propulsion
in four different configurations. [44, 46]
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There is no need for a generator in parallel architecture. When the output power of
the engine is greater than the required power, the electric motor can be used as a gen-
erator to charge the battery by absorbing power from the engine. Furthermore, either
the engine or the motor can be downscaled and still deliver the same performance
and maximum power. The main disadvantages over the series hybrid is that this ar-
chitecture increases the control complexity, requires more complex and expensive
transmission system, and brings mechanical couplings. [44, 46]
• Series-parallel Architecture: This architecture (displayed in Figure 2.7c) possesses
the advantages of both series and parallel architectures. However, when compared
to the series hybrid, it involves an additional mechanical link; and when compared
to the parallel hybrid, it requires an additional generator. Therefore, even though it
takes advantages of the features of both series and parallel architectures, it suffers
from significantly higher complexity and costliness.[44, 47]
• Complex Architecture: The main difference between the complex architecture (shown
in Figure 2.7d) and series-parallel architecture is that in complex architecture, the
power flow of the electric motor is bidirectional, whereas in the series-parallel ar-
chitecture the power flow of the generator is unidirectional. The bidirectional power
flow allows for versatile operations, especially with the addition of an extra elec-
tric motor. However, it suffers from the weight penalty coming from the additional
propulsion devices and is also relatively more complex and costlier than the series
and parallel architectures. [44, 47]
Due to the increased complexity, weight penalty and cost of the series-parallel and
complex hybrid configurations, they are usually not preferred in hybrid electric vehicle ap-
plications with a few exceptions in the automotive industry.[44] In fact, both series and
parallel hybrid architectures are successfully used in the automotive industry, but the par-
allel hybrid configuration is the most popular one.[46]
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The divergence in the HEP architectures leads to the following observation:
OBSERVATION 4: HEP architecture types have different benefits and drawbacks,
and therefore each will perform differently. Comparisons among different vehicles
and architectures only makes sense if they are operated under their optimum perfor-
mance.
2.4.1 Selection of the Energy Source
The two options to provide electrical energy in EP are fuel cells and batteries. A fuel cell
converts the chemical energy stored in chemical reactions of hydrogen and oxygen into
electrical energy. Fuel cells provide electrical energy as long as the active chemicals are
supplied to the electrodes and hence do not store energy like batteries. In most cases, fuel
cells require a battery during start up as they cannot deliver electrical energy until they
approach to their operating point. They also have a rather slow dynamic performance and
are well suited for continuous operations. Therefore, in the case where temporary power
boosts under sudden demands are necessary, fuel cells are usually connected with batteries
in parallel. [48]
Battery cells convert chemical energy to electrical energy through electrochemical re-
actions and generate DC electricity. This is called a “discharge” process. Rechargeable
battery cells can reverse this chemical reaction when current is sent into the battery. This is
called a “charge” process. Although they come with much lower specific energy than fuel
cells, batteries can provide higher power although only for short periods. [42, 48]
A lot of research has already been conducted on fuel cell powered electric vehicle ap-
plications for electric and hybrid electric cars and aircraft (specifically for small unmanned
aerial vehicles). [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 47, 53] As the battery technology advances, there is a
shift to employing rechargeable batteries in electric aircraft applications, such as the case
for Airbus E-fan and Pipistrel Alpha Electro aircraft. For these reasons, and noting the nu-
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merous advantages including the high specific energy of fuel cells, this research will only
focus on the rechargeable battery technology as the electrical energy source.
Batteries have a dynamic discharge behavior, such as depicted in Figure 2.8. Each curve
in this plot shows the discharge behavior under a certain current draw in terms of battery
voltage and discharge time (or sometimes capacity). Figure 2.8 shows a representative
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) type of battery discharge characteristics. These type of batteries usu-
ally have an exponential zone at the beginning of discharge, and then the discharge curves
remain almost constant for a considerable amount of battery run time. Voltage starts to
drop very rapidly somewhere around the cutoff voltage, and continues to drop even more
as the battery is fully discharged. The nature of these curves depend on the battery type
and properties. But the main idea behind these curves is that voltage drops as battery is
discharged, and increases as battery is charged. In many cases, charge characteristics can
be assumed the same as discharge characteristics although they might not be exactly the
same.[54]Different types of batteries yield different dynamic behaviors and performance
characteristics.
Figure 2.8: Dynamic discharge behavior for a lithium-ion battery.
It can be seen from the different colored curves in Figure 2.8 that drawing a high amount
of current (e.g. the red curve) over a short amount of time decreases the battery run time
whereas drawing a low amount of current (e.g. the blue curve) over a longer time increases
the run time, as described previously. This phenomenon has a vital impact on the aircraft
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performance, because the power requirement can vary from flight segment to segment, and
even within the segment. This means that in the case of excessive high power demands, the
battery current spikes up and run time on a single charge significantly decreases, reducing
the battery capacity and hence limiting the performance (especially in terms of endurance
or range) of the aircraft. [42, 54]
Aircraft mission analysis usually incorporates large time steps, in the order of min-
utes. However, the literature survey on battery characteristics necessitates that the battery
must be sized by considering its dynamics within shorter time steps and integrating the
energy requirement of each time step. Otherwise, its performance and weight cannot be
estimated correctly, resulting to an under or over-sized battery. An over-sized battery pe-
nalizes aircraft’s range capability as it essentially becomes a dead-weight which will be
carried throughout the whole flight.
2.4.2 The Transient Nature of Electric Machines
The type of dynamic response of electric machines are classified as “steady-state” and
“transient” response. For electrical circuits, steady-state behavior is the dynamic response
where quantities such as currents, voltages, power, energy, etc. do not change in time in
direct current (DC) operation, or remain periodical with constant amplitudes and phase
angles in alternating current (AC) operation. On the contrary, during transient behavior,
these quantities vary with time and sometimes exceed the boundaries and may destroy the
circuit equipment. [55]
Although transient regimes do not necessarily break an electric machine, they can
severely impact the operation of an aircraft. [56] Especially for cases where high elec-
trical loads are unavoidable, such as the case for electric and hybrid electric applications,
degradation of electric power quality becomes a significant concern. [57] Voltage dips or
bursts that only last for just a few milliseconds can cause significant damage on electrical
equipment, and spike up the overall wasted energy. [56, 57]
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This is why, transient regimes which an electric machine is expected to experience
during normal operations must be analyzed during the design and development process of
that machine. If an EPGDS is not capable of bearing the loads the aircraft is expected to
experience, the aircraft performance can suffer as a result. For instance, in a hybrid electric
aircraft, if the pilot suddenly demands significantly high power from the electric motor, the
change in the power quantity in the powertrain might cause (among many things) a voltage
unbalance in an AC machine, which in turn can cause excessive heat and might damage the
machine.
The transient regimes gain more significance in EA/HEA concepts as the EPGDS archi-
tecture experiences much larger loads than those subsystems in secondary power systems.
There exist standards and regulations on aircraft electric power characteristics for both AC
and DC machines, such as MIL-STD-704F published by Department of Defense. [58] This
standard establishes the requirements and characteristics for electric utilization equipment.
Although specific requirements for electric machines used as primary power sources in
EA/HEA have not been established yet, the constraints given in existing standards can be
used as a reference to ensure the power quality of the aircraft electrical system.
The amount of time a transient occurs vary for each EPGDS, but are several orders of
magnitude smaller than the aircraft dynamics. [38, 59] Therefore, much smaller time steps
are needed for transient analysis compared to the time steps used in mission performance
analysis (which are generally in the order of minutes). However, transient analyses are
performed within a duration of time usually not exceeding a couple of seconds [58, 57]
in accordance with the definition of a transient. Combining the subsystem level transient
analysis with mission performance analysis require simulations and computations to be
performed at a scale of millionth of a second, which would bring enormous computational
burden to otherwise high-level analysis.
Due to this tradeoff between required computational resources and desired accuracy,
the transients are usually neglected in mission performance analysis at aircraft conceptual
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design stage. [38]
These discussions lead to the following observations:
OBSERVATION 5: The appropriate timescales are different at mission and subsys-
tem levels, especially when transient regimes are concerned. This discrepancy might
result in performance degradation due to inaccurate approximation of subsystem dy-
namics using large time steps, or computational burden due to selecting very small
time steps for the entire mission in mission performance analysis.
2.5 Advantages and Challenges of Electric and Hybrid Electric Aircraft
There are various advantages of EA/HEA, including but not limited to reduced or zero
emissions. However, there are also challenges associated mainly with the technology levels
and lack of experience in this area. The next two sections summarize the advantages and
discuss the drawbacks.
2.5.1 Advantages
There are numerous advantages that come with electrically propelled aircraft other than
the reduced (for HEP) to zero (for EP) emissions. In some instances, the use of an electric
motor as a source of shaft power can be superior to combustion-based engines thanks to the
power and efficiency characteristics of electric motors. Electric propulsion systems offer
dramatic energy savings as the conversion from electric power to shaft power is much more
efficient.[27]
Recent advances in electric motors enabled higher power-to-weight ratios, such as the
Siemens electric motor for aircraft which has a state-of-the-art power-to-weight ratio of 5
kW/kg and delivers a continuous output of about 260 kW.[41] Moreover, electric motor ef-
ficiency is independent of operational altitude and also has a relatively scale-free efficiency
and power-to-weight ratio which gives an advantage over conventional internal combus-
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tion engines. They also have less moving parts with a simple working mechanism that
make them favorable in terms of reliability and maintainability, and provide safety through
redundancy.[42, 28, 27]
Another benefit is that electric motors being able to provide reasonably efficient power
across a wide range of rotational shaft speeds, as opposed to combustion-based engines
which are mostly efficient at a narrow range. Propellers are only efficient across a narrow
range of advance ratios. Thus, when powered by combustion engines, propellers are gen-
erally designed with complicated variable pitch mechanisms to maintain the shaft speed
within a small range and are twisted to maintain an efficient angle of attack over a wide
range of speeds. These mechanisms bring more complexity, increase the weight and cost of
the system and introduce additional reliability and maintainability penalties. On the other
hand, by running efficiently over a wider range of shaft speeds, electric motors require
less complex means of matching efficient angles of attack on the blade than variable pitch
or constant speed mechanisms. This approach has also a secondary benefit of reducing
noise.[28]
To sum up, the advantages of EP and HEP are zero or drastically reduced emissions
(and thus greener aviation), less atmospheric heat release (less global warming), higher
efficiency, no power lapse with altitude, scale-free efficiency and power-to-weight ratio,
increased reliability and maintainability, and quieter flight. However, the substantial change
in the propulsion systems also brings new challenges to the aircraft design community.
2.5.2 Challenges
The most widely known challenge is associated with the energy source characteristics of
electric and hybrid electric vehicles. Specific energies of state-of-the-art (SOA) batteries
are significantly below the specific energy of jet fuels. For example, jet A provides a
minimum specific energy of 11.89 kWh/kg (42.80 MJ/kg), whereas today’s SOA lithium-
ion batteries can only hit up to about 210 Wh/kg (0.76 MJ/kg). [60, 61] However, battery
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technology is aggressively advancing and there is still room to improve. Figure 2.9 shows
the technological trend of the Lithium-ion battery since it was launched on the market, in
terms of specific energy (mass energy density) and volumetric energy density. Scientists
predict that although the current lithium-ion batteries might be approaching the practical
limit, other type of lithium based batteries (such as lithium-air or lithium-oxygen with a
theoretical specific energy of 3458 Wh/kg [62]) will enable higher specific energy and
power values and therefore continue to play a significant role in the energy source applied
research.[61, 63, 64]
Figure 2.9: Evolution of Lithium-ion technology since its commercialization in 1991.
Source: [61]
Striking advances in electric motor technology promise even better performance char-
acteristics from lighter devices. Up until the announcement of the high performing Siemens
electric motor with a power-to-weight ratio of 5 kW/kg back in 2015, the SOA electric mo-
tors which could deliver similar amounts of maximum power had power-to-weight ratios
of 2-3 kW/kg. NASA set a 15-year goal to increase the electric motor power-to-weight
ratio to 16 kW/kg and the power capability to 5-10 MW. [14] The same progression is also
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expected from the power converter technologies. NASA’s 15-year goal for the power con-
verter is to reach a power-to-weight ratio of 19 kW/kg and a power capability of 0.25 MW
from the current SOA with a power-to-weight ratio of 2.2 kW/kg and a power capability of
5-10 MW.[14, 65] Hence, the below observation can be made about EPGDS technologies:
OBSERVATION 6: EPGDS technologies rapidly improve resulting in ever-changing
subsystem capabilities, which in turn can have a cumulative positive effect on vehicle
design and mission performance.
Although propulsion is the first thing that comes to mind when talking about electric air-
craft, one particular and important, but not yet thoroughly addressed challenge lies within
the architecture design. The EA and HEA concepts pose a significant subsystem archi-
tecture challenges. The subsystems used in the electric propulsion system are responsible
for providing the propulsive power. Therefore, very large amounts of power propagates
through these subsystems. This creates a challenge especially in terms of generation and
distribution of power. Apart from the subsystems themselves, the sizing of the distribution
elements are also affected by the magnitude of the current which they carry, and hence
might introduce significant amounts of weight to the system. As a result, there is a need to
study these revolutionary concepts from a subsystems perspective.
Studies in literature are widely based on assumptions made on EPGDS technology lev-
els such as a component’s specific power and/or specific energy. Thus, the technological
improvements are usually stated in terms of specific power/energy, without regards to other
aspects (such as voltages, currents, capacities, etc.) of these subsystems. This limitation re-
sults in losing potentially valuable information due to neglecting the higher dimensionality
of the problem. This leads to epistemic uncertainty, which is “due to a lack of knowledge
about the behavior of the system that is conceptually resolvable”. [66] The following ob-
servation is made regarding this problem:
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OBSERVATION 7: EPGDS are usually represented only by their specific power/energy,
which leads to epistemic uncertainty due to modeling assumptions.
There also exist challenges associated with the sizing and synthesis of the EP and HEP con-
cepts. Traditionally, the sizing of subsystem components is performed during the concep-
tual design stage by using empirical relationships concerning existing historical data.[67,
68] From these empirical relations, information on aircraft weight, power (or thrust) and
drag polar are then estimated and fed into the sizing and synthesis process where constraint
analysis (to meet point performance requirements) and mission analysis (to fly a specific
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Figure 2.10: The traditional aircraft design formulation. [69]
However, there is a lack of historical data or readily available physics-based models
for unconventional or more recent technologies such as ones that constitute EPGDS. Es-
timations on the impact of these subsystems add a significant uncertainty to the system.
The flowchart in Figure 2.11b was proposed by Chakraborty and Mavris[70] for traditional
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aircraft and generalized here to include EA and HEA, as shown in Figure 2.11a. The
flowchart demonstrates how a generic subsystem weight, drag, and power consumption or


















(a) Impact of subsystems on fuel consumption by

















(b) Effects of a generic subsystem on total
energy required.
Figure 2.11: Subsystem considerations for conventional and electric propulsion.
According to Chakraborty [13], the aircraft subsystems affect the sizing process at the
conceptual design stage in three ways:
1. Empty weight fraction: Subsystem components and architectures change the empty
weight through changes in the fixed equipment weight
2. Engine fuel consumption: Subsystems increase the specific fuel consumption by im-
posing a fuel-burn penalty through the use of bleed air or shaft-power
3. Vehicle drag: Subsystems may impact the vehicle drag because of external modifi-
cations or due to the drag arising from ram air inlets
While the first and the last items in Chakraborty’s list also hold true for electric propul-
sion, the second item needs a modification. Any additional weight imposed by the sub-
systems or the architecture will require additional energy to carry that component. Also, a
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power consuming subsystem directly increases the overall the required power. For EP, this
power is supplied solely by electricity; whereas for HEP both the specific fuel consumption
and battery discharge rate is affected. Therefore, subsystems increase the required energy
by increasing the required power through the use of shaft power or power off-takes.
Ultimately, the choice and sizing of aircraft subsystems has a consequential impact on
the final design of a vehicle, but in the meantime subsystem level performance is limited
by the system level metrics. The interrelationships, interactions and possible couplings
between the subsystems and the aircraft can lead to very different results than what was an-
ticipated for the individual subsystem performance; yielding to the following observation:
OBSERVATION 8: The level of hybridization, architecture type, performance and
sizing have a bidirectional impact on the empty weight as well as the flight perfor-
mance of a hybrid electric aircraft, creating an interdependence between the subsys-
tem, aircraft and mission levels.
Moreover, the traditional sizing methods depend on the assumption that the time rate of
change in aircraft weight equals the fuel flow, as used in the well-known Breguet range
equation.[71] However this phenomenon does not apply for EP technology as such systems
might not lose weight over the course of a mission. Modifications to these methods are also
necessary for hybrid-electric aircraft. Therefore, the empirical relations and methods given
by the traditional design approaches cannot be directly used for such new concepts.
To conclude, the main challenges associated with the EA and HEA and their design
process can be summarized as:
• Weight and performance penalties due to the characteristics of the electrical energy
source
• Significant subsystem architecture challenge due to the challenges in generation and
distribution of very large amounts of power
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• Lack of historical data and readily available physics-based models for EPGDS
• Interdependence among aircraft sizing, performance, subsystem sizing and architec-
tural decisions
• The need to modify the traditional sizing methods to account for the new propulsion
system
2.6 Chapter Summary
There is a growing need for a greener aviation, even better a carbon neutral one. To meet the
aggressive emission goals, the aerospace industry is working on a cutting-edge aircraft con-
cept: electric aircraft. Although electric propulsion is an enabler for the reducing CO2 and
NOx, noise and increasing propulsive efficiency, aircraft which solely depend upon elec-
tric motors and batteries are unlikely to achieve similar flight performance of conventional
propulsion systems in the near future. Hence, turbo-electric and hybrid-electric propulsion
systems are envisioned as a middle step towards fully electric propulsion.
The literature survey revealed that the efforts mostly focus on the propulsion aspect of
the problem alone. However, these revolutionary concepts also pose a significant archi-
tecture challenge. Throughout this chapter, the following observations about architectural
considerations were made:
1. Electric aircraft research in literature does not incorporate detailed architecture anal-
yses into sizing considerations.
2. Electric aircraft are significantly more weight sensitive than conventional ones be-
cause of the tremendous difference between the specific power/energy of conven-
tional fuels and the specific power/energy of batteries.
3. Energy management optimization should be performed during vehicle sizing. Archi-
tectural implications of optimizing the level of hybridization have yet to be discov-
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ered.
4. HEP architecture types have different benefits and drawbacks, and therefore each
will perform differently. Comparisons among different vehicles and architectures
only makes sense if they are operated under their optimum performance.
5. The ideal timescales at the mission level can be different than the timescales at the
subsystem level, especially when battery dynamics are considered. This discrepancy
might result in weight penalties due to inaccurate approximation of subsystem dy-
namics, or computational burden due to selecting very small time steps for an entire
mission.
6. EPGDS technologies rapidly improve resulting in ever-changing subsystem capa-
bilities, which in turn can have a cumulative positive effect on vehicle design and
mission performance.
7. EPGDS are usually represented only by their specific power/energy, which leads to
epistemic uncertainty.
8. The level of hybridization, architecture type, performance and sizing have a bidi-
rectional impact on the empty weight as well as the flight performance of a hybrid





The literature survey in Chapter 2 showed that the EA/HEA sizing considerations usually
focus on propulsion alone, and either neglect a majority of EPGDS characteristics, or do not
incorporate different architecture types. However, it was also observed that these concepts
are extremely weight-sensitive, and hence the architectural choices must be made care-
fully. The main motivation of this dissertation is that there is a need to consider subsystem
characteristics and architecture types in early stages of EA/HEA design.
The following sections of this chapter present a formulation of the research based on
the observations made earlier. This formulation is depicted in Figure 3.1 and explained in
detail in the upcoming sections.
The over-arching objective of the thesis was first introduced in Chapter 1 as:
Develop a methodology to perform sizing, integration and performance evalua-
tion of electric power generation and distribution subsystems and architectures within
electric and hybrid electric aircraft concepts.
The following criteria must be met for the methodology to realize the objective:
• Capture the impact of individual subsystem performance characteristics at subsys-
tem, aircraft and mission levels
• Evaluate architectures for different types of system level requirements under varying
levels of hybridization
• Subject to the constraint that the level of complexity must be suitable for rapid, low-
cost analyses at the conceptual design stage
The methodology will aim to provide an analysis environment with increased dimensional-
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Figure 3.1: Formulation of the research arguments.
EPGDS and aircraft and mission level performance characteristics, and enable comparison
of different architectures with respect to their performance at the subsystem, aircraft and
mission levels.
3.1 Research Questions and Hypotheses
The following sections list the research questions to realize the research objective. A hy-
pothesis to each question will be presented along with a set of experiments that are needed
to conduct to substantiate the hypothesis.
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3.1.1 Argument 1
The main research question of the thesis is recalled below:
RESEARCH QUESTION 1: How can the aircraft sizing and synthesis process be
more generalized so that adequate comparisons between different types of primary
power generation and distribution subsystems and candidate architectures are made
available?
The literature survey conducted in Chapter 2 looked for answers to this research ques-
tion. It was seen that the sizing of subsystem components is traditionally performed during
conceptual aircraft design stage by using empirical relationships based on existing histor-
ical data.[67, 68] However, there is a lack of historical data and readily available physics-
based models for EPGDS as they are rather new technologies. Hence, estimations on the
impact of EPGDS add uncertainty to the system.
Observation 1 deducted from the literature survey showed that most research do not
consider EPGDS and related architectures at the conceptual design stage, whereas obser-
vations 2 through 8 highlighted the significance of comprehensive architecture modeling
during the conceptual design stage.
More specifically, Observation 2 revealed that electric aircraft are significantly more
weight sensitive than conventional aircraft. This means that even small weight changes can
bring significant penalties. According to Observation 3, an optimum level of hybridiza-
tion should be found during the vehicle sizing process. This observation opens a door to
discover any architectural trends based on optimization objectives and system level con-
straints. It was observed that the impacts of electrification on aircraft and mission levels
vary with different architecture types (Observation 4). It was also found that inaccurate ap-
proximation of subsystem dynamics can bring additional weight penalties (Observation 5).
Observations 6 and 7 showed the importance of representing the EPGDS weight and perfor-
mance characteristics as well as any future technology trends to minimize the uncertainties
related to architectural choices. Finally, Observation 8 revealed that the hybridization level,
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architectural characteristics, aircraft sizing and performance are all interdependent.
This thesis seeks a substantiated answer to Research Question 1, as an answer could not
be found in the literature. To this end, Research Question 1 is further analyzed and divided
into multiple research questions (RQ):
• RQ 1.1: How can the sizing and synthesis process be modified so that it can be uti-
lized for any type of aircraft, regardless of the propulsion system and its architecture?
• RQ 1.2: How can the dynamic EPGDS characteristics be integrated into the sizing
process?
• RQ 1.3: How can EPGDS be represented to demonstrate various characteristics re-
lated to different types of subsystems?
• RQ 1.4: What capabilities are needed to enable rapid changes in the subsystem
characteristics and architectures?
RQ 1.1 is related to the vehicle design and mission analysis. The “fuel burn” con-
siderations in the mission analysis should be generalized to “energy” to account for the
hybridization of the propulsion system. RQ 1.2 ties the subsystem level characteristics to
the modified sizing process. This integration can be done by linking vehicle and mission
level requirements to EPGDS model parameters. RQ 1.3 and 1.4 are related to the sub-
system level. Different types of EPGDS can be represented by developing and/or adapting
physics-based models. These models need to be parametric to enable rapid changes.
The literature review showed that in order for the architectural comparisons to be ade-
quate, the following key aspects must be realized: (i) the architectures are sized properly,
and the subsystem level impacts at the aircraft and mission levels are captured, (ii) design
requirements and the dynamic behavior of the subsystems are taken into account within
the aircraft sizing, and (iii) the architectures are compared based on their optimum perfor-
mance.
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The over-arching hypothesis given below attempts to realize these key aspects and ad-
dresses all of these questions:
HYPOTHESIS 1: EA/HEA architectures can be adequately compared using a method-
ological framework which has the following capabilities:
• The mission performance analysis is energy-based and independent of the propulsion
system type
• Aircraft propulsion architecture definitions are flexible enough to account for various
types for architectures and their impact on the vehicle and mission levels
• EPGDS level performance characteristics are captured through parametric models
and linked to the aircraft and mission level requirements, enabling an automated
sizing process
• The optimum operational condition for each architecture type is acquired through
integrated power management optimization
• The sizing process allows for the transition between high-level and detailed analyses
to capture significant transients through variable step sizing
The developed methodology must be flexible to be used for different architectures,
and must be able to capture important performance variations among them. To test the
flexibility and the extent of the methodology, architectural comparisons can be performed.
Since the literature review confirmed the interdependence among subsystem, aircraft
and mission levels; a set of measures of performance (MoPs) can be determined to indi-
vidually track the subsystem level impacts on a larger scale. For instance, assume that a
series HEP architecture ends up to be heavier than a parallel one due to incorporating an
additional propulsion device, when everything else is kept constant. When compared at
the same operating conditions, it might be thought that either the mission performance of
the aircraft with series HEP architecture would be poorer than its counterpart due to being
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heavier; or the aircraft would have to be resized and require more energy overall. But this
assumption might fall short unless the two architectures are compared at their optimum
operating conditions or important transients at the EPGDS are taken into account.
Incorporating the optimum power management schedules and adaptive time steps can
yield more reliable results when comparing the two architectures. Once these important
aspects are taken into account, then the better-performing architecture can easily be differ-
entiated by comparing the takeoff gross weight, required energy (which can be two MoPs),
optimum operating conditions and subsystem dynamics of both competing configurations
for the same point-performance mission requirements.
To test the validity of the overarching hypothesis, first the proposed capabilities must
be developed. In the remainder of this chapter, these capabilities were divided into three
hypotheses. A set of experiments were planned for each of the three hypothesis. To prove
the validity and applicability of the methodological framework proposed in Hypothesis 1,
all of these experiments must substantiate the associated hypotheses. Only then Experiment
1 cbe conducted to test whether the methodological framework developed according to
Hypothesis 1 is capable of achieving the over-arching objective of this research.
If any one of the experiments fail, then Hypothesis 1 will be nullified.
3.1.2 Argument 2
The next argument of the thesis is related to the following observations:
Observation 2: Electric aircraft are significantly more weight sensitive than conven-
tional ones because of the tremendous difference between the specific power/energy of
conventional fuels and the specific power/energy of batteries.
Observation 6: EPGDS technologies rapidly improve resulting in ever-changing sub-
system capabilities, which in turn can have a cumulative positive effect on vehicle design
and mission performance.
Observation 7: EPGDS are usually represented only by their specific power/energy,
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which leads to epistemic uncertainty due to modeling assumptions.
Observation 8: The level of hybridization, architecture type, performance and sizing
have a bidirectional impact on the empty weight as well as the flight performance of a
hybrid electric aircraft, creating an interdependence between the subsystem, aircraft and
mission levels.
Observation 2 stresses the fact that uncertainty reduction in EPGDS modeling is very
important because even small variations in estimating the weight of the EPGDS as well as
the vehicle itself could make a snowball effect on the gross weight and the overall perfor-
mance of the vehicle.
Observation 6 refers to the impacts of advances in EPGDS technologies on the vehicle
design and mission performance. Although it is obvious that more advanced technologies
will provide a better overall performance, the magnitude of this impact is unknown. It is
important to figure out which subsystem characteristics improves the vehicle performance
to what degree, so that a clear direction is given to subsystem scientists to further advance
those characteristics.
Observation 7 addresses the uncertainties in EPGDS models in literature due to simpli-
fied underlying assumptions. Similar to technological uncertainty, the misleading effects
of epistemic uncertainty can also be seen on the vehicle design and mission performance
estimations.
Observation 8 points out to the fact that a change made at the subsystem level or in the
power management strategy will have an impact on the aircraft and mission levels, which
will then affect the subsystem level components and the power management strategy.
These observations emphasize the importance of the integration of EPGDS considera-
tions into the vehicle sizing and synthesis process, leading to the next research question:
RESEARCH QUESTION 2: How can the traditional aircraft conceptual design
stage be modified to make it suitable for any type of aircraft design and propulsion
system?
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Research Question 2 can be broken into the following sub-questions:
• RQ 2.1: What modifications should be done on the aircraft sizing and mission anal-
ysis process so that it is inclusive of any type of aircraft design, propulsion system,
architecture and the energy storage type?
• RQ 2.2: How can the EPGDS characteristics be integrated into the modified sizing
and mission analysis process?
• RQ 2.3: How can the technological sensitivities be captured?
As discussed previously, the traditional sizing and mission performance analysis process
relies on fuel burn. A modification to this process is needed to make it more generic and
independent of the propulsion type.
The subsystems are traditionally sized at the conceptual design stage by using empir-
ical relationships concerning existing historical data.[67, 68] Due to the lack of historical
data or readily available physics-based models, only a small portion of the electric propul-
sion subsystems in the chosen architecture are modeled. Moreover, the dimensionality of
such models are rather low, as they are generally represented through a few design parame-
ters, such as power-to-weight ratio, energy-to-weight ratio, rated power, maximum energy
capacity, and efficiency. However, utilizing such low-dimensionality models brings an im-
portant amount of epistemic uncertainty to the results due to the modeling assumptions.
Although these parameters might be sufficient for initial sizing purposes, subsystem
dynamics are completely missed until further down in the detailed design process. For in-
stance, suppose that during the conceptual design stage, a subsystem is to be chosen among
multiple state-of-the-art options that have the same functionality but the way they operate is
different in principle. A selection that is made solely based on the highest power-to-weight
ratio might not yield the desired dynamic response when integrated into the system. If
such a case occurs later in the aircraft design process and the subsystem must be replaced
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with another option, then the change in the power-to-weight ratio assumption might have a
crucial impact on the overall system and weight of the vehicle.
With these thoughts in mind, the second hypothesis becomes:
HYPOTHESIS 2: EPGDS characteristics can be integrated into the EA/HEA sizing pro-
cess through a parametric sizing and synthesis framework with the following properties:
• A generic mission analysis approach is implemented where the required energy to fly
a mission profile is tracked and budgeted between different power sources of aircraft
according to preset hybridization levels
• A component based weight estimation technique is used
• Aircraft sizing and synthesis process captures the sizing of EPGDS components based
on required energy and/or power
• EPGDS models used in the framework are parametric, physics-based and dynamic
• The developed EPGDS models are utilized to capture the subsystem level impacts at
aircraft and mission levels
To test the validity of Hypothesis 2, the following set of experiments will be conducted:
EXPERIMENT 2.1: Model a baseline aircraft with a conventional propulsion system
within a sizing and synthesis environment built based on the proposed framework. Show
that the environment is capable of producing the same design mission performance charac-
teristics of the baseline aircraft.
• Thought experiment: Once the proposed framework is used to create the sizing and
synthesis environment, it must be validated prior to conducting any type of analysis.
Otherwise, the results cannot be deemed reliable. The validation can be performed
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by comparing the output of the sizing and synthesis analysis to an existing baseline
aircraft. This means that if the requirements given to the sizing and synthesis environ-
ment are the same as that of the chosen baseline aircraft, then the sizing process must
converge to a design that has the same takeoff gross weight, geometric properties and
mission performance characteristics. The results can be compared against manufac-
turer’s data, literature and/or results obtained from an established aircraft sizing tool,
such as FLOPS. If the environment yields a design that is acceptably accurate, then
the developed framework is validated and can be used for further analysis.
EXPERIMENT 2.2: Change the baseline aircraft’s propulsion system with a parallel
hybrid-electric architecture using the developed EPGDS models. Use the sizing and synthe-
sis environment to resize the hybrid-electric aircraft while matching the point-performance
requirements of the baseline aircraft for a (i) 50% hybrid-electric aircraft and (ii) 100%
electric aircraft. Compare the results.
• Thought experiment: The next step after validating the developed framework and the
environment is to demonstrate that the methods used are generic enough to be used
to model and size electric and hybrid electric aircraft. This requires a change in the
propulsion system of the baseline aircraft with a new EPGDS architecture. Parallel
hybrid-electric configuration would be a good application to test the flexibility of the
analysis that can be performed, simply because a parallel configuration can be used to
showcase a fully-electric, a hybrid-electric, and a conventional propulsion scenarios
by changing the power management strategies. Using the same point-performance
and design mission requirements as the baseline aircraft, the hybrid-electric and elec-
tric concepts should yield significantly different aircraft designs with different per-
formance characteristics.
EXPERIMENT 2.3: Perform a parametric variation of EPGDS technology adjustment
factors to determine sensitivity of aircraft and mission level measures of performance to
subsystem level technology advancements.
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• Thought experiment: The methods applied in the sizing and synthesis framework
must be able to reflect technology improvements of the EPGDS. The key enablers
of technology projections are the parametric property and increased dimensional-
ity of the EPGDS models to be developed. To put these capabilities into test, for
each EPGDS, a group of design metrics that will be improved with technological ad-
vancements must be identified. Then, both the individual and the combined impacts
of varying technology adjustment factors (also known as technology K-factors) must
be demonstrated at the aircraft and mission levels by performing tradeoff studies and
sensitivity analysis.
3.1.3 Argument 3
The three observations given below form the third research question:
Observation 3: Energy management optimization should be performed during vehicle
sizing. Architectural implications of optimizing the level of hybridization have yet to be
discovered.
Observation 4: HEP architecture types have different benefits and drawbacks, and
therefore each will perform differently. Comparisons among different vehicles and archi-
tectures only makes sense if they are operated under their optimum performance.
Observation 8: The level of hybridization, architecture type, performance and sizing
have a bidirectional impact on the empty weight as well as the flight performance of a
hybrid electric aircraft, creating an interdependence between the subsystem, aircraft and
mission levels.
There might be more than one feasible architecture for a given set of requirements,
but it is only logical to find the best performing one. Architecture comparisons might
be straightforward for a given level of hybridization, but the optimum hybridization level
might change for each competing architecture due to the variations in aircraft weight and
energy requirement. Such architectures should be compared based on their optimal per-
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formance conditions, which might imply different levels of hybridization. Moreover, hy-
bridization level is heavily dependent on the system level requirements. It is also desired
to see the architectural trends (if there are any) under varying requirements.
The optimization problem to be set up should not use parameters which are dependent
on the propulsion type. For instance, if an optimization problem is solved using the “re-
quired power to sea level rated power” ratio as the control variables, the aircraft might not
be able to follow the given power management schedule due to a lapsing engine. Hence, it
must be ensured that the schedule determined by the optimizer is realizable.
Hence, the next research question is:
RESEARCH QUESTION 3: How can the best performing hybrid electric archi-
tecture be determined under varying levels of hybridization?
The following hypothesis aims to answer this research question:
HYPOTHESIS 3: The optimum power management schedule for an aircraft can be ob-
tained by implementing a segment-wise optimization technique based on a set of control
points and variables which do not depend on the type of the propulsion system. The op-
timum schedule can then be used to determine the best performing feasible architecture
among the competing architectures by comparing their associated aircraft and mission
level measures of performance.
Hypothesis 3 will be tested by the following experimental plan:
EXPERIMENT 3: Perform an aircraft sizing process where the power management
schedule is obtained by solving the optimization problem for (i) minimum energy required,
(ii) minimum fuel consumption, and (iii) minimum takeoff gross weight, using the same
on-design mission profile. Compare the resulting architectures based on the measures of
performance.
• Thought Experiment: If the optimum power management schedules change for a
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given objective function, the resulting aircraft designs should employ different propul-
sion architectures. Then a mutual baseline aircraft and a design mission profile can be
used to perform an aircraft resizing process where the power management schedule is
determined by the optimizer. It is highly likely that the optimum power management
schedule would vary with each optimization objective, which in turn should yield
distinct propulsion architectures. These architectures can then be compared based
on aircraft and mission level measures of performance such as takeoff gross weight,
empty weight, wing area, fuel weight, energy capacity, etc. Moreover, architectural
trends based on different objectives can be revealed.
3.1.4 Argument 4
The following observation forms the basis of the fourth and final research question:
Observation 5: The appropriate timescales are different at mission and subsystem
levels, especially when transient regimes are concerned. This discrepancy might result
in performance degradation due to inaccurate approximation of subsystem dynamics
using large time steps, or computational burden due to selecting very small time steps
for the entire mission in mission performance analysis.
Traditionally, a mission profile is divided into mission segments (e.g. climb, cruise,
descent, etc.) which are further divided into mission legs. It is assumed that the aircraft
performance characteristics and flight dynamics are frozen inside each leg. The time scale
of these legs can be arranged by the desired level of accuracy, detail and the ease of com-
putation, but it is usually in the order of minutes [68].
Conversely, transient analysis calls for much smaller time steps which can go as low
as microseconds. An attempt to carry out the mission performance analysis along with the
transient analysis at a scale of millionth of a second would bring enormous computational
burden to otherwise high-level analysis.
If the events or conditions that would cause a transient behavior could be described in
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terms of the parameters that were already computed in mission performance analysis, then
one would know when to decrease the temporal step size whenever those conditions are
encountered. With this knowledge, the mission performance analysis could be paused mo-
mentarily to conduct transient analysis at an appropriate timescale and for a small duration
of time.
This way, the significant transients could be captured during the early levels of the
design stage by changing the step size only when and where needed; and a balance between
the smaller and the larger step sizes could be stroked. For this to happen, the conditions
that would necessitate such a change in the step size should be evident based on the limited
information derived from the mission performance analysis.
Consequently, the following question is posed:
RESEARCH QUESTION 4: How can a balance between smaller and larger time
steps be found so that significant transients at the subsystem level are captured at the
conceptual design stage without bringing the associated computational burden?
• RQ 4.1: Can the transient behavior of an electrical system be related to the mission
level parameters?
• RQ 4.2: If they are related, how can the relationship be captured between the signif-
icant transients of a given electrical system which could occur under a wide range of
inputs which are expected to be given to the electrical system during a mission?
• RQ 4.3: If they are related, can the relationship be generalized for the given electrical
system so that the whether a significant transient occurs could be estimated with only
the limited amount of information obtained from the mission performance analysis?
The following hypothesis addresses this question:
HYPOTHESIS 4: A balanced time step size to capture the significant transients during
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the mission performance analysis can be determined within each mission leg by establish-
ing the probability of a significant transient occurring under a certain degree of change in
the mission level requirements by performing the following three-step approach:
1. A design of experiments (DoE) concept is leveraged to intelligently sweep through the
mission level parameter space to maximize the knowledge about the system response
with minimal experimental effort.
2. The controllers of the electrical system which were tuned via gain scheduling where
the schedules are determined by jointly utilizing Monte Carlo simulations and a sys-
tem design optimization technique are utilized to reduce the optimization efforts and
obtain a reduced number of gain sets to control the majority of the realizable cases of
the DoE; whereas the cases which go beyond the physical capabilities of the system
are eliminated.
3. The probability of a transient occurring is established by a conditional rule set de-
termined a-priori by fitting a categorical surrogate model to the transient signal at
the neighborhood of the time at which the mission level change occurred.
To test the validity of Hypothesis 4, the following experimental plan will be employed:
• EXPERIMENT 4.1: Create dynamic models for an electric propulsion powertrain
where power is supplied by a battery-sourced electric motor. Set a series of step in-
puts in terms of the required motor torque and speed of variable amplitude. Verify
that (i) the results (in terms of battery SOC, subsystem voltages and currents) ob-
tained by using large time steps differ from the results obtained by using small time
steps, (ii) a significant transient behavior is missed when larger time step size is used,
and (iii) not every change in the power input causes a significant transient response
at the subsystem level.
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– Thought experiment: This experiment tests (a) whether important information
regarding the subsystem dynamics is really missed by performing the simula-
tions at a relatively large time step, and (b) whether every change observed at
the power requirement causes an unwanted transient response at the subsystem
level. When the two simulation results are compared, the one obtained by using
large time steps is expected to be flatter than the ones obtained by using smaller
time steps since the sampling rate was different. The one with smaller time
steps should yield results with higher resolution, and perhaps significant events
occurring in the signal, such as transients, which the results from the simulation
performed with larger time steps would miss. Moreover, this experiment tests
whether the time step must be decreased to preform transient analysis every
time a change occurs in the power drawn out of the system. If it can be shown
that not all changes cause an undesired subsystem response, then the methodol-
ogy proposed in Hypothesis 4 would turn out to be indeed valuable. As a result,
this experiment tests (i) the impact of the change in the mission characteristics
on the subsystem dynamics, and (ii) the information lost due to using a larger
temporal step size than what is suitable for the system at hand.
• EXPERIMENT 4.2: Conduct the following steps to verify that a gain scheduling
technique can be used to control a group of simulations instead of performing opti-
mization for each case within the design space:
1. Define the design variable space by creating a DoE with simulation input vari-
ables
2. Create a second DoE with simulation input variables and controller gain param-
eters
3. Run simulations with the second DoE cases, collect the error on the reference
signal and the actual signal
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4. Fit a surrogate model to the error using both the gain and input variables
5. Assess variable importance for the gain variables by performing Monte Carlo
simulations to eliminate the variables which have insignificant impact on the
variation of the error
6. Perform sensitivity analysis to reveal the sensitivity of the signal tracking error
to the controller gains under varying model design variables and intelligently
choose a case which represent the majority of the cases under a certain level of
error
7. Set up a system design optimization problem where the controller gains with
high importance are the optimization variables and the optimization objective is
to minimize the error between the input signal and the subsystem level response
8. Run simulations for the selected case to solve the optimization problem and
collect the optimum gains
9. Use the resulting gain set obtained for that particular case in all of the simu-
lations in the first DoE and identify the cases which produced an acceptable
signal tracking error
10. Return to step 5 and repeat the procedure until either acceptable gain sets are
obtained for all of the cases or a saturation point is reached where the optimum
gain set for one case does not yield results within the reasonable margin of error
for the other cases
11. Create a schedule from the collected gain sets such that whenever a case from
the first DoE is simulated the correct gain set is used to control the system
– Thought experiment: To be able to relate the subsystem responses to the mis-
sion level requirements given in each case of the DoE, one must make sure that
the responses obtained were indeed resulted by the conditions specified in that
case. This means that the electrical system must be able to track the input signal
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determined from the mission level requirements. Even the least complex elec-
tric propulsion system would have multiple controllers for the electric motor,
power electronics, etc. If these controllers are not tuned in advance, then the
electrical subsystems might behave very differently than desired, and therefore
the resulting dynamics cannot be related to the mission level inputs. To avoid
such an uncertainty in the results, the controller gains must be optimized.
Finding an optimum solution for a single DoE case requires multiple simula-
tions to be run. This contradicts the idea of utilizing the design of experiments
approach because it can expand the total simulation time beyond a reasonable
limit. Instead of attempting to optimize the controllers of each case, the experi-
mental efforts can be minimized by solving an optimization problem for only a
few cases randomly selected from the DoE and testing whether the solution for
each case results in a tuned system for a group of cases in the DoE. If such gain
sets can be found then the controllers can be scheduled to switch to the most
suitable gain set for the DoE case being tested. This way, if there exists cases in
the DoE which are not realizable by the electrical system due to physical limits
of the designed system, they can be eliminated.
• EXPERIMENT 4.3: Run the simulations defined by the realizable cases of the
first DoE with the appropriate timescale and the gain schedules obtained in Experi-
ment 4.2. Define two undesirable transient behaviors for the electric motor and set
a transient constraint. Examine each simulation result at the neighborhood of the
moment where a change occurred in the input signal. Identify which cases violate
which constraints and categorize the cases based on constraint violation separately
for each transient behavior. Fit surrogate model to the response data, and determine
whether there exists a clear trend between the mission level inputs and the constraint
violations by evaluating variable importance and performing sensitivity analysis. If
there exists a relationship between the two, set up a conditional rule set to calculate
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the probability of the constraints being violated based on the mission level changes.
Compare the rule sets obtained for the two transient constraints.
– Thought Experiment: If the likelihood of a significant transient to occur can be
evaluated by only using the information available from the mission performance
analysis, then a good surrogate model can be fit to the physically realizable DoE
cases. Conversely, if additional information which cannot be obtained from the
mission level analysis is vital to estimate the occurrence of a transient, surrogate
modeling attempt would fail and disprove the hypothesis.
When the transient constraints on the aircraft electric power characteristics de-
fined in MIL-STD-704F by the U.S. Department of Defense were examined, it
was seen that an electrical system is expected to give a transient reaction within
a certain amount of time, and then return back to its steady-state characteristics.
For instance, this amount of time is less than one tenth of a second for oscilla-
tions in voltage. Thus, instead of trying to fit a model on the signal considerable
a long time before, during and after a change takes place, a small time interval
can be defined around the neighborhood of the time of the change. The range
of this neighborhood can be determined based on the expected characteristics
of the transient in question.
Then, the dynamic response can be book-kept based on two outcomes: whether
the constraint is violated or not. This categorical approach would be more ad-
equate and perhaps more suitable than trying to estimate the continuous char-
acteristics of the transient response because it would minimize the aleatory un-
certainty in the surrogate model by not incorporating the noise in the signal.
Moreover, if there is a high chance of constraint violation, then the temporal
step size would be adjusted accordingly and the transient analysis can be per-
formed around the time of expected constraint violation without introducing
significant amount of computational burden to the analysis, removing the need
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for a surrogate model of the transient response.
Because the system is highly nonlinear, the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
approach would be a suitable modeling technique. There are many aspects to
measure the power quality of an electrical system. As a proof of concept, a
major subsystem such as the electric motor and its voltage behavior can be
used to demonstrate a good example, since undesired voltage transients at the
motor terminals can be detrimental to the propulsion performance, and in some
cases can even cause a power loss.
3.2 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, four main research arguments were determined. First, the research objective
of the thesis was revisited. Then, a research question (RQ-1) which seeks a way of realizing
the objective was posed. To answer this question, the over-arching hypothesis (H-1), which
proposes a methodological framework to realize the research objective, was formed. To
develop an in-depth formulation of the proposed framework, the over-arching hypothesis
was further divided into three hypotheses which consists of the three main arguments of
this dissertation.
Hypothesis 2 consists of the proposed modifications to the traditional conceptual design
stage. More specifically, it lists the required steps to be taken to make the aircraft sizing
and synthesis suitable for any aircraft design, independent of its propulsion type and archi-
tecture, removing the need for historical data for unconventional, recent technologies such
as electric and hybrid electric aircraft propulsion subsystems.
Hypothesis 3 sets a fair ground for architecture comparisons, by providing an optimiza-
tion method for the power management schedule of a hybrid electric aircraft. By utilizing
the concept of control points which are strategically placed on the mission profile, this
method presents flexibility in terms of the desired level of detail in analysis. Furthermore,
the method makes sure that the optimized schedule can always be realized by the propulsion
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system by selecting the control variables to be independent of any possible performance
degradation in the propulsion system due to ambient conditions.
Hypothesis 4 integrates the computationally expensive transient analysis to relatively
high-level mission performance analysis by an adaptive step sizing strategy. It describes the
methodological steps to create a conditional rule set with the limited amount of information
available during the mission performance evaluations to estimate when the timescale should
be changed to allow for transient analysis based on the probability of a significant transient
taking place. This increases the knowledge about the EPGDS design requirements at the
early stages of aircraft design.
For each hypothesis, experiments were carefully planned and set up to test the validity
of the arguments made. If these experiment can validate hypotheses 2, 3 and 4, then the
over-arching hypothesis will be substantiated by Experiment 1 and the research objective
will be realized.
The details of the proposed methodological framework were presented in the next chap-
ter, Chapter 4. The experiment sets 2 and 3 were demonstrated in Chapter 7, along with a
proof of concept. The Experiment Set 4 and finally Experiment 1 were conducted in Chap-
ter 8. The results were integrated to substantiate the over-arching hypothesis in Chapter 9.
The formulation of the research arguments were revisited in Figure 3.2, this time with
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To achieve the research objective of this thesis, the proposed methodology must enable the
sizing, integration and performance evaluation of electric power generation and distribu-
tion subsystems and architectures within EA/HEA concepts. To this end, a methodological
framework was developed. Hypotheses 2 to 4 discussed in Chapter 3 forms the building
blocks of the framework. This methodological framework supports the overarching hy-
pothesis (Hypothesis 1) which was revisited below.
Hypothesis 1: EA/HEA architectures can be adequately compared using a method-
ological framework which has the following capabilities:
• The mission performance analysis is energy-based and independent of the propulsion
system type
• Aircraft propulsion architecture definitions are flexible enough to account for various
types for architectures and their impact on the vehicle and mission levels
• EPGDS level performance characteristics are captured through parametric models
and linked to the aircraft and mission level requirements, enabling an automated
sizing process
• The optimum operational condition for each architecture type is acquired through
integrated power management optimization
• The sizing process allows for the transition between high-level and detailed analyses
to capture significant transients through variable step sizing
Hypothesis 1 overlays the methodological framework developed in this dissertation.
An overview of this framework is provided in Figure 4.1, which consists of the following
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building blocks:
• A generalized sizing and synthesis approach: The sizing and synthesis approach
must be suitable for sizing and analyzing flying vehicles in all categories, including
advanced and/or unconventional electric or hybrid electric propulsion architectures.
This block addresses Hypothesis 2.
• Power management schedule optimization: An optimizer must be set up to ensure
that each architecture is sized and synthesized based on its optimum power split
strategy. This strategy might change based on the architecture type, vehicle size,
desired performance characteristics and the objective function. This block addresses
Hypothesis 3.
• Temporal step sizer: The architectural comparisons must account for subsystem dy-
namics. This necessitates the subsystem level simulations to be performed with much
smaller time steps than the mission level evaluations. To bridge the gap between the
subsystem level dynamics and mission level performance evaluations, a temporal
step sizer was developed to change the step size of computations only when neces-
sary to account for the significant transients. This block addresses Hypothesis 4.
The process shown in Figure 4.1 starts with the selection of a notional aircraft con-
cept. The mission and point performance requirements are applied to the notional concept
within the sizing and synthesis block. Once a conceptual aircraft design which satisfies the
requirements is obtained, its power management schedule is optimized based on the state
of the aircraft during a given mission. For an on-design mission, an iteration takes place
until the sizing and synthesis block and the optimizer converges to an optimized aircraft
design. Then, the aircraft design and mission performance characteristics are fed into the
temporal step sizer which determines whether transient analysis is necessary at any point in
the mission. If necessary, the temporal step sizer adjusts the timescale of the analysis. If the





























Figure 4.1: Building blocks of the methodological framework.
the subsystems are re-sized within the sizing and synthesis block in order to achieve ade-
quate subsystem level performance. This initiates another iteration process, as the changes
in the subsystem design impacts the overall vehicle design and mission performance.
The present chapter provides an overview of the methodology and introduces the build-
ing blocks, and how they come together to create the methodological framework. The next
sections provide detailed information on the development of the methodological frame-
work.
4.1 Sizing and Synthesis
At the heart of the developed methodological framework, there is aircraft sizing and syn-
thesis. This block was modified from traditional sizing and synthesis approach to ensure
that it possesses all of the capabilities discussed in Hypothesis 2, which is revisited below.
Hypothesis 2: EPGDS characteristics can be integrated into the EA/HEA sizing process
through a parametric sizing and synthesis framework with the following properties:
• A generic mission analysis approach is implemented where the required energy to fly
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a mission profile is tracked and budgeted between different power sources of aircraft
according to preset hybridization levels
• A component based weight estimation technique is used
• Aircraft sizing and synthesis process captures the sizing of EPGDS components based
on required energy and/or power
• EPGDS models used in the framework are parametric, physics-based and dynamic
• The developed EPGDS models are utilized to capture the subsystem level impacts at
aircraft and mission levels
The sizing and synthesis block which is depicted in Figure 4.2, consists of generic
mission analysis, constraint analysis and disciplinary analysis. This approach is similar to
the traditional aircraft conceptual design approach which was demonstrated in Figure 2.10.
The main difference between the proposed approach and the traditional one is that the sub-
blocks within the sizing and synthesis block were modified to account for unconventional
aircraft designs and propulsion systems.
The following paragraphs explain the methods used within each sub-block.
4.1.1 Disciplinary Analysis
Inside the disciplinary analysis sub-block, aerodynamics, weights, propulsion and architec-
tural performance analyses are conducted to geometrically scale the aircraft from a baseline
configuration. The baseline aircraft is a starting point for the disciplinary analysis; its aero-
dynamics, weights and propulsion information are taken as a first estimate to initialize the
sizing process.
The traditional disciplinary analysis approach was modified to account for the impact
of electric power generation and distribution subsystems (EPGDS) on the weight, aero-
dynamics and propulsion characteristics of the vehicle. Furthermore, performance of the
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Figure 4.2: A closer look at the sizing and synthesis block.
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individual subsystems and the overall architecture is captured within the “electrical system
characteristics” analysis. This was accomplished by developing high-level, parametric,
physics-based EPGDS models suitable for rapid analysis. The development process of
the EPGDS models along with other models for the non-electrical components of hybrid-
electric propulsion powertrain were explained in detail in Chapter 5.
The main subsystems in any propulsion system were categorized into three groups:
(i) energy sources (such as fossil fuel, fuel cells, rechargeable battery, etc.), (ii) power
sources (such as engines and electric motors), and (iii) thrust sources (such as propellers).
Depending on the type of the propulsion system, the latter two categories can be combined
in a single category. These categories were then used in characterization of the propulsion
system, as described in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5.
The aerodynamic properties (more specifically, drag polar information) of the baseline
aircraft were first obtained from literature or FLOPS and then embedded into the generic
mission analysis. This process was explained in Section 6.3 of Chapter 6
Vehicle weight estimation for sizing in the early design phases has typically been done
with the help of regression relationships that were developed from historical data pertaining
to existing aircraft. In the most basic case, this involves representing the empty weight WE
through an empty weight fraction, which is determined based on data for existing vehicles:
(WE/WTO) = f(WTO). In a more detailed approach, the vehicle takeoff gross weight
is expressed as the sum of the weights of major components which makes up the empty




Wcomp,i +Wfuel +Wpayload (4.1)
The component weights themselves are expressed through relationships that typically
take the form given in Eqn 4.2, where P1, . . . Pn are parameters on which the component’s
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weight depends, and coefficients A, a, x1, . . . , xn are determined by fitting to existing data.
Wcomp,i = A(WTO)
a(P1)
x1 . . . (Pn)
xn (4.2)
Since the component weight equations typically contain the takeoff gross weight W0
raised to some exponent, the implicit system of weight build-up equations is solved itera-
tively, starting with a guessed value of W0, and iterating until the change in W0 between
iterations converges to below a suitable threshold.
The above iterative procedure to findW0 is valid in general, however, the representation
of the component weights in the form shown above requires that sufficient historical data be
available to permit determination of the coefficients. This may not be the case for uncon-
ventional vehicle configurations, which do not conform to standard fixed-wing or rotary-
wing vehicles configurations. In such cases, the direct applicability of standard/traditional
weight estimation relationships may be questionable.
To overcome this, a weight build-up approach that comprises a combination of physics-
based weight assessments (through component sizing) as well as look-ups of component
weights from available product data sheets may be attempted. This is especially relevant
for the case of novel concepts such as roadable flight vehicles, whose configuration may be
expected to contain some aircraft elements and some automobile elements. Thus, it is clear
that to evaluate novel vehicle concepts, a highly flexible and parametric weight estimation
approach is required.
To this end, a database of weight estimation relationships and techniques to cover ma-
jor vehicle components, including structural elements, power-train elements, and energy
storage system elements were created based on methods documented by Roskam [67] and
NASA [72]. Calibration factors associated with each major weight item were used to obtain
reasonable agreement between the predicted weights and the aircraft’s published weight
breakdown, whenever available.
In some cases, no appropriate weight estimation method was found applicable to some
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components, such as the air induction system and the propeller. In these cases, the empty
weight margin coefficient (KEW ) was used to group these component weights in a single
term, as defined in Eqn. 4.3, where We is the empty weight of the baseline aircraft, and
Wcomponent i is the sum of all computable component weights within the weight estimation
database, including the wing, empennage, fuselage, etc.




Once KEW was determined from the baseline aircraft, its value was held constant during
the sizing process to account for the weight changes of the remaining components during
vehicle sizing.
The weights of some other vehicle components were directly dependent on the assumed
technological state-of-the-art. Examples include weight estimation of electric motors and
power electronics (based on gravimetric power densities, kW/kg), electric batteries (based
on gravimetric energy density, Wh/kg), and so on. The weight estimation technique for
these subsystems were provided in Chapter 5.
4.1.2 Energy Based Constraint Analysis
The main goal of the energy based constraint analysis is to obtain a proper relation between
two scaling parameters, namely, required thrust loading at sea level take-off (TSL/WTO)
and wing loading at take-off (WTO/S), so that a feasible design in terms of these two
scaling parameters can be found. The scaling parameters are independent of the size of the
aircraft and thus, this analysis is applicable to aircraft of all sizes.
Each mission segment and corresponding key points are analyzed and a design space is
obtained based on mission or performance requirements. In order to visualize the design
space, a diagram which incorporates the effects of the constraints on TSL/WTO andWTO/S
-or other design variables- can be plotted, as notionally shown in Figure 4.3. A design
point selected from the feasible design space ensures meeting the requirements. If there is
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no feasible design space, the designer should look into other solutions, such as infusing a
























Figure 4.3: A notional constraint analysis diagram. Feasible design space is highlighted.
Mattingly [69] derives Eqn. 4.4, which is called the ‘master equation’ to lay out the re-
lationship between TSL/WTO and WTO/S. This equation is then used to find a constrained































In the equation above, α is engine lapse rate, n is load factor, S is reference area and q is
dynamic pressure. β depends on how much fuel has been consumed and payload delivered.
Therefore, an educated guess for β is necessary to initiate the iterative design process.
In electric propulsion considerations, the variables α and β are redundant as electric
motors do not have a lapse rate, and the aircraft weight remains constant as long as the
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payload does not change. Hence, instead of using the master equation given in Eqn. 4.4, it
would be more appropriate to start the calculations from a more generic equation, such as
the principle of conservation of energy.
In fact, Eqn. 4.5 is the starting point of the master equation and hence, the energy based
constraint analysis, as it is essentially based on the principle of conservation of energy:












where T is thrust, D is drag, R is resistive forces acting on the aircraft, V is aircraft
speed, W is instantaneous aircraft weight, h is altitude and g is the gravitational accelera-
tion.
Once a feasible space is obtained after applying all constraints, a design point can be
selected and the corresponding TSL/WTO and WTO/S values are carried on to the mission
analysis to find an estimate for the takeoff gross weight.
For studies where a baseline aircraft which already meets the design requirements ex-
ists, it can be assumed that the location of this design point remains fixed. This is due to
the fact that TSL/WTO and WTO/S are scaling parameters which do not depend on aircraft
size, as explained previously. For the same constraints, the values which TSL/WTO and
WTO/S take do not change by changing the propulsion system either. No matter what type
of propulsion system is used, as long as it is capable of providing the sea level thrust re-
quired at the takeoff gross weight for a given reference area, the final design lands on the
point selected on the constraint analysis diagram.
The only reason that might necessitate a change in the location of this point would be
changes in the weight fractions and drag polar coefficients of the resized aircraft. Unless
such a drastic change from the baseline aircraft occurs, the effect of minor changes in
aerodynamic properties and weight fractions on the target design point can be assumed
negligible.[13]
This discussion justifies the rationale of the assumption that the resized aircraft must
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maintain the same design point of the selected baseline aircraft. Since the main applica-
tion of the demonstrated framework will be on the comparison of aircraft with different
propulsion architectures, energy-based constraint analysis is deemed to be out of scope of
this thesis. Instead, the sizing process will be performed by matching the sea level thrust
loading and wing loading of the baseline aircraft which electric and hybrid electric aircraft
designs will be derived from and compared to.
4.1.3 Mission Analysis
Traditionally, mission analysis is performed to calculate the weight fractions of each mis-
sion segment and finally the take-off gross weight,WTO. The takeoff gross weight build-up
shown in Eqn. 4.1 can be rewritten in the following form given in Eqn. 4.6:








The payload weight, WP , is set by the requirements, and WE/WTO can usually be
estimated from historical trends. For electric aircraft, fuel weightWF represents the weight
of the electric energy storage which may or may not change during a mission. In case of
hybrid electric aircraft, a fuel fraction can be defined for the fuel burning engine branch as












where Wf and Wi are final and initial weights of the aircraft at the end of segment k,
respectively.
There are several aircraft sizing and analysis tools that can be used for mission per-
formance analysis for conventional fuel burning aircraft, such as the Flight Optimization
System (FLOPS) tool developed by NASA. However, this is not the case for EA/HEA
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concepts. Although there are some studies on HEA/EA sizing in literature (as discussed
in Chapter 2), a readily available tool suitable for the scope of this thesis and developed
specifically for these concepts has not been found.
In fact, FLOPS is capable of performing limited EA/HEA analysis. However, it only
allows for a single propulsion type to be in use at any given point of time during the mission
analysis. This means that the aircraft can only operate in electric or conventional mode,
although the operation schedules are interchangeable.[73, 74] Because of this shortcoming,
FLOPS is not deemed suitable as mission performance analysis tool for the type of studies
proposed in this thesis.
As a result, a new sizing and synthesis tool based on energy-based sizing and generic
mission analysis was built in MATLAB by applying the proposed methodological frame-
work. The generic mission analysis is based on the principle of energy budgeting, where
the energy consumption of each power source, instead of the fuel burned, is bookkept. This
way, the traditional mission analysis approach was modified to account for any type of
propulsion system, making it a generic mission analysis approach.
The energy budgeting approach was applied by first estimating a total energy capacity
available at the beginning of the mission. Then, starting from the beginning of the mission,
this available energy was budgeted between the employed propulsion sources based on the
desired power management strategy and the required energy to fly the current mission leg.
Once the end of the mission profile was reached, the energy bookkeeping revealed valuable
information such as which power source used how much energy, which energy source needs
to be resized, how much fuel had been burned, the final SOC of the rechargeable battery,
whether the power management strategy should be modified, so on and so forth.
An in-depth and step-by-step explanation on the generic mission analysis approach is
presented in Chapter 6.
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4.1.4 Aircraft and Subsystem Sizing Approach
This section explains the proposed sizing method which incorporates the target design point
coming from either the constraint analysis or the baseline aircraft with a generic mission
analysis approach applicable to both EA and HEA concepts.
The sizing approach for vehicles with hybrid electric propulsion architectures is based
on (i) matching the point performance (e.g. specified takeoff and landing field lengths,
climb rate, and steady cruise speed, etc.) of either the baseline aircraft or the selected
design point in the constraint analysis diagram, and (ii) an on-design mission analysis.
Point performance requirements are represented by sizing parameters such as power-
to-weight ratio (PSL/WTO) and wing loading (WTO/S). The lower limit of the former, for
instance, may be driven by takeoff field length or climb gradient requirements, whereas the
upper limit of the latter may be driven by an upper bound on permissible approach speed
or stall speed.
As explained previously in Section 4.1.2, the sizing parameters can be set based on the
chosen point on the constraint analysis diagram or based on matching the sizing parameters
of the baseline aircraft. In the proof of concept study presented in Chapter 7, a general
aviation aircraft with an internal combustion engine was chosen as the baseline vehicle,
then its propulsion system was replaced with a hybrid electric propulsion architecture and
finally the new aircraft concept was resized. In this process, the power-to-weight ratio
and wing loading of sized vehicles were required to match those of the baseline vehicle,
assuming that the changes in the target design point due to the changed weight fractions
and drag polar coefficients of the resized aircraft were negligible, as explained previously.
Thus, in the following paragraphs, the target power-to-weight ratio and wing loading
were referred to as the sizing parameters of the “baseline aircraft”; however they can be eas-
ily replaced by the same sizing parameters of the target design coming from the constraint
analysis. Moreover, the power-to-weight ratio term can be changed with thrust-to-weight
parameter for aircraft with jet engines.
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Regardless of which method to set the sizing parameters is applied, the following con-
ditions were set:
1. Regardless of the propulsion system architecture, the overall power-to-weight ratio
of the new design must be equal to or greater than that of the baseline aircraft, as
shown in Eqn. 4.8, where PSL is the sea level maximum power of the aircraft at sea
level, WTO is the takeoff gross weight, and PSL i represents the sea level rated power



















2. The candidate design must have the same design wing loading as the baseline, as













The vehicle sizing is an iterative process, in which each iteration includes the recal-
culation of aircraft geometry, component weights, and the required energy of each energy
source for the design and reserve missions. The following sections briefly describe the
sizing of individual components, the overall iteration procedure, and convergence criteria.
Sizing of the Wing and Tail Geometry
In this work, the dimensions of the baseline vehicle’s fuselage were maintained, but wings,
horizontal tail, and vertical tails were resized. The wing was scaled through changing the
wing planform area to match the baseline wing loading, as given by Eqn. 4.9. The remain-
ing geometric properties (such as taper ratio, aspect ratio, thickness-to-chord ratio, etc.)
were held constant. The empennage size was updated based on the tail volume coefficients
using Eq. 4.10, where Sh and Sv are the areas of horizontal and vertical tails, c is the wing
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mean aerodynamic chord, S is the wing planform area, b is the wingspan, lh and lv are the
lengths of the moment arms of the horizontal and vertical tails with respect to the aircraft








Sizing of the Power Sources
According to the condition described in Eqn. 4.8, the sum of sea level rated power of all
the power sources on the new (resized) aircraft can be calculated for a given or previously
computed takeoff gross weight. This is the total rated power required, Prated req, i.e. the
power which must be matched by the sea level rated power of all of the power sources of
the resized aircraft combined.
The total sea level power required is distributed among the available power sources of
the new propulsion architecture. To this end, a rated power split parameter (κi) was defined.
This parameter describes how much of the total sea level power required the power source
i must deliver (percentage-wise), as shown in Eqn. 4.11. In this equation, Prated i is the sea
level rated power of the power source i, and
∑
i κi = 1.
Prated i = κiPrated req (4.11)
To give an example, κEM = 0.7 for the parallel hybrid-electric propulsion architecture
shown in Figure 2.7b means that the electric motor delivers 70% of the required sea level
power of the aircraft. To match the total rated power to that of the baseline aircraft, the
fuel-burning engine must then deliver the remaining 30%, i.e. κEM = 0.3.
Once the required sea level rated powers of the power sources are determined, each
power source can be sized accordingly. The details of the power source sizing process
were given in Sections 5.1.4 and 5.3 of Chapter 5.
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Sizing of the Propeller
The propeller sizing (along with the performance estimation) was performed by leveraging
an in-house propeller model based on the blade element momentum theory. The details re-
garding the model and the sizing process summarized below were presented in Section 5.4
of Chapter 5.
As the takeoff gross weight of the resized vehicle changes, the thrust required and
hence, the propeller size must change. The propeller was resized through its diameter and
number of blades based on the rapid estimation methods presented by Gudmundsson [75]
for various propeller types. The rest of the propeller characteristics were kept constant.
The permissible propeller diameter is upper-bounded by ground clearance requirements
and tip speed limitations. To implement these limitations, the following approach was
taken:
• Initiate the propeller sizing process with the same number of blades of the referenced
propeller (i.e. propeller of the baseline aircraft)
• If the required thrust cannot be met without violating the ground proximity and/or tip
speed constraints, increase the number of blades are gradually
• If the tip speed results in an unacceptably high tip Mach number, gradually reduce
the RPM of the referenced propeller from that of the baseline
Sizing of the Energy Sources
In this dissertation, an energy source is defined as any type of energy stored in the aircraft
and used as the primary or partial source to generate propulsive power. Two main types of
energy sources are under the scope of this work: fossil fuel and rechargeable battery.
The sizing of the energy sources was performed in two steps: (i) sizing by the weight,
and (ii) sizing by the volume.
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Fossil fuel is a “consumable” energy source, meaning that its weight decreases as it
is being burned, whereas the weight of the rechargeable battery may or may not change
as energy is drawn out of it. For instance, in the case of Lithium-Ion batteries, the battery
weight remains constant, whereas Lithium-Air batteries gain weight as they are utilized. As
a result, the traditional approach presented in Eqn 4.7 cannot be used to calculate the weight
of the electric or hybrid electric energy sources. Instead, a more generalized approach was
taken to estimate the weight of all energy sources.
The generalized energy source weight estimation approach is based on bookkeeping the
total amount of energy required from each individual energy source. This is accomplished
by first calculating the energy required from each energy source to fly the given mission
is calculated at each mission leg, regardless of the initial estimate on how much energy is
carried on board. The amount of energy drawn out of each energy source depends on the
architecture and power management strategy, and is characterized by defining the interre-
lationships between the energy, power and thrust sources in the given architecture. This
methodology is explained in further detail in Section 5.5.
Once the required energy from each available energy sources is calculated for the given
vehicle design and mission, the weight of the energy sources are computed through their
individual state-of-the-art specific energy (i.e. gravimetric energy density). This approach
is shown in Eqn, 4.12 where Wj is the weight of energy source j, (E/W )j , Ereq, j is the
total amount of energy required from j, and is the state-of-the-art specific energy (value





If the required energy or the weight of the energy sources were found to be different than
the initially guessed energy and weight, the aircraft is resized along with the energy sources.
This is an iteration process which is carried through until the initial guesses converge to the
final values found as a result of the mission performance analysis.
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The second part of the energy source sizing process is based on the volume consider-
ations. For a conventional airplane, the available volume inside the wing and/or fuselage
is used to house the fuel tanks. For the hybrid propulsion system architecture, part of this
volume is allocated to the batteries. For instance, the internal available volume of the wing
is computed using Eqn. 4.13, based on Reference [72], where Kwv is a dimensionless wing
internal volume coefficient, (t/c) is the wing thickness-to-chord ratio, and λ is the wing
taper ratio. The value of Kwv was first determined such that given the baseline aircraft
wing geometry, Eqn. 4.13 yields the fuel tank volume of the baseline aircraft. For a purely
electric or a hybrid architecture, the volume taken up by the battery was determined by
the required battery energy of the design and reserve missions and the volumetric energy
density. For a hybrid architecture, the volume remaining after the placement of the battery












In the case of insufficient volume left to hold the necessary fuel, the wing volume was
increased by a small margin through an iteration process. Since this increase in the wing
volume results in a heavier wing, the empty weight is updated iteratively.
4.1.5 The Iterative Sizing Process
Once the sizing parameters are established, the generic mission analysis approach is ex-
plained in detail in Chapter 6 is utilized to find the required energy to fly each mission leg
and budget this energy between different propulsion branches. For each mission leg, the
budgeting is performed based on the power management schedule which is determined by
the optimizer. The percentage share of the net propulsive power supplied by each available
power source is allocated by the power management schedule.
The energy based sizing of the aircraft and its propulsion subsystems is an iterative
process. The iteration steps are depicted through the process flowchart of Figure 4.4, and
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summarized step by step below.
1. Start with an initial guess for the takeoff gross weight and battery weight
2. Update the aircraft wing and empennage sizes
3. Size the power sources (engine(s) and/or electric motor(s))
4. Calculate the empty weight at the first iteration, update at later iterations
5. Recalculate the aircraft gross weight based on the empty weight obtained at the pre-
vious step
6. Check whether the newly calculated gross weight and the initially estimated gross
weight converge to each other within a reasonable margin of error
(a) If not converged, start the inner iteration process (iteration i, framed by the blue
dashed line) by returning to step (2)
(b) If converged, move on to step (7)
7. Fly the design mission to evaluate the total energy required to fly the given mission
profile
8. Update the fuel and battery weights based on the individual energy requirements
from each energy source
9. Recalculate the aircraft gross weight
10. Check whether the newly calculated gross weight and the gross weight obtained at
the end of iteration (i) converge to each other within a reasonable margin of error
(a) If not converged, move on to the next iteration beginning from step (2)
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Figure 4.4: Vehicle sizing flowchart with an inner and an outer iteration process on takeoff
gross weight convergence.
Once the outer iteration loop (iteration ii) converges, the resulting vehicle design is
frozen. The performance of the sized vehicle can then be evaluated over off-design mis-
sions, where gross weight and empty weight are kept constant but tradeoffs can be made
between fuel and payload weights.
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4.2 Power Management Schedule Optimization
The optimal control is not only crucial for power management control but also for the
optimal design of hybrid electric vehicles (including aircraft and automobiles). Compar-
isons among different type of hybrid electric architectures only makes sense if they are
operated under their optimum performance. [76] Hypothesis 3 proposed an optimization
technique to find the optimal power management strategy for each competing architecture.
This technique should be suitable to be implemented within the sizing and synthesis ap-
proach proposed in Hypothesis 2.
This section describes the methodology to optimize the power management schedule
of hybrid electric aircraft as proposed in Hypothesis 3, which was revisited below:
Hypothesis 3: The optimum power management schedule for an aircraft can be obtained
by implementing a segment-wise optimization technique based on a set of control points
and variables which do not depend on the type of the propulsion system. The optimum
schedule can then be used to determine the best performing feasible architecture among
the competing architectures by comparing their associated aircraft and mission level mea-
sures of performance.
The following paragraphs lay out a step-by-step approach on how to set up and solve
the optimization problem following the methodology proposed in this hypothesis.
4.2.1 Selecting the Objective Function
An optimization problem can be written for a versatile number of objectives, such as mini-
mum fuel burn, maximum range, minimum emissions, etc. The most common objective in
hybrid electric automobile applications is to optimize for minimum fuel consumption. [77,
78, 76, 79] However, automobiles have different characteristics than aircraft, which leads
to different priorities for the optimization problem. Hence, similar work in this field can be
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leveraged, but it cannot be applied directly to the problem at hand.
Minimizing fuel consumption is a major concern in aerospace community, and is also
the main motivation of this thesis. Interesting trade-offs are expected to come out of such
a study, especially when aircraft designed for different ranges are compared. Minimiza-
tion of fuel burn leads to an increase in required electrical energy. For long ranges, the
required energy might be so high that an extremely heavy battery with large capacity is
required. However, a heavy battery can significantly increase the power requirement, as
explained previously. After some point, this might lead to even more fuel consumption
compared to a lower level of hybridization, and hence, the optimizer might decide in favor
of a conventional-like propulsion with low level of hybridization, if at all. On the other
hand, optimizing for minimum fuel consumption for short range missions might result in
high levels of hybridization or a fully electric aircraft.
As explained in Section 3.1.4, most system level requirements are tied to energy con-
sumption. Thus, the objective function can be selected as to optimize for minimum energy
required. However, this objective must be chosen with caution. An optimization problem
solved for minimizing the required energy to fly a given mission profile can yield a differ-
ent result than one solved for minimizing the required energy which must be stored in the
energy sources of the aircraft. This is due to the fact that a conventional propulsion system
has a very low efficiency of converting the chemical energy in the fossil fuel to mechanical
energy, compared to electric propulsion. As a result, if the required energy to fly a given
mission profile is to be computed by the integral of required power over the course of the
flight without multiplying the required energy by an efficiency factor, it would yield a much
lower value for the required energy.
Another interesting objective could be to minimize energy expenditure per distance.
A long range mission automatically requires more energy than a short range mission, and
therefore, it would not make sense to compare the two. This issue can be solved by normal-
izing the energy consumption by distance. This approach is similar to that of automobiles,
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where “miles per gallon” is a significant factor for efficiency. This objective function is
more suitable to be used in off-design mission analysis rather, as in most cases the on-
design mission analysis is performed with a fixed design range requirement.
Weight is not a major concern in automobile applications, whereas it is for aircraft.
It would also be interesting to solve an optimization problem for minimum takeoff gross
weight (TOGW orWTO). Optimizing for TOGW inherently deals with fuel weight, battery
weight, engine weight and weight of the rest of the EPGDS. Moreover, it is also a function
of how the aircraft is operated. The results can be compared with fuel optimized designs.
However, due to the low specific energy of batteries, it is highly likely that the optimizer
would converge on a conventional propulsion architecture rather than an electrified one.
More objectives can be populated, such as minimum operating cost, minimum emis-
sions, and so on. The segment-wise power management optimization technique described
here can be implemented regardless of the selection of an objective function. An exam-
ple application is provided in Section 7.4 where the optimization problem was solved for
minimum fuel burn, minimum takeoff gross weight and minimum energy.
4.2.2 Design and Control Variables
In an optimal power management solution, while the power contribution of the different
sources can vary over time and over different mission segments, the variation is likely to
be smooth and there is no physical reason to expect rapid and abrupt variations over short
intervals of time. Therefore, the optimization problem does not have to be explicitly solved
for each and every instant of time over the mission. Rather, a few strategically-chosen
control points may be used to represent the overall variation of the power contributions
over the course of the mission. With this in mind, two types of optimization scenarios can
be addressed:
1. Optimal sizing and operation of the aircraft over a design mission
2. Optimal operation of the sized aircraft over off-design mission(s)
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Table 4.1: List of design and control variables for design and off-design missions
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Table 4.1 shows the design/control variables pertinent to these two scenarios.
The wing and empennage related variables are responsible for geometrically scaling the
wing. The rated power of all fuel burning engines and electric motors are used to size the
propulsion devices. These variables are kept frozen after the design mission is optimized.
On the other hand, the power management strategies are mission-specific and thus applies
to both on-design sizing missions and off-design performance evaluation missions.
While the goal is to find the optimum hybridization schedule, the hybridization factor
may not directly be a suitable control variable, since (i) not all hybridization factors may
be realizable at all flight conditions given engine power lapses and (ii) the hybridization
factors for climb and cruise segments were defined differently (Eq. 6.14 and Eq. 6.25).
Instead, an alternative control variable which can be written for each power source is
proposed. The normalized power, ups(t), is defined in Eqn. 4.14, where the subscript ps
stands for power source, Pps,req(t) is the instantaneous required power from the power
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source ps, and Pps,max av is the maximum available power of the power source at a given






A normalized power variable must be set for each power source at each control point,
yielding a total of n control variables. Then, the following invariant bounds must be applied
to the control variables:
0 ≤ uEM(t) ≤ 1 (4.15)
Once ups(t) is found for all power sources for an optimal design, the required power
from each power source can be calculated directly from Eq. 4.14. The set of ups(t) controls
how each power source is utilized during the mission. The utilization is expressed by an-
other variable, called the “hybridization factor” or “level of hybridization”. Although both
terms can be used to express the power split between the power sources, the hybridization
factor is different than the control variable by definition.
In this dissertation, the hybridization factor term describes how the power sources are
utilized within the mission in terms of and its definition varies based on the flight segment.
For the flight segments which requires high power, such as climb, hybridization factor
was defined similar to the power coding approach. For other segments where the aircraft
operates on a specific altitude-velocity schedule, i.e. where the required power is well
below the maximum power, such as the cruise segment, a required power split approach
was utilized. These definitions were provided in Chapter 7 by equations 6.14 and 6.25.
The control variables, on the other hand, are utilized during the power management
schedule optimization and then reported to the mission analysis block. Each control vari-
able is then translated into a hybridization factor term for the related power source.
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The main reason for using two different terms is to ensure that the aircraft can deliver
the power commanded by the optimization. The hybridization factor definitions were used
within the mission analysis because they simplify the calculations. However, the optimiza-
tion cannot be controlled by them as the definition of the hybridization factor does not take
into account engine lapsing. If an engine lapses at altitude, it might not be able to deliver the
required power defined by the hybridization factor as the available power might be lower
than the sea level rated power or the required power. Thus, by defining the control variable
as given in Eqn. 4.14 and forcing it to be within the boundaries shown in Eqn. 4.15, it is
ensured that the optimizer always asks for a realizable power.
After the optimal values of the control and design variables are found for the design
mission, the wing and tail planform variables, engine power rating (and hence the engine
weight), and electric motor power rating (and hence the electric motor weight) can be
determined and fixed. The optimization of off-design mission performance is performed
using only the control variables that determine the power split between fuel-burning and
electric power paths.
Control Points
Hypothesis 3 proposes the use of a set of control points strategically placed on the mission
profile. These points are different and usually more spaced out than the mission legs. This
is due to the fact that there is no physical reason that would necessitate a drastic change
in the power management over a small time interval, except for segment transitions. Thus,
the hybridization factor variation is likely to be smooth and monotonic for the majority of
the mission.
An example distribution of such control points is given in Figure 4.5 where the control
points are shown with red dots and the mission points with blue dots over the mission
profile. The placement of the control points depends on the nature of the mission profile.
In this example, 4 control points labeled from letters a to d were placed as follows: a at the
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beginning of the climb segment, b at the end of the climb segment, c at the beginning of









Figure 4.5: Example control points (red) and mission points (blue) on a notional mission
profile.
The points b and c were placed at the same location. This is because of the anticipation
that the power management strategy is likely to change during the transition between two
segments. No control points were placed at the end of the descent segment assuming that it
is an unpowered glide. However, if it was a powered descent, then at least one more control
point should be added to this segment.
Once the control points are established, the control variables can either be held constant
in between two points, or linearly interpolated. For instance, in the example given in Fig-
ure 4.5, if the control variables are to be linearly interpolated, then the power split at the
mission points in between two consecutive control points is determined by the value of and
the linear spacing between these consecutive control points.
Although having a large amount of control points placed on the mission profile might
provide increased control over the power management, it also brings computational burden
especially if the propulsion architecture consists of multiple power sources. This is because
if there are n number of distinct power sources in a given architecture, then there must be n
number of control variables at every control point. Even for a hybrid-electric architecture
with two distinct power sources (e.g. a fuel burning engine and an electric motor), the
dimensionality of the optimization problem increases rapidly as each new control point
would mean two extra variables which must be optimized.
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Thus, the number of control points should be determined by the number of times a
significant change in the power management strategy is expected, the desired level of detail
and computational resources. An example to how to place the control points was provided
in the implementation of this optimization approach in Chapter 7.4.
4.2.3 Optimization Constraints
The optimization problem has to have adequate constraints on the mission and vehicle
design.
First, there needs to be a minimum sea level power-to-weight ratio (PSL/WTO) con-
straint, and a maximum wing loading (WTO/S) constraint. As mentioned previously, the
point performance constraints were implicitly accounted for by requiring the wing loading
and power-to-weight ratio of the hybrid electric aircraft to match those of the baseline.
Then, operational constraints should be defined. For the climb segment, rate of climb
(ROC) cannot be chosen as a proper constraint because any airplane that has a lapsing
engine on board will suffer a loss of rate of climb with altitude. Even an airplane whose
engine does not lapse, propellers will make less thrust at high altitudes as air gets thinner.
Hence, climb will be conducted at full power but not a constant ROC. Instead, aircraft
should maintain the speed for best ROC (which might change slightly with altitude) and
full available power. Then, the altitude can be integrated to find the amount of time spent
to climb to the cruise altitude. As a result, minimum time to climb to a certain altitude can
be set as a constraint for the climb segment, as shown in the below inequality:
tclimb ≥ ζtclimb
Next, a constraint for the cruise segment is to be set. Economy cruise for fuel burning
engine means maximum distance traveled per pound of fuel burned; but that might end
up being very slow. Instead, gate-to-gate block time and speed is an important utility and
should not be less than a certain amount. Hence, block speed (Vblock), which is the aver-
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age speed to travel a specified distance in block time, is chosen to be another operational
constraint. Block speed is chosen over block time as a constraint because block time can
change drastically for short and long missions; whereas block speed might be slightly lower
for shorter missions but it would not change as wildly as block time. This constraint will
also dictate the cruise speed. This constraint is shown in the below inequality:
Vblock ≥ ζVblock
Descent can be assumed as operated at idle power and does not necessitate a separate
constraint. However, additional constraints must be set for reserve fuel and battery capacity.
Landing fuel reserves and/or battery reserves in terms of SOC can be set as the following
constraints:
Wfinal fuel ≥ Wreq. reserves
SOCfinal ≥ SOCreq. reserves
These two constraints do not have to be applied at the same time, as one of them might
be enough.
To sum up, the operational constraints are:
• Sea level power to weight ratio
• Wing loading
• Time to climb
• Block speed
• Landing fuel reserves and/or battery reserves in terms of SOC
These operational constraints were already taken into account within the sizing and
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mission analysis blocks. Since the optimization algorithm is integrated within the sizing
and synthesis block, these constraints were inherently applied to the optimization problem.
Additionally, the control variable constraints shown in Eqn. 7.3 and 7.4 were applied
for each power source. These constraints can be populated according to the number of
power sources employed in the propulsion architecture.
4.2.4 Integration of the Power Split Optimization into the Sizing and Synthesis Framework
In a on-design mission, there is a mutual relationship between the power management
schedule optimization, component sizing and mission analysis. The power management
schedule optimization is an iterative process wrapped around the sizing and synthesis
framework. The iteration steps are listed below:
1. Optimizer makes an initial guess on the control variables
2. Control variables are fed to the sizing and synthesis block
3. The control variables are translated into hybridization factors and used to calculate
the power split throughout the flight by the mission analysis module
4. The iteration process previously shown in Figure 4.4 is performed
5. Once the iteration converges and the design is frozen, aircraft design and performance
information is fed to the optimizer by the sizing and synthesis block
6. The optimizer computes the value of the objective function for the given design and
performance characteristics
7. Optimizer perturbs the control variables based on the chosen optimization algorithm
8. The new control variables are fed to the sizing and synthesis block (i.e. return to Step
2)
9. The optimization continues until the desired optimization tolerance is reached
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10. At the end of the on-design optimization process, the aircraft design is frozen and the
optimum power management schedule is obtained
The iteration steps given above are for an on-design mission. Once the optimal values
of the sizing control and design variables are found at the control points of the design
mission; the wing area, engine power rating (and hence the engine weight), electric motor
power rating (and hence the electric motor weight) are fixed. Battery weight (only if a
modular battery is assumed) and fuel weight at takeoff are not be fixed as their values must
change based on the requirements of off-design missions.
Then, the optimizer takes the control variables along with the free design variables and
start the mission evaluation to find the setting that minimizes the objective function. The
placement of the control points can be varied from the on-design optimization, if desired.
At the end of this step, the amount of fuel and battery capacity required to fly an off-design
mission is found.
This optimization approach was implemented for an on-design mission in Chapter 7.
4.3 Adaptive Step Sizing
The generic mission performance analysis approach withing the modified sizing and syn-
thesis block described in Section 4.1 utilizes a discretized mission profile. Each segment
of the mission is divided into mission legs which are enclosed by two consecutive points
placed on the mission profile. The mission performance and flight dynamics computations
are performed at these points, and the state of the aircraft is assumed to be frozen in be-
tween two consecutive points. Thus, the points are logically spaced out at each segment so
that they are not too wide to create any abnormal discontinuity in the flight dynamics, but
also not too close to increase the computational burden. Generally, the points are placed to
be a couple of minutes away from each other.
As discussed earlier, a much lower timescale must be chosen for the discretization
of the time-domain simulations to perform transient analysis. The enormous discrepancy
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between the two timescales creates a significant problem when the two types of analysis are
to be integrated. The final hypothesis of this dissertation proposed the following solution
to overcome this problem:
Hypothesis 4: A balanced time step size to capture the significant transients during the
mission performance analysis can be determined within each mission leg by establishing
the probability of a significant transient occurring under a certain degree of change in the
mission level requirements by performing the following three-step approach:
1. A design of experiments (DoE) concept is leveraged to intelligently sweep through the
mission level parameter space to maximize the knowledge about the system response
with minimal experimental effort.
2. The controllers of the electrical system which were tuned via gain scheduling where
the schedules are determined by jointly utilizing Monte Carlo simulations and a sys-
tem design optimization technique are utilized to reduce the optimization efforts and
obtain a few numbers of gain sets to control the majority of the realizable cases of
the DoE; whereas the cases which go beyond the physical capabilities of the system
are eliminated.
3. The probability of a transient occurring is established by a conditional rule set de-
termined a-priori by fitting a categorical surrogate model to the transient signal at
the neighborhood of the time at which the mission level change occurred.
The following sections explain the approach taken for each step of Hypothesis 4.
4.3.1 Creation of the Design of Experiments
The change in the mission level variables were calculated as follows: First, the prominent
mission level parameters which were expected to have an impact on the subsystem of in-
terest were identified. Second, the change in the variables were calculated by comparing
their values at the current and the previous step (∆Φi = Φi+1 − Φi).
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Although the importance assessed to mission level parameters can change depending
on the subsystem of interest, the most prominent one is the change in the power required
from (or distributed via) that particular subsystem. Generally, a change in the upstream of
a particular subsystem is expected to impact that subsystem as well, whether the impact
might lose its intensity or get amplified. Thus, any high-level change in the required power
from the electric propulsion branch of the architecture should be accounted for.
The power required from the electric propulsion branch is given by the power manage-
ment schedule. Once it is calculated by the optimization method described in Section 4.2,
the change can be calculated as the difference (Preq,ei − Preq,ei−1), or the relative differ-
ence ((Preq,ei+1 − Preq,ei)/Preq,ei) between the two edges of the mission leg. Although the
relative difference is statistically more useful as the value gets normalized, it cannot be
used if the denominator is zero, i.e. if there were no power requirements from the electric
propulsion branch in the previous step. Thus, changes in the mission level function Φi in-
corporates the absolute difference, along with the initial condition to create a basis to that
difference.
Any changes in the aircraft weight or dynamics can be translated into a change in the
required power. This required power can be more further expanded in terms of the angular
speed and torque required by the load. For instance, if the an electric motor is the first
EPGDS to receive this requirement information, then it has to match the mechanical power
output in terms of the shaft speed and torque output by drawing the corresponding electrical
energy from the other EPGDS. The electrical power requirement of the motor is expressed
as voltage and current flows within the system, and this way the required power information
is propagated to each EPGDS downstream. It is also important to note that the same power
might be asked from the electrical system with different torque-speed requirements; and
thus, the dynamic behavior of the system can change vastly even though the same amount
of power is delivered.
Thus, if the subsystem of interest is an electric motor, which is the case in the example
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applications of this methodology demonstrated in Chapter 8, the mission level function Φi
should include the change in shaft speed (∆ωi = ωi+1 − ωi) and the change in load torque
(∆Qi = Qi+1 −Qi), along with the initial conditions of both parameters (ωi and Qi).
Once the mission level function ∆Φi is defined, the next step is to create a design of
experiments the variables within ∆Φi. The goal of utilizing the design of experiments con-
cept is to represent the variable space as much as possible while keeping the experimental
efforts minimum. This step is performed before evaluating the mission performance. Thus,
the design variable space should be defined keeping in mind all possible scenarios which
can be encountered during the given mission.
Another example can be given for the battery state of charge, which changes throughout
the mission. Depending on what the SOC is, the voltage and thus, the current characteristics
of the battery and even the rest of the system would change. Since the energy flow is
bookkept at the mission performance analysis, the amount of energy drawn or put into the
rechargeable battery can be quickly estimated at each mission leg without the need to run a
detailed battery model. Since the SOC level might impact the electrical system dynamics,
it can also be included in the design variable space.
In fact, if the transient analysis is to be integrated into the sizing and synthesis process,
then the design space should also include subsystem design iterations. For instance, if the
battery is sized at each iteration, then the design space should include the expected total
amount of energy to be carried by the battery at the beginning of the mission. In this sense,
the total energy capacity is different than tracking the SOC, because it describes the size of
the battery. As the total energy capacity requirement change within each design iteration,
the number of cells which make up the battery vary, and thus, the voltage and current
characteristics of the battery change.
An example variable space is given in Table 4.2. This design space is described by the
normalized minimum and maximum limits per each variable. Hence, the minimum limit
of zero only corresponds to the lowest value which can be encountered during the mission,
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Table 4.2: Design variable space for the mission level function.
Design variable Minimum Limit Maximum Limit
Battery Energy Capacity 0 1
Battery SOC 0 1
Initial Power 0 1
Absolute Change in Power 0 1
Initial RPM 0 1
Absolute Change in RPM 0 1
not the actual value of zero. The same principle applies for the maximum limit of one. This
is called “feature scaling”. For instance, if the battery SOC is limited to vary between 20%
and 95%, then the minimum and maximum limits of 0 and 1 represents these boundaries.
Feature scaling ensures that the created DoE samples the design space is more evenly.
The list of variables shown in Table 4.2 can be modified according to what information
is available at the mission level.
In Table 4.2, the term “initial” describe the initial point (i) of the mission leg, and the
absolute change is the difference between the final and initial conditions at the beginning
and the end of the leg. Instead of the initial condition and the absolute change, the design
variable space can also be expressed by an initial and a final value. The battery energy ca-
pacity and SOC describe only the initial state, since their final values are fall-out parameters
of the simulation.
In this dissertation, the EPGDS dynamics were simulated in MATLAB Simulink envi-
ronment. The state variables (e.g. energy capacity and SOC) were inputs to the EPGDS
models which were described in detail in Chapter 5. The changes in the mission level pa-
rameters were expressed as step function signals which were inputs to the electrical system
simulations. The nature of the step inputs are demonstrated in Figure 4.6. As it can be seen
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in this figure, the change in input parameters took place at the same time, the first second
of the simulation. The power and motor speed inputs were interpreted as the desired motor
RPM and torque.

















































Figure 4.6: Step inputs to the electrical system in terms of (a)motor RPM, (b) mechanical
torque, and the resulting power (c).
Each case defined by the DoE was simulated for 2 seconds. The duration was chosen
such that there was enough amount of time before the step input is given for the oscillations
due to the initialization of the subsystems to die out, and also after the step input is given
so that the dynamic response to the input could be observed. This is a very short amount of
time compared to the time intervals used in the mission performance analysis, but relatively
long enough to capture the transients of interest.
4.3.2 Gain Tuning and Scheduling
Once the DoE is created, the next step is to tune the controllers of the electrical system,
which corresponds to the second part of Hypothesis 4. The type of the controllers can vary
among systems, but they all can be tuned by some control variables which shall be called
gains in this dissertation. Thus, the controller gains do not have to refer to, for instance,
PID gains, but can also describe the control variables in a hysteresis control approach.
As described previously, the controllers within an electrical system help the subsystems
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match the desired conditions or signals. For instance, an electric motor needs a controller
(or multiple ones) to vary the electrical properties (such as voltage or electromagnetic flux)
of the motor to match the desired mechanical output. Power electronics also need a con-
troller to convert the input power to the desired output characteristics. Hence, a rather
simple electrical system might have multiple controllers, and each controller might have
multiple gains, greatly increasing the dimensionality of the optimization problem.
If the impact of each controller gain can be estimated before setting up the optimization
problem, then those variables which do not drive the system response could be eliminated in
order to decrease the optimization space. The variable importance can be assessed through
subject-matter expertise, trial and error, or surrogate modeling. If subject-matter expertise
is not available, then a quick inspection can be done to check whether the controllers can
control the subsystems with simple gains (e.g. KP = 1, KI = 0). If such gains can be
found by trial-and-error for a randomly selected case, then the same gain set can be used to
check whether reasonable results could be obtained for other randomly selected cases.
For the cases where subject matter expertise is not available and the trial-and-error ap-
proach does not yield acceptable results and becomes too cumbersome, a more systematic
approach is proposed by Hypothesis 4. This approach enhances the optimization through
Monte Carlo simulations.
The Monte Carlo simulations were used for two reasons. The first reason is to as-
sess variable importance by assigning a uniform distribution to each design variable and
computing the variability in the predicted response in terms of a range of variation of the
variables individually. [80] Once the importance of each variable is assessed, then only the
factors which has a significant impact on the response are carried forward as the control
variables of the optimization. This approach can greatly reduce the dimensionality of the
optimization problem.
The second reason is to enhance the optimization algorithm such that the optimum
results found are not necessarily the optimum for the case at hand, but for the majority of
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the system. The main enabler of this approach is sensitivity analysis through the surrogate
modeling technique.
To perform the Monte Carlo simulation, first, a second DoE should be generated. The
second DoE consists of not only the design variables which define the system inputs, but
also the controller gains. The addition of variables into the DoE requires a much larger
design space to be covered. This increases the simulation time significantly, however, saves
time at the optimization step and produces rather global results for the controller gains.
The next step is to select an appropriate objective function. For instance, in a variable
voltage electric motor drive, the controller varies the motor voltage to match the desired
motor speed. For this case, the control variables (i.e. gains) should be optimized such that
the output motor speed tracks the desired motor speed signal. Thus, the objective function
was set to minimize the time averaged error between the desired motor speed signal and
the output motor speed in the example implementation of this approach in Chapter 8.
The error between the reference and actual signals can be expressed with various def-
initions. In these simulations, the calculated error refers to a time averaged relative error,
which is given in Eqn. 4.16. In this equation, y is the signal of interest, n is the total number





k=1 yref,k − yact,k|/yref,k
n
(4.16)
Once the simulation results are obtained for the second, larger DoE, a surrogate model
was fit to the data. The prediction formula obtained from this model was used to perform
the Monte Carlo simulations and assess variable importance. Moreover, the prediction for-
mula was used to conduct sensitivity analysis. More specifically, the sensitivity of the signal
tracking error to the controller gains were studied under varying model design variables.
Because both the gain variables and the simulation input variables were design factors in
the created surrogate model, the sensitivity analysis revealed the relation not only between
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the gains and the error, but also between the gains and the input variables.
With this capability, now the optimization problem can be set up not for any random
case in the original (first) DoE, but for an intelligently selected case. This selection was
made by utilizing a desirability function which minimizes or maximizes the objective based
on the prediction formula established from the surrogate modeling step. The desirability
function was set up to minimize the error in the tracked signal for majority of the simulation
input variables. Then, the cases which yielded a reasonable amount of error (under 10%
based on the error definition made in Eqn. 4.16 were identified. Next, the case which
corresponded to the median error was selected and carried forward to the optimization
step.
After the optimization problem was solved for the first case selected, the resulting op-
timum gain set (say, G1) was noted down. Then, the remaining cases in the DoE were
simulated with this gain set G1. Next, the cases for which the gain set G1 gave acceptable
results within a certain amount of error were assigned to be tuned with this gain set, and
removed from the DoE. It was confirmed at this step that the results aligned with the trends
found by the sensitivity analysis.
Then, a second case was selected among the remaining cases based on the same method-
ology. The steps were repeated as solving the optimization problem to find the optimum
gain set G2 for that specific case, finding the cases which yielded successful results with
that gain set G2, and so on. This process can be repeated a few times until a reasonable gain
set for either all or most of the cases in the DoE are found. However, if the given inputs
in a case are outside the physical capabilities of the electrical system, then either that case
should be discarded, or the electrical system should be redesigned.
With this method, only a handful of cases in the original DoE had to be optimized, and
the same gain set was used for the remainder of cases. Thus, a minimum number of gain
sets were obtained for the gain scheduling.
Two example optimization results for the motor speed (in terms of revolutions per
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minute, RPM) from two different cases in the DoE were depicted in Figure 4.7. In this
system, there are two controllers which adjust the motor torque and speed to match the
given step input. The “RPM referenced” signal is generated by the controller based on the
motor speed step input and the acceleration limits of the motor (thus, the “RPM referenced”
is not a step input itself). Within the first second of simulation, the motor starts up and the
“RPM referenced” signal reaches to the specified initial condition with a slope defined by
the motor acceleration limit. Then, at t=1 second, the RPM input changes and so does the
reference signal.
































Figure 4.7: Demonstration of a (a) successful and (b) unsuccessful signal tracking for an
electric motor drive.
“RPM measured” is the actual response of the motor. In scenario-(a), the controllers
were able to control the motor speed such that the actual response tracked the reference
signal within a reasonable margin of error. In scenario-(b), there is a significant amount
of discrepancy between the reference and the actual response signals. The reason for this
discrepancy might be either that (i) the controller gains were not tuned well, or (ii) the
reference signal exceeds the physical limits of the motor design.
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4.3.3 Defining the Conditional Rule Set
In the final step of Hypothesis 4, the simulation results obtained from the DoE and gain
tuning steps are processed. The nature of the signal processing depends on the transient
constraints. At this step, each signal must be checked and classified into two categories per
constraint: the signals which do not violate the specific constraint, and the signals which
do.
Independent of the simulation duration, this check is done in the neighborhood of the
time at which the mission level changes occur. This neighborhood shall henceforth be
called the reaction window. The span of the reaction window (i.e. how big a neighborhood
is defined to be) depends on the nature of the transient behavior of interest. Thus, a-priori
knowledge about the expected transient behavior is necessary. This knowledge can be
gathered from the power quality standards in literature.
For instance, the Aircraft Power Characteristics standards given in MIL-STD-704F by
the U.S. Department of Defense [58] defines the transient constraint on the normal 400 Hz
and variable frequency AC voltage transient as shown in Figure 4.8.
The AC voltage transient constraint given in Figure 4.8 might not be suitable for EA/HEA
applications as they are defined for secondary power generation and distribution subsys-
tems. However, it can be seen from this figure that the amplitude of the transient is expected
to attenuate within about 0.1 seconds from the onset of the transient.
Thus, although the transient constraint depicted in this figure cannot be used as it is, a
reaction window can be inferred for an AC voltage transient in a normal operation. This
reaction window should be no less than 0.1 seconds, and it would be good practice to add
some additional time in case an unwanted transient is delayed.
For instance, during the example application of this methodology presented in Chap-
ter 8, a quick inspection of the simulation results obtained by the DoE revealed that if the
AC voltage constraint is violated due to the changes in the mission level metrics, it almost
always took place within 0.5 seconds. This behavior might change based on the nature of
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Figure 4.8: Envelope of normal 400 Hz and variable frequency AC voltage transient as
given by the MIL-STD-704F. [58]
the electrical system, but a similar inspection should reveal a reasonable duration for the
reaction window.
Each case which violates a given constraint within the reaction time is collected in the
“constraint violation” category. Conversely, the cases which do not violate the given con-
straint are gathered in the “no violation” category. For the former category, transient char-
acteristics, such as the voltage amplitude were also recorded at the time of constraint viola-
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tion, and 0.5 seconds before it. For the latter category, the same information was recorded
at the exact time at which the mission level changes had occurred (e.g. t=1 second), and
0.5 seconds before it. These recordings are not necessary to replicate the methodology, but
the data was used to compare against the categorization method.
The design variables in the DoE are then used to fit a Artificial Neural Network model
on these categorical responses, to estimate the likelihood of the same type of transient
constraint violation inside the design variable space. The resulting probabilistic model can
then be used to create a conditional rule set to be utilized during the mission performance
analysis.
The conditional rule set obtained from the method proposed in this hypothesis corre-
sponds to the following mathematical expression:
τ =

τj, if P (Aj)i > pj
τi, if 0 ≤ P (Aj)i ≤ pj
where
• τ is the adaptive temporal step size to be determined
• τj and τi are the temporal step sizes appropriate for the dynamics of subsystem j and
the performance evaluations of mission leg i, respectively
• pj is a set of thresholds for the change in mission level requirements above which
P (Aj)i is deemed high enough to decrease the step size from τi to τj
• P (Aj)i is the probability of a significant transient A happening for a subsystem j at
the beginning of the mission leg, described by the subscript i :
P (Aj)i = ζ(∆Φi)j
• ζj is a conditional function of ∆Φi defined for a subsystem j
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• ∆Φi is the change in a subset of mission level requirements between the beginning
of the mission leg i and the end of the mission leg i+ 1, given by:
∆Φi = Φi+1 − Φi;
This formulation was implemented to the generic mission analysis such that the probability
of a predetermined event occurring (P (Aj)i) was calculated within each mission leg. If the
probability was above a certain limit, say 50%, then the temporal step size was changed
from the order of minutes to microseconds. Then, the first few seconds of the current
mission leg were simulated using much detailed EPGDS models than those being used for
the mission level analysis to inspect whether any significant transients would occur.
The action which can be taken in case of an undesired transient occurs is up to the an-
alyst, and out of scope of this dissertation. Nevertheless, two obvious actions can be listed
as follows: If the analyses are performed for subsystem design and sizing, the undesired
transients can be avoided by changing the electrical system characteristics and/or the sub-
system design. If the electrical system is to be kept fixed, then the mission profile can be
modified to avoid the related changes in the mission level metrics so that the probability of
experiencing the unwanted transient is lowered.
4.4 Chapter Summary
This section described how the proposed methodological framework can be realized to
create a sizing and synthesis tool for EA/HEA concepts to conduct the experiments listed
in Chapter 3. This tool is equipped with all the capabilities the framework provided. There
are three main aspects to the tool:
• Sizing and synthesis capability with two different detail levels of EPGDS models and
the energy-based generic mission analysis for unconventional aircraft and propulsion
concepts
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• A power management schedule optimizer integrated into the sizing process
• An adaptive temporal step sizing algorithm which changes the step size of the calcu-
lations from the mission analysis timescale to the transient analysis timescale where
and when necessary
A top-level overview of the methodological framework was given previously in Fig-
ure 4.1. Figure 4.9 provides a more detailed look to the developed Electric Propulsion
Architecture Sizing and Synthesis approach, or E-PASS.
The building blocks of the framework were numbered in steps as seen in Figure 4.1.
The arrows between the blocks show the necessary information flow among them. The
order of the calculations is not necessarily linear, as some of the steps must be performed
within other steps, as explained in the previous chapters. A flow diagram explaining each
step of E-PASS is given in Figure 4.10. The step numbers in Figures 4.1 and 4.10 are
cross-linked.
A computational tool was created based on this methodology and the described steps.
MATLAB and Simulink were chosen to be the main modeling and simulation environ-
ment. MATLAB “combines a desktop environment tuned for iterative analysis and design
processes with a programming language that expresses matrix and array mathematics di-
rectly”[81]. Simulink is used for model-based design of the EPGDS, so that the dynamic
properties (steady-state and transient behaviors of the signals) can be visualized and ma-
nipulated within the MATLAB environment.
All the steps described in this chapter are repeatable and does not depend on the mod-
eling and simulation environment they are applied to.To prove that the methodological
framework is indeed tool-agnostic, the capabilities described in Hypothesis 2 were also
implemented within a different environment than MATLAB. Chapter 7.3 describes how
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Figure 4.10: Flow diagram of E-PASS.
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The upcoming two chapters, 5 and 7 demonstrate more details on how the sizing and
synthesis tool was built. More specifically, Chapter 5 describes how the power generation
and distribution subsystem models were chosen and developed for (i) mission performance
analysis and (ii) transient analysis. Chapter 6 explains the details of the energy-based
generic mission performance analysis approach.
Chapters 7 and 8 demonstrate an example application (proof of concept) for each hy-
pothesis, and conduct the experiments planned in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 5
DEVELOPMENT OF POWER GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION
SUBSYSTEM MODELS
This chapter describes the models developed for power generation and distribution subsys-
tem models in electric and hybrid electric propulsion architectures. The first section deals
with electric power generation and distribution subsystems, which are the main focus of
this dissertation. The second section lays out the models used to simulate the traditional
propulsion branch, i.e. fuel burning engine and propeller models.
5.1 Electric Power Generation and Distribution Subsystems
This section demonstrates the development of the aforementioned parametric, physics-
based EPGDS models (such as battery, electric motor, power distribution and management
system, etc.) to be used in the sizing and analysis environment proposed in Hypothesis 2.
There are two main parts to the models that were developed:
1. High-level models: These models do not account for the dynamic behavior of the
subsystems, but rather are used for sizing purposes and rapid analysis.
2. Detailed models: These models are used to monitor the signal properties as well as
the transient responses of dynamic subsystems in a time scale much smaller than that
of the mission-level.
As discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 of Chapter 2, transient responses are often
neglected in mission performance analysis, but are critical for the design of electric power
generation and distribution subsystems. The literature survey made in this domain did
not reveal the impacts of neglecting the subsystem dynamics in models used to evaluate
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aircraft performance for EA/HEA concepts. The impacts in EA/HEA concepts are expected
to be higher as EPGDS in these concepts are responsible for generating and distributing
propulsive power rather than secondary power, i.e. much higher loads than they do in
traditional aircraft.
To reveal the amount of information lost by neglecting the transient analysis, compar-
isons between the two types of EPGDS models will be made. The high-level models will
be used to simulate the rapid and low-cost sizing and analysis at the conceptual design
stage. The detailed models will be used to simulate the steady-state and transient responses
for the design and performance evaluation of EPGDS. The comparisons made between the
two models will also help conduct the experiment set created to test Hypothesis 4.
Figure 5.1 shows a notional power train for EP, HEP connected in parallel and HEP
connected in series configurations where electrical energy is delivered from a battery to an
electric motor. As it can be seen from Figure 5.1, the electrical energy travels through simi-
lar subsystem components in all three concepts; including but not limited to a battery as the
primary or secondary energy source, a power converter for voltage and current conversions,
an electric motor, generator, and transmission system.
In order to investigate the roles of major subsystems in EP/HEP architectures, their
most prominent features and working principles were studied first. Then, the two types of
models were created based on the findings of this study. The most significant property of
these models are being parametric, which allows for studying the uncertainty in modeling
assumptions and technology advancements.
A recent study funded by the European Commission introduces these subsystems as
modular elements of the propulsion system architecture. [82] The modularity covers vari-
ous implementations on different HEA architectures. This study accomplishes the modu-
larity through functional decomposition. A similar approach was taken in this thesis as a
continuum of previous work done by the author. [83, 84] The main idea behind developing





















































































































































































































useful for a wide range of EA/HEA architectures.
The EPGDS models described in the following paragraphs were developed in two en-
vironments, separately: MATLAB and Simulink. The MATLAB models are the high-level
models that do not account for transient regimes, as their dynamics are computed at the
mission level scale. The detailed models were built using the models and blocks available
in the Simulink library. These models are require a sampling time of millionth of a sec-
ond, i.e. a microsecond (µs). When more detailed, transient analysis are to be run, the
parameters defined in high-level models are replaced by the corresponding parameters in
the detailed models.
The model inputs and outputs are listed for both types of models for each subsystem.
The outputs are grouped into “sizing outputs” which are used to determine the weight
and/or volume of a subsystem, and “performance outputs” which are used in performance
evaluations. The sizing outputs are the same for both model types, whereas inputs and
performance outputs differ greatly, as the detailed models require considerably more in-
puts and as a result provide more specific and accurate information about the subsystem
dynamics.
5.1.1 Rechargeable Battery
Introduction to Electric Battery Concept
Battery cells convert chemical energy to electrical energy through electrochemical reactions
and generate DC electricity. This is called a “discharge” process. Rechargeable battery
cells can reverse this chemical reaction when current is sent into the battery. This is called
a “charge” process.[42]
Although the terms “battery” and “cell” are sometimes used interchangeably, a battery
is actually made up of at least two cells connected in series configuration. Each cell has a
positive terminal (cathode) and a negative terminal (anode). When the positive terminal of a
cell is connected with the negative terminal of another cell, it is called a series connection.
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When the positive and negative terminals of a cell are connected with the positive and
negative terminals of another cell respectively, it is called a parallel connection.
Battery voltage, current and energy analyses are usually performed by building equiva-
lent circuit models. Such a sample model is demonstrated in Figure 5.2. Here, the battery
is described by an internal resistance R and open-circuit voltage E, which is the electrical
potential when no load is connected to the circuit. When a current i flows through the bat-
tery, power is dissipated by the internal resistance as heat and therefore the terminal voltage







Figure 5.2: A simple equivalent circuit model of a battery [42]
V = E − IR (5.1)
Cells are connected in series and/or parallel in order to increase the voltage or charge
capacity of the battery. When n number of cells are connected in series, then following
Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the total voltage of the battery is the sum of individual voltage
values of each cell as given by Eqn. 5.2. Similarly, the sum of internal resistance of each









In the case of m number of parallel cell connections, Kirchhoff’s current law is followed
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by summing up the currents flowing through each cell to find current flowing through the












Battery package is a very important component in electric and hybrid-electric vehicle appli-
cations as it is the main or secondary energy source which, as discussed before, introduces
significant weight to the system. Hence, choosing the right type and size of the battery is
vital for the overall design.
There are various types of rechargeable batteries such as lead acid, nickel metal hydride,
lithium polymer, etc. but their behavior and performance can be described by common
parameters. These parameters will play an important role in developing the battery model.
A detailed description of these parameters is given below along with their respective SI
units.[42]
• Specific Energy [Wh/kg]: The most obvious performance parameter that is directly
related to the endurance of an aircraft is battery’s specific energy, as known as gravi-
metric energy density. It is defined as the amount of electrical energy stored for unit
battery mass. Although the units are energy-to-mass units, specific energy is also
referred to as energy-to-weight ratio.
• Energy Density [Wh/m3]: Similar to specific energy, this is the amount of electrical
energy stored for unit battery volume.
• Specific Power [W/kg]: This is the amount of power obtained per unit mass of the
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battery. A battery which has high specific power can take in and give out energy very
rapidly and therefore would be very beneficial for aircraft operations that require
relatively high power. Although the units are power-to-mass units, specific power is
also referred to as power-to-weight ratio.
In fact, technology comparisons between batteries are usually made by comparing
their specific energy and specific power because there exists a strong trade-off be-
tween them. The capacity and energy efficiency of a battery decrease with shorter
discharge time. As a result, during high power operations the battery capacity drops
rapidly. Hence, if a battery has high specific energy, then it suffers from low specific
power characteristics and vice versa.
• Charge Capacity [Coulomb or Ah]: Charge capacity, sometimes referred as charge
or capacity, is the load current a battery can deliver over time. The higher charge
capacity a battery has, the longer time it will run. Although the SI unit for capacity
is coulomb, in battery technology Ah (ampere-hour or amphour) is a more widely
used unit as it describes one ampere supplied for one hour which is a more practical
description for battery applications.
The capacity can be given numerically as, for example, “15 Ah”, or “C = 15 A”.
Both of these notations have the same meaning: that is, the battery can provide 15 A
if it is discharged for 1 hour, or 3 A if discharged for 5 hours, or 1 A if discharged
for 15 hours, etc. Hence, in accordance with common sense, the higher the discharge
current is, the shorter the battery will last and vice versa.
Battery manufacturers usually provide a nominal charge capacity. Then, all other
charging/discharging cases are usually based on the nominal capacity value. For
example, let the nominal capacity be given as C = 20 A. Then, “discharging the
battery at 40 A for half an hour” and “discharge current of 2C” (i.e. 2 times C equals
40 A current) have equivalent meanings.
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Although battery capacity is a vital parameter, it does not completely describe the
actual discharging behavior in practice. Discharge time and capacity are not always
linearly proportional. In fact, shorter discharge time has a negative impact on capac-
ity due to unwanted side reactions. The longer the discharge time is, the more charge
capacity the battery will have. Referring to the first example, for a battery with C =
15 A, if the discharge current is 1 A the battery will most probably last more than 15
hours; whereas if the discharge current is 30 A it will last less than 30 minutes. Since
discharge time can have a significant impact on capacity, it is very important not to
neglect these fluctuations with various current draws during flight.
To eliminate any possible confusion with using the symbol C, the capacity will be
given by the letter Q for the rest of this thesis.
• Stored Energy [Wh]: The energy stored in the battery is expressed by Wh (instead
of the SI energy unit of Joules because Wh is a more practical unit for battery appli-
cations). It is given by Eqn. 5.6:
E = V ∗Q (5.6)
where V is the battery voltage, and Q is the capacity in Ah. However, as mentioned
previously, all of these terms depend on how quickly or slowly the battery is charged
or discharged. Under a high current draw, i.e. a rapid discharge process, the battery
would be out of its stored energy very quickly as both V and Q would drop, and vice
versa.
• State of Charge: State of charge, or SOC, can be defined as the ratio of the re-
maining capacity to the nominal capacity. This parameter is also very important as it
provides information on the potential run time of the battery. Mathematically 100%
SOC means a fully charged battery and 0% SOC means a fully discharged battery.
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However, in some cases, batteries might be overly charged. Moreover, discharging a
battery to 0% SOC can harm the battery permanently and therefore a minimum limit
greater than 0% is set in practice. This limit is generally suggested to be 20% for
most battery types except the lead acid one for which it is set to be 30%. Hence,
when SOC hits this minimum limit, discharge process is stopped by the battery man-
agement system. The voltage value at which this limit is hit is called “the cutoff
voltage”.
• Depth of Discharge: Depth of discharge, or DOD is the ratio of the discharged
capacity to the nominal capacity; also given by Eqn. 5.7:
DOD = 1− SOC (5.7)
Charge and Discharge Characteristics
The dynamic battery discharge characteristics were summarized in Chapter 2. This section
briefly goes through these characteristics to serve as a reminder.
Battery manufacturers usually provide a discharge curve for each battery they sell such
as depicted in Figure 5.3. This curve shows the discharge behavior under a certain current
draw in terms of battery voltage and capacity (or sometimes discharge time). Figure 5.3
shows an imaginary Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) type of battery discharge characteristics. These
type of batteries generally have an exponential zone at the beginning of discharge, and then
the discharge curves remain almost constant for a considerable amount of battery run time.
Voltage starts to drop very rapidly somewhere around the cutoff voltage, and continues to
drop even more as the battery is fully discharged. The nature of these curves depend on the
battery type and properties. But the main idea behind these curves is that voltage drops as
battery is discharged, and increases as battery is charged.
This behavior is the main reason why the equivalent circuit model given by Figure 5.2
and Eqn. 5.1 cannot fully capture the discharge characteristics, as it assumes a constant
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Figure 5.3: A sample discharge curve for a Lithium-Ion battery
battery voltage over time.
Furthermore, it can be seen from the different colored curves in Figure 5.3 that drawing
a high amount of current (e.g. the red curve) over a short amount of time decreases the
battery run time whereas drawing a low amount of current (e.g. the blue curve) over a
longer time increases the run time, as described previously.
In many cases, charge characteristics can be assumed the same as discharge character-
istics although they might not be exactly the same.[42]
High-level Model for the Rechargeable Battery
The high-level model for the rechargeable battery was developed with only regards to the
general battery parameters, excluding the charge and discharge dynamics, to resemble most
of the rechargeable battery models in literature as discussed previously in Chapter 2.
In this model, a battery pack is represented by the its specific energy, specific power,
energy density, power density, efficiency and amount of energy stored in it. These are the
sizing parameters used to determine how big of a rechargeable battery is needed to fly the
given mission.
The technology K-factors in this model are the specific energy, specific power, energy
density, power density and efficiency, as the technology level can be changed by increasing
the value of these parameters. It is also possible to mimic a change in the battery type
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by adjusting these parameters, but the charge/discharge characteristics are altogether ne-
glected and hence the results would not be as accurate as the more detailed models which
do account for battery dynamics.
In this battery model, the battery weight is calculated through the total energy required
from the battery over the course of the design (and reserve) mission and the specific energy.
The total energy required from the battery (Ebatt) is calculated by Eqn. 5.8, where n is the
number of mission legs in a given mission, ηbatt is the battery efficiency, ∆Preq,batti is the











Once the total energy required to fly the given design and reserve missions is calculated,
it can be scaled up to account for the reserves and the unusable energy (charge which must
remain in the battery in order not to harm permanent damage).
Then, since specific energy is defined as energy-to-weight ratio ((E/W )batt) and spe-











In Eqn. 5.9, the battery mass is determined by the maximum of the following two
values: (i) the battery mass dictated by the total required energy and specific energy, or (ii)
the amount of peak power (Pbatt,peak) drawn out of the battery and specific power.
Similarly, battery volume (V– batt) is calculated using Eqn. 5.10 by choosing the maxi-
1Specific energy and specific power definitions are actually made for energy and power per unit mass,
respectively, not weight, as explained previously. However, the word “weight” is often used interchangeably
with “mass”, although the two properties are different than each other. This dissertation follows the same
naming convention as literature, but utmost care was given to the calculations in order not to confuse mass
with weight properties.
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Table 5.1: Model parameters and sizing and performance outputs for the high-level
rechargeable battery model.
Model Parameters Sizing Outputs Performance Outputs
Stored Energy [Wh] Battery Weight [kg] Energy Consumed [Wh]





mum value for the battery volume obtained from (i) the total required energy and energy
density ((E/V– )batt), (ii) the amount of peak power drawn out of the battery and power
density((P/V– )batt).









The modeling parameters (i.e. inputs) and the output parameters (for battery sizing and
performance evaluation) of the high-level rechargeable battery model are listed in Table 5.1.
As it can be seen from this table, the number of input and output parameters are acceptable
for high-level analysis and a subject-matter expertise is not necessarily needed to set the
model up.
Detailed Model for the Rechargeable Battery
There are various models on battery dynamics in literature, however it is important to find a
suitable one that matches the level of complexity of the intended application. The objective
of this thesis is to implement low-cost models that would yield reliable results for concep-
tual design stage. Therefore, the simple open circuit model given by Figure 5.2 and Eqn.
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5.1 is not deemed suitable as it would lead to loss of critical information on the dynamic
behavior of the battery.
On the other hand, a very detailed model might give results that are close to reality at the
expense of a high computational cost. Since the conceptual aircraft design stage is a phase
where the designer would like to analyze the impact of changing parameters on the whole
vehicle design by running numerous cases, such a model could easily become impractical.
Furthermore, it must be taken into account that the conceptual designer is not necessarily
an expert on each of the subsystems and therefore the models should be moderately easy to
use.
One approach for battery modeling is to use empirical data and create fitting equa-
tions via regression techniques. Such empirical models give computational advantage and
could also produce accurate results to some extent.[85] However, generally this accuracy is
limited to certain operating conditions. Hence, these models fail to project the future tech-
nology improvements which is the intent of Experiment 2.3. to test Hypothesis 2. In fact,
Hypothesis 2 requires implementation of flexible models that can also be used in “what-
if” kind of scenarios. That’s why employing empirical models would not be a suitable
approach.
Another type is electrochemical models which incorporate chemical and electrochemi-
cal kinetics and transport phenomena.[86, 87] There are a number of different approaches in
this type of modeling and most of them produce more accurate results than empirical mod-
els. Employment of the physicochemical principles also allows the design of new battery
chemistries or materials. However, the usage of such a model would require tremendous
amount of expertise and would also be computationally costly. Thus, this type of models
would not be suitable for the scope of the proposed work either.
Equivalent circuit models can produce accurate results without going into battery chem-
istry provided that the model is properly built up to reflect battery characteristics. Although
the equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 5.2 is a simple one, it can be improved by
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adding extra circuit components.[88] Hence, a trade-off can be done between the complex-
ity and accuracy to fit the model to a specific application. One such model, presented by
Tremblay and Dessaint[54] is deemed reasonable to fulfill the purpose of this work in terms
of its easiness of use and level of detail. A brief summary of this model is given here along
with a set of equations specifically for Li-Ion type of battery, but the interested reader can















Figure 5.4: Differentiation of special zones for the battery model by Tremblay and Des-
saint [54]
Tremblay and Dessaint’s model [54] takes two special points along with the extremes
on a typical discharge characteristics curve given at a constant current to predict the battery
behavior at any other current using a set of equations. The extremes are the fully charged
voltage Vfull (point a) and the maximum capacity Q (point d). The remaining two points
are namely “the end of the exponential zone” and “the end of the nominal zone” which are
given by points b (Qexp, Vexp) and c (Qnom, Vnom) in Figure 5.4, respectively. “The end of
the exponential zone” is the point at which the curve ends its exponential behavior at the
beginning of discharge, whereas “the end of the nominal zone” is the point at which the
voltage starts to drop abruptly. The model also use the internal resistance (R).
The discharge and charge voltages as a function of capacity for Li-Ion type of batteries
are given by Eqn. 5.11 and Eqn. 5.12, respectively.




*) + A exp(−B ∗Qexp) (5.11)
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Qact + A exp(−B ∗Qexp) (5.12)
where Vbatt is battery voltage [V] , E0 is battery constant voltage [V], Qact is actual bat-
tery charge [Ah], and I* is filtered current [A]. The terms K (polarization constant [V/Ah]
or polarization resistance [Ω]), A (exponential zone amplitude [V]) and B (exponential
zone time constant inverse [(Ah)-1] are calculated using the previously chosen points on
the typical discharge curve and Equations 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 as follows:
K =
−Enom + E0 + A exp(−BQnom)(Q−Qnom)
Q(Qnom + I)
(5.13)





In this model, the internal resistance R is assumed to remain constant all the time.
Moreover, temperature effects and self-discharge of the battery are neglected.
In this model, battery weight is computed based on the same criteria used in the high-
level model, i.e. through its specific energy and total energy capacity or its specific power
and the peak power requirement; whichever is greater. However, the method used to cal-
culate the battery energy required differs from the high-level model, since battery current
and voltage at a given time are known values and the power can be calculated with this
information.
The total energy requirement Ebatt,req is calculated by Eqn. 5.16 over the course of a
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The battery weight and volume properties are then calculated using Equations 5.9 and
5.10, respectively.
Tremblay and Dessaint’s rechargeable battery model [54] exists in Simulink’s model
library under “Electric Drives/Extra Sources”. This model does not differentiate between
cell-level and battery level. However, cell level characteristics can be translated into battery
level characteristics thanks to the parametric nature of the inputs. The following arguments
(using the Kirchoff’s law) and assumption are used to build up battery packs using cell-level
characteristics:
• Nominal voltage of the battery is equal to the nominal voltage of cell times the num-
ber of cells connected in series.
• Rated capacity of the battery is equal to the rated capacity of cell times the number
of cells connected in parallel.
• It is assumed that every cell in the battery is discharged at the same rate, and have the
same SOC at any given time.
On top of the sizing parameters listed in Table 5.1, the additional input and output
parameters for the detailed rechargeable battery model are given in Table 5.2.
5.1.2 Battery Management System (BMS)
Battery Management System (BMS) monitors and controls the status of the battery to en-
sure that it is operating within safe operating conditions. [89] It has been discussed previ-
ously in detail that the battery performance has a vital impact on the overall performance
of the flight due to the continuously changing discharge behavior under different power
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Table 5.2: Model parameters and performance outputs for the detailed rechargeable battery
model.
Model Parameters Performance Outputs
Battery Type Battery Voltage [V]
Nominal Voltage [V] Battery Current [I]
Rated Capacity [Ah] State of Charge [%]
Initial State of Charge [%] Battery Capacity [Ah]
Battery Response Time [s]
needs. Hence, it is important to have control over the battery run time at each point of the
flight. This can be done by checking the battery SOC at certain time steps throughout the
mission.
BMS estimates the battery SOC and makes sure that SOC does not exceed a prede-
fined maximum and a minimum limit. This is a necessary step to avoid overcharging and
overdischarging for a longer battery life and safe operation. [89]
The detailed model for the BMS applies the following constraint during the mission
analysis:
SOCmin ≤ SOC(t) ≤ SOCmax
In the case of a discharge process, the battery tries to match the power requirement by
changing the amount of current. To do so, it has to have enough capacity throughout a time
interval in which the power demand is assumed to be constant.2 The battery SOC at the
end of a mission leg is then calculated by the power drawn out of the battery for a given
time interval. BMS then checks whether the SOC value at the end of each mission leg is
above or below the minimum limit, as shown above. If SOC hits the minimum limit, the
2This time interval is the time step that will be strategically determined by the Temporal Step Sizer, as
discussed previously in Chapter 4.
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discharge process is immediately terminated.
SOC at the end of each time interval ∆t (referred to as SOCj for a time step between
j − 1 and j) and is calculated as follows: For each ∆t interval, the capacity discharged out
of the battery (Qdisch) is given by the amount of current drawn (Idisch) during the interval
∆t as shown in Eqn. 5.17.
Qdischj = Idischj ∗∆t (5.17)
Then, the battery voltage Vbatt can be calculated for each time interval ∆t using equa-
tions 5.11 through 5.15. Finally, the capacity left in the battery at the end of the time
interval ∆t is determined, and SOCj can be calculated by Eqn. 5.18, where SOCj−1 is the
initial SOC value at the beginning of the time interval, and the beginning of the mission is
designated by n = 1:






This SOCj value is checked to see whether it is above the pre-specified minimum SOC
limit. If it is, then the final battery voltage after the discharge process is calculated before
moving to the next time interval. In the case that SOC drops under the minimum limit, the
discharge process must be terminated.
The detailed rechargeable battery model used in Simulink already keeps track of the
battery SOC. Hence, there is no need to have another model to carry out this task.
BMS is also responsible for estimating the battery state-of-health, thermal management
and circuit protection to increase the battery efficiency. [90] In this thesis, it is assumed that
the BMS has a perfect control over these issues, as the scope of this thesis does not include
battery management strategies.
Another responsibility of BMS is voltage regulation through power converters embed-
ded in it. As explained in the previous section, battery voltage changes as the battery
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is charged or discharged during flight. However, the battery supplies energy to the elec-
tric motor or other non-propulsive subsystems which might work under different voltage
demand. A power system should be able to provide voltage stability such that steady ac-
ceptable voltages at all buses in the system are maintained under both normal operating
conditions and after being subjected to a disturbance.[91] Hence, a nominal system voltage
must be set independent of the battery voltage to keep consistency between other subsystem
voltage requirements. [92] This task is carried out by a DC-DC voltage converter model,
which is explained in detail in Section 5.1.3.
There is not a separate high-level model for the BMS, because BMS is responsible for
monitoring the battery dynamics and such dynamics are not a part of the high-level models.
Instead, the high-level model for the rechargeable battery is assumed to account for it by
keeping track of the energy consumed and the energy left in the battery.
5.1.3 DC-DC Voltage Converter
Voltage of any electrical power source varies with time, especially with current. [42] This
phenomenon can be seen in the discharge curves demonstrated in Figures 2.8, 5.3, and 5.4
for rechargeable batteries. Although battery voltage is relatively well regulated compared
to fuel cells, voltage regulation is still necessary to keep it within allowable boundaries.
Moreover, voltage regulation is required to control the speed of an electric motor. [42]
Power electronics control the flow of electrical energy from a source to a load by chang-
ing input voltage to a desired output voltage.[43, 93] Eqns. 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 show this
conversion, where Ppc is power, Ipc is current, Vpc is voltage and ηpc is the efficiency of the
power converter. Subscripts in and out designates the input and output ports.
Ppc,in = Ipc,inVpc,in (5.19)
Ppc,out = Ipc,outVpc,out (5.20)
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Table 5.3: Model parameters and sizing and performance outputs for the high-level power
converter model.
Model Parameters Sizing Outputs Performance Outputs






The DC-DC voltage converter converts the DC input voltage into a DC output voltage.
There are two main types of DC-DC converters: (i) hard-switching pulse width modulated
(PWM) converters, and (ii) resonant and soft-switching converters. [93]
PWM converters are more widely used as they consist of a small amount of compo-
nents, are highly efficient, are relatively easy to control, operate at constant frequencies,
and can achieve high conversion ratios. [93]
High-level Model for the DC Bus
A generic power converter model is used to represent a DC bus connected to the bat-
tery. This black-box converter model converts input power to output power according to
Eqn. 5.21. It has a constant efficiency factor (ηPC) and a power-to-weight ratio.
The weight of the converter (WPC) is calculated by its power-to-weight ratio ((P/W )PC)





The modeling parameters and the output parameters of the high-level power converter
model are listed in Table 5.3.
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Detailed Model for the DC Bus
The detailed model for the DC bus consists of two parts: a DC-DC converter and a con-
troller. Figure 5.5 shows how the controller model communicates with the DC bus model
to regulate the output voltage. The converter takes the input voltage, which is the battery
voltage, and converts it to the desired voltage, which is the system voltage. The desired
system voltage (“Ubus Ref” block in Figure 5.5) is a constant, user-defined input to the
system. A controller determines how the switching devices operate to achieve the target
output voltage through PWM pulses.
Figure 5.5: Integration of DC bus and its controller in Simulink
The detailed model for DC bus is a two-quadrant DC-DC power converter which can
be found under Fundamental Blocks/Power Electronics library in Simulink. The converter
is used in switching devices mode which is modeled with Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
(IGBT) and diode pairs.
On top of the sizing parameters listed in Table 5.3, the additional input and output
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Table 5.4: Model parameters and performance outputs for the detailed DC-DC converter
model.
Model Parameters Performance Outputs
Sample time [s] Output Voltage [V]
Reference Voltage [V] Output Current [A]
Device on-state resistance (Ohms)
Snubber resistance (Ohms)
Snubber capacitance (F)
parameters for the detailed DC-DC converter model are given in Table 5.4.
5.1.4 Electric Motor
Introduction and General Parameters
Electric motors convert electrical power to mechanical (shaft) power. They can operate at
very high efficiency and have high reliability. Electric motor efficiency is independent of
operational altitude which gives an advantage over conventional internal combustion en-
gines.[42] Furthermore, recent advances in electric motors enabled higher power-to-weight
ratios (i.e. specific power), such as Siemens’ electric motor for aircraft which has a state-
of-the-art power-to-weight ratio of 5 kW/kg and delivers a continuous output of about 260
kW.[41]
Mechanical performance of an electric motor is determined by its torque (T ) and ro-
tational speed (ω) characteristics. Shaft power (i.e. mechanical power, Pmech) is given by
Eqn. 5.23, whereas electric power (Pel) is given by Eqn. 5.24. An ideal electric motor
would convert electrical power into mechanical power with 100% efficiency, and therefore
the two expressions in Equations 5.23 and 5.24 would be equal to each other. However,
real life motors suffer from losses due to some magnetic effects, heat dissipation caused
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by friction, etc. Hence, the electrical (input) power is related to the mechanical (output)
power via an efficiency factor as shown in Eqn. 5.25, where ηEM is the electric motor
efficiency. [42]
Pmech = TEMωEM (5.23)





In parallel hybrid electric propulsion systems, electric motor torque is additive to en-
gine torque. In series hybrid electric propulsion systems, electric motor(s) provides all the
torque required to propel the vehicle. Hence, the electric motor torque and power require-
ments in a series hybrid configuration are roughly the same as that of an electric motor in a
fully electric propulsion.[94]
There are mainly two types of electric motors which are mostly used in electric vehicles:
brushed DC motors and brushless motors. Brushed DC motors are widely used as traction
motors in electric cars. These types of motors are easier to control. Torque of a brushed
DC motor is directly proportional to the current traveling through its wires (also known as
rotor or armature current). This relation is given by 5.26 where kT is the torque constant in
[Nm/A] and IA is the armature current in [A]. Value of the torque constant depends on the
motor design. [42]
TEM = kTIEM (5.26)
In case the torque-current relationship of a motor is more complex or completely un-
known, current going into the motor can still be found by Eqn. 5.26 to simplify the cal-
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culations. [42] Moreover, it can be seen by comparing Equations 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26
that a similar relationship also exists between the motor speed and voltage as given by Eqn.
5.27:
ωEM = kωVEM (5.27)
High-level Loss-based Electric Motor Model
Similar to the previous subsystems, the high-level electric motor model does not account
for electrical performance and dynamics, but utilizes the Equations 5.23 and 5.25 to relate
motor torque to speed and input power to output power through the motor efficiency. The
electric motor efficiency ηEM varies based on how the motor is used during an operation.
It is possible to estimate this variable efficiency by looking at the current motor torque
and speed settings. Thus, instead of assuming a constant efficiency for this subsystem, a
loss-based motor model was adapted from literature.
Inefficiencies in an electric motor can be caused by various factors depending on the
motor design, torque and speed. If these losses can be calculated, then the motor effi-
ciency for different operation conditions can be approximated and an efficiency map can
be created. Efficiency maps consist of efficiency islands for each allowable torque-speed
combination and are useful to determine the optimum torque and speed settings. An exam-
ple efficiency map is shown in Figure 5.6.
In order to develop an electric motor model, the major sources of loss must first be iden-
tified. Lowry and Larminie [42] divides the major sources of loss into four main sections
which are generally the same in all motor types, as follows:
• Copper Losses: caused by energy dissipation into heating due to the electrical re-
sistance of wires. It is proportional to the second power of armature current and
therefore to the torque as shown in Eqn. 5.28 where kc is a constant that depends
on brush resistance and magnetic flux. This type of loss can be the largest cause of
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Figure 5.6: Efficiency map for a typical permanent magnet DC motor with brushes.
Source: [42]
inefficiency especially for small motors.
Copper Loss = kcT
2 (5.28)
• Iron Losses: caused by the ever-changing magnetic field effects in the iron of the
motor. It is proportional to motor speed as given by Eqn. 5.29 where ki changes with
variations in the magnetic field strength but can be assumed constant.
Iron Loss = kiωEM (5.29)
• Friction and Windage Losses: caused by a friction torque in the bearings of the
motor and the wind resistance. Relevant power terms for friction and windage losses
are given respectively in Eqn. 5.30 and Eqn. 5.31, where Tf is the friction torque and
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kω is a constant which depends on the size and shape of the motor and whether it has
a cooling fan.
Friction Power = TfωEM (5.30)
Windage Power = kwω
3
EM (5.31)
• Other Losses: occurs regardless of the torque and speed of the motor, even when
the motor is stationary. It is shown with the letter C.
The total loss is given as the sum of all these losses as shown in Eqn. 5.32 and can be
assumed true for all motor types.
Total Losses = kcT
2
EM + kiωEM + kwω
3
EM + C (5.32)
Since the efficiency is given by the ratio of output power to the input power (which is








The constants given in these equations can be found based on experimentation or re-
gression of a known torque-speed envelope with efficiency maps.
Although electrical dynamics are neglected in the high-level model, once the motor
losses are found electrical power can still be computed. A comparison between Eqn. 5.25
and 5.33 gives the electrical power Pel in terms of the motor losses as given in Eqn 5.34.
If the loss constants and operating conditions are known in terms of motor torque and
rotational speed, then supply voltage and current can easily be calculated using equations
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Table 5.5: Model parameters and sizing and performance outputs for the high-level electric
motor model.
Model Parameters Sizing Outputs Performance Outputs
Specific Power [kW/kg] Motor Weight [kg] Mechanical Power [kW]
Mechanical torque [Nm] Electrical Power [kW]
Motor speed [rad/s] Total losses
Loss constants or torque-speed envelope Efficiency
Rated Power Required [kW]
5.26 and 5.34.
Pel = TEMωEM + kcT
2
EM + kiωEM + kwω
3
EM (5.34)
This loss-based motor model is a good approximation for all types of motors. [42]
Hence, no specific motor type is assumed for the high-level model.
Similar to the other subsystem models, the weight of the electric motor is calculated
from its specific power (i.e. power-to-weight ratio, (P/W )EM ) and the rated power re-





The modeling parameters and the output parameters of the high-level electric motor
model are listed in Table 5.5.
Detailed Model for the Electric Motor
Unlike the high-level loss-based motor model, the detailed motor model has to be more
specific as the motor dynamics vary among different types.
A literature survey revealed that most of the motors specifically designed (or being
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designed) by Siemens for EA/HEA applications are AC motors. [21, 95] DC motors are
brushed motors and suffers the extra friction and heat generation inside the motor (rather
than the outer stator) associated with the brushes. [42]
AC motors can be categorized into three types:
• Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM): PMSM is a variable frequency
motor whose torque/speed characteristics are very similar to that of DC motors. It
employs a permanent magnet on its rotor. The field rotates It is also known as “brush-
less DC motor” (although it is an AC motor), “self-synchronous AC motor”, “vari-
able frequency synchronous motor”, and “electronically commuted motor”. PMSM
is very efficient and has a greater torque density (torque-to-volume ratio) compared
to induction motors. [42, 96] However, they suffer from short constant power range
because of its limited field weakening capability. [47]
• Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM): In this motor, the magnetized rotor is not in-
line with the magnetic field, and hence creates ”reluctance” by producing a torque is
in order to minimize the gap between the rotor and the magnetic field. SRM main-
tain its efficiency for a greater range of torque-speed configurations compared to
other motor types, allowing it to operate at extremely high speeds. However, its peak
efficiency is lower than that of PMSM. [42, 96, 47]
• Induction Motor: Induction motors are widely used, and very reliable due to their
well matured technology, simplicity, robustness and wide speed range. [47] When
used with DC energy sources such as batteries, it requires an inverter to convert DC
power to AC power. When all else equal, the efficiency of an induction motor is
usually 1% or 2% smaller than that of PMSM. [42, 96]
All of these motor types need a converter and controller to adjust the speed and/or
torque of the motor by varying its voltage and/or current. A power converter, or more
specifically an inverter, is needed to provide controlled AC voltage or current from the DC
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energy source, which is in this case, the battery. A controller is needed to adjust the motor
characteristics so that it matches with what the load requires. [97]
Although all three motor types could be used in EA/HEA applications (as they are
currently in use in electric/hybrid-electric cars [42]), an induction motor model with field
oriented control (FOC) was used as the detailed model. This is because Simulink has use-
ful and readily-available information on the modeling parameters for the induction motor
which is of the suitable size for the proof of concept. Even though some modeling parame-
ters would change based on the selection of the motor type and its controller, the approach
is the same.
The detailed motor drive model applies the following relationship between the electro-




ωr + Fωr + Tm (5.36)
In Eqn. 5.36, J is the combined rotor and load inertia coefficient, and F is the combined
rotor and load viscous friction coefficient.
The motor drive tries to match the mechanical torque and speed requirement coming
from the aircraft mission level. These requirements are translated into flux and torque refer-
ences for the FOC controller. The motor speed is controlled by a PI controller to produced
the referenced motor torque and flux. The torque and flux references are then translated
into three reference motor line currents by the FOC controller. The FOC controller then
a three-phase current regulator and feeds the reference motor line currents into the mo-
tor to match the desired torque and flux. [98] The control strategy is further explained in
Chapter 8.
Voltage variations from low to high values are usually necessary to control the speed
of the motor. By regulating the motor voltage, power electronics (converters) control the
electric motor to operate at any allowable torque-speed combination. [92, 94] As it can be
seen from Figure A.4, there are two power electronics used in this model. The DC voltage
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coming from the supply is first regulated by a braking chopper. Then, the DC current is
inverted to an AC current by a three-phase inverter.
The braking chopper model works with the detailed DC-DC voltage converter (bus)
model described in Section 5.1.3 to maintain the desired system voltage at the bus, while
the motor voltage is varied. It is a capacitive DC bus with proportional control, and can
be found in Electric Drives/Fundamental Drives Library of Simulink. The DC voltage
is controlled with a PWM control to keep it within a determined boundary. The boundary
(i.e. hysteresis band) is determined by an upper and lower voltage limit. A braking chopper
(i.e. braking resistance) is enabled when the bus voltage reaches the upper limit (called as
activation voltage), and shut down when the bus voltage reaches a lower limit called as
(shutdown voltage). The frequency at which the braking resistance is switched on and off
is also an input to the model. [98]
The three-phase inverter model converts the DC voltage to AC voltage. It is a three-
leg, two-level model which can be found under Electric Drives/Fundamental Drive Blocks
library in Simulink. It consists of a total of three controlled current sources: one on the DC
side, two on the AC side. It also has three controlled voltage sources, all of them on the AC
side. The relationship between the DC power (Pinv,DC) and the AC power (Pinv,AC) is given
in Eqn. 5.37, where Iinv,DC and Vinv,DC are the input DC current and voltage, respectively.
This equation comes from the more generic equations 5.19 through 5.21 derived for power
electronics.
Pinv,DC = Iinv,DCVinv,DC
= Pinv,AC + Plosses
(5.37)
The detailed model shares the same sizing parameters used in the weight estimation
technique with the high-level electric motor model: power-to-weight ratio (specific power)
and rated power required. The rest of the input and output parameters of the detailed
electric motor model components are given in Tables 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. Since this model
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represents not only the induction motor but the complete AC drive, Tables 5.6, 5.7 and
5.8 list inputs each component of the drive: induction motor, power converters (braking
chopper and inverter) and controllers (speed controller and FOC).
As it can be seen from Tables 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, some components have sampling time as
a separate input from the induction motor. The controllers has two sampling time input for
each controller type to simulate a digital controller device. [98]. Simulink suggests a base
sample time (i.e.simulation time step) of 2 µs, and an FOC sampling time of 20 µs.
5.1.5 Generator
A generator transforms the kinetic energy into electricity. In series hybrid electric propul-
sion, engine drives the generator which in turn powers the electric motor and/or charges the
batteries. [43]
There are various types of generator models in literature. The interested reader can refer
to the IEEE Guide [91] for different types of available models and their working principles.
In many cases, electric motors can be used as generators. [42] Hence, for the high-
level generator model, Equations 5.23 and 5.24 can be repeated for the mechanical (input)
power PG,mech and electrical (output) power PG,el of the generator, respectively, where the





Similarly, the same AC drive can be used as the detailed-model of the generator. The
differentiation between motoring mode and generator mode is made through the sign of
mechanical torque input: if mechanical torque is positive, the induction machine acts as a
motor, whereas if mechanical torque is negative, it acts as a generator.
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Table 5.6: Model parameters and performance outputs for the induction motor component
of the AC motor drive









Base sample time [s] Electromagnetic torque [Nm]
Reference mechanical torque [Nm] Actual mechanical tourque [V]
Reference rotor speed [rad/s] Actual rotor speed [rad/s]
Nominal Power [VA] Rotor angle [ra]
RMS Voltage [Vrms] Rotor 3-phase (a,b,c) currents
Frequency [Hz] Rotor (q,d) currents
Main winding stator resistance [ohm] Rotor (q,d axes) flux [Vs]
Main winding stator leakage inductance [H] Rotor (q,d axes) voltage [V]
Main winding stator mutual inductance [H] Stator 3-phase (a,b,c) currents
Main winding rotor resistance [ohm] Stator (q,d axes) currents
Main winding rotor leakage inductance [H] Stator (q,d axes) flux [Vs]
Inertia [kg m2] Stator (q,d axes) voltage [V]
Friction factor [N m s] Motor Line Voltages (ab, bc, ca)




Table 5.7: Model parameters and performance outputs for the power converter components
of the AC motor drive components in the detailed electric motor model









Sample time [s] Output Voltage [V]









On-state resistance [ohm] Output Voltage [V]
IGBT forward voltage [V] Output Current [A]







Table 5.8: Model parameters and performance outputs for the controller components of the
AC motor drive in the detailed electric motor model















Speed cutoff frequency [Hz]
Negative torque output limit [Nm]
Positive torque output limit [Nm]
Initial machine flux [Wb]













FOC sampling time [s] Flux Reference [Wb]
Flux proportional gain Torque reference [Nm]
Flux integral gain Flux reference error
Low-pass filter cutoff frequency Torque reference error
Negative flux output limit [Wb]
Positive flux output limit [Wb]
d-axis current regulator proportional gain
d-axis current integral proportional gain
q-axis current regulator proportional gain
q-axis current integral proportional gain
DC bus voltage sensor cutoff frequency [Hz]
SVM switching frequency [Hz]
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5.2 Transmission Subsystems
Gearbox is a mechanical subsystem in the powertrain which establishes the power trans-
mission between the power sources and propellers. Essentially, a gearbox transfers the
rotational motion at the output shaft of a mechanical power source. [99]
A gear unit called propeller speed reduction unit is used in single power source-propeller
architectures to allow the power source (engine or motor) to run at a different speed than
the propeller. For hybrid electric propulsion architectures, a gear unit called a power split
device must be used to apply different amount of power to the same shaft.
In this dissertation, the models used for the transmission components are simplified,
generic models represented by an efficiency factor. Although the need for these complex
mechanical subsystems is acknowledged, their design and performance characteristics are
not in the scope of this research. They will be represented only by the capabilities they
bring to the system.
5.2.1 Propeller Speed Reduction Unit
Generally, engines and electric motors run at higher efficiency at higher rotational speeds
relative to propellers which are more efficient at lower speeds due to tip speed and structural
restrictions. In such cases, a propeller speed reduction unit (PSRU), which is essentially a
gearbox, is employed to run the engines at a higher rotational speed than the propeller. [99]
In case of a single gear ratio transmission operation, PSRU can be modeled by defin-
ing the relationship between the electric motor rotational speed (ωEM ) and the propeller
rotational speed (ωprop) through a predefined gearbox ratio (Rg) as given in Eqn. 5.39. If
the maximum motor speed is higher than the vehicle speed, then a higher gear ratio and a






While most electric motors also require a PSRU, newest technology motors can drive
the propeller at low speeds with high efficiency. [21] These motors are called direct-drive
motors, such as the SP260D electric motor for aircraft designed and manufactured by
Siemens. [41] The proof of concept later demonstrated in Chapter 7 assumes that all the
utilized power sources are direct-drive.
5.2.2 Power Split Device
Power split devices allow hybrid electric vehicles to employ various power management
strategies for the optimum efficiency and performance. They adjust the power flow among
the power sources (engines and motors), generator and the battery. [47] When a power-
split device is used in a hybrid electric architecture, the power sources can be used as if
they were connected in series and parallel. The motor can drive the propeller with the
energy coming from the battery and/or fuel-burning engine, just like the case in a series
configuration; or the power sources can drive the propeller directly, just like the case in
a parallel configuration. Hence, the power split device brings the advantages of both the
parallel and series configurations, without having most of the disadvantages[100]
One of the most widely used power split devices in hybrid electric vehicles is the plan-
etary gear set. [47, 101] Planetary gear sets employ a ring gear, a sun gear, a carrier gear
and pinion gears. It splits the total required power between the power sources based on the
desired power split schedule. [102, 100]
The power split schedule management discussed in Chapter 4.2 and later in Chapter 7
assumes that a power split device which is capable of realizing the desired splits is utilized
in the hybrid-electric architectures considered.
5.3 Fuel-Burning Engine
As discussed previously, the literature survey conducted on HEA concepts revealed that
there is a lot of effort on the propulsion aspect of the problem, but incorporation of de-
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tailed architecture analyses into sizing considerations is missing. Hence, detailed propul-
sion analysis (such as engine cycle analysis) is not in the scope of this thesis. Accordingly,
the engine modeling approach should be at a similar complexity of EPGDS models so that
the sizing and analysis approach does not become propulsion-centric.
The performance parameters of an engine to be used in the sizing and analysis block
can be obtained by generating an engine deck, or by digitizing the performance curves (fuel
flow and thrust or power as a function of altitude, velocity and temperature) manufacturer’s
manual.
The developed framework can be used with all propulsion types, provided that the in-
tegration of the employed propulsion devices is accurately represented. The use of jet
engines with electric propulsion requires in-depth engine analysis to reveal the impacts
of the integration of motor. [34, 103] Such analysis can be performed offline using ad-
vanced multidisciplinary analysis environment for aerospace propulsion systems such as
the one developed by NASA for conventional propulsion systems, or GT-HEAT developed
by Georgia Tech’s ASDL for hybrid electric propulsion. [104, 34] Then, the integrated
performance can be represented by a modified engine deck which contains information
regarding electric energy flow as a function of level of hybridization.
One way to generate a conventional engine deck is to utilize the Numerical Propulsion
System Simulation (NPSS) tool, which is an advanced multidisciplinary analysis environ-
ment for aerospace propulsion systems developed by NASA.[104] Correlation between
break specific fuel consumption (BSFC) trends, shaft horse power and engine weight will
also be obtained by running NPSS offline for a range of engine sizes. This correlation
can be used to size the engine during aircraft mission analysis, such that if the rated shaft
power is scaled, then a corresponding new engine weight is assigned. This weight change
can create new power targets, and therefore the process has to be repeated until the engine
scaling is no longer necessary.
If the fuel-burning engine is a reciprocating or turboshaft engine, then the engine and
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the motor are connected through a shaft. As explained in Chapter 2, in series configuration,
the engine drives the motor by applying torque on the shaft; and in parallel configuration
the engine and the motor both apply torque on the same propeller shaft. For more complex
configurations, a power split device is used to adjust the power contribution from the con-
nected power sources. Hence, for reciprocating or turboshaft engines, the performance of
each power source model can be isolated from the others by differentiating the individual
torque contributions on the shaft.
The fuel-burning engine model used in the proof of concept in Chapter 7 represents an
internal combustion engine (ICE) for general aviation aircraft. The model was generated
based on manufacturer’s data sheets on engine performance in terms of break horse power
and fuel consumption as a function of pressure altitude, manifold pressure, engine RPM,
and ISA deviation. Performance data was collected to create a repository of existing general
aviation aircraft engines of different sizes and similar power-to-weight ratios.
The engine sizing is performed based on the sea level rated power required from the en-
gine. An algorithm was developed to check the rated power of all the engines in the engine
repository and compare their rated power with the required rated power, and automatically
select the baseline engine which has the closest rated power compared to the required rated
power. The baseline engine is then sized to meet the desired rated power. An engine scaling
factor (kengine) is defined as a ratio of the rated power to the new engine (Prated,new) to the





This scaling factor kengine is then used to scale the baseline engine’s fuel consumption
and power characteristics. As the engine gets scaled up or down, the algorithm selects a new
baseline engine from the repository, and the new engine inherits its scaled characteristics.
Better results are achieved by adding a variety of engines of different sizes, so that excessive
scaling is avoided.
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Table 5.9: Model parameters and sizing and performance outputs of the fuel-burning engine
model.
Model Parameters Sizing Outputs Performance Outputs
Power-to-weight ratio [kW/kg] Engine weight [kg] Shaft Power Realized [kW]
Sea level rated power [kW] Sizing factor Fuel Flow [kg/s]




Shaft Power Required [kW]
Engine weight is determined by the power-to-weight ratio of the baseline engine and the
required rated power, as shown in Eqn. 5.41. Although the repository consists of engines
with mostly similar power-to-weight ratios, they are not the same. Thus, as the engine is





The modeling input and output parameters of the reciprocating/turboshaft engine are
listed in Table 5.9. If the analyses are performed for a jet engine instead, then the required
shaft power parameter can be replaced with required thrust.
5.4 Propeller
An in-house propeller model was utilized to be used with the reciprocating and turboshaft
engines. The propeller model predicts the performance of a propeller from its geometry.
The geometric input consists of the blade chord lengths and pitch angles at several sta-
tions throughout the blade span. XFOIL [105], which is an open-source 2-D aerodynamic
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prediction software is used to predict the aerodynamic properties of the propeller. This in-
formation is then combined with the geometric properties to estimate the 3-D performance
of the full propeller using blade element momentum theory. [106]
The propeller performance is given by the torque coefficient CQ and thrust coefficient
CT at a list of propeller pitch angles, β and advance ratios, J . The corresponding power
coefficient CP and propeller efficiency ηpropeller are then calculated as shown in Equa-
tions. 5.42 and 5.43, respectively.





The advance ratio, J is obtained by Eqn. 5.44, where V∞ is the free stream velocity, n





To calculate the thrust output of the propeller model at any given flight state, an inter-
polant was created for each of the following parameters: CT as a function of J and β, CQ
as a function of J and β, and β as a function of J and CT . These interpolants are queried
during the mission performance evaluations which is explained in detail in Chapter 6.
Propeller thrust and torque are computed from the coefficients as shown in Equa-






There are three types of propellers that the model can be used for:
• Constant speed propeller: If the propeller model is to be used for a constant speed
propeller, then for a given propeller speed (n), the propeller efficiency ηpropeller cor-
responding to a vector of realizable propeller pitch angles are calculated. Then, avail-
able thrust values for the same speed and the vector of pitch angles are computed.
The pitch angle which produces a thrust equal to or more than the required thrust at
maximum efficiency is carried forward as the pitch angle setting for the given state
of flight.
• Fixed pitch propeller: If the propeller model is used for a fixed pitch propeller, sim-
ilar calculations are performed by this time varying the propeller speed at a constant
propeller pitch angle to find the best configuration which gives the desired propeller
efficiency and thrust.
• Variable pitch propeller: In this case, the pilot varies the propeller pitch angle and
as a result, propeller speed changes. The propeller model finds the propeller speed
and pitch angle combination which yields the maximum propeller efficiency at a
realizable shaft power.
The propeller model was combined with the engine and motor models to compute the
thrust output. As explained earlier, one propeller can be driven by multiple power sources.
Hence, the available thrust is predicted through architecture-specific calculations. The logic
behind how the propeller model is integrated automatically with all of the connected power
sources within different architectures is explained in Section 5.5.
The propeller sizing is performed based on the propeller diameter and number of blades.
Similar to the engine deck repository, a propeller repository was created. This is done by
first selecting a suitable baseline propeller model. Then, 2-bladed, 3-bladed and 4-bladed
propeller derivatives of this propeller are generated.
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Table 5.10: Factor Kp for typical metal propeller types based on Reference [75]




The baseline propeller is first tested to produce the thrust required by the given design
mission profile. During each step of the mission legs, two properties related to the perfor-
mance of the propeller were tracked: available thrust (when the propeller is combined with
the related power sources), and propeller tip speed.
If the available thrust is less than the required thrust, then there are two sizing options:
(i) increase the diameter, (ii) increase the number of blades.
The initial choice is to increase the size of the diameter so that the resized propeller
can produce the thrust required. This is to avoid an increase in weight due to the increase
in number of blades, which can be higher than using a 2-bladed propeller with greater
diameter. [75] Gudmundsson [75] provides rapid estimation of required propeller diameter
techniques for wooden and metal propellers suitable for general aviation applications.
The technique used in this propeller model to estimate the required diameter is given in
Eqn. 5.47 for metal propellers, where PBHP is the break horse power,Kp is a factor varying
with the number of blades, and propeller diameter D is given in inches. The values which





There are to caveats to increasing the propeller diameter. The first one is that the resized
propeller might experience increased noise and shock formation at the tips due to very high
tip speeds, which reduces efficiency. The second one is that the larger diameter might
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Table 5.11: Model parameters and sizing and performance outputs for propeller model.
Model Parameters Sizing Outputs Performance Outputs
Blade chord lengths along span Diameter Thrust coefficient
Pitch angles along span Number of blades Torque Coefficient
Advance ratio Power Coefficient
Rotational speed Efficiency
Brake horse power Thrust
cause ground proximity problems. [75] For these reasons, the resized propeller diameter is
checked against the following two criteria:
• Does the rotational tip speed exceed a predefined tip speed limit? 3
• Does the propeller diameter exceed the allowed size limit due to ground proximity?
If the answer to any of the above questions is yes, then the diameter can not be increased
for the given propeller design. But instead, the number of blades can be increased. By
increasing the number of blades by 1 (i.e. if the baseline propeller is 2-bladed, the new
design is 3-bladed; if the baseline propeller is 3-bladed, then the new design becomes 4-
bladed, and so on), greater thrust can be obtained with smaller diameters.
Each time the propeller is resized (i.e. every time diameter or number of blades changes),
the new design is checked against these two criteria. The sizing is performed until a pro-
peller design, which can provide the thrust required when combined with the related power
sources, is obtained.
The modeling parameters and the output parameters of the propeller model are listed in
Table 5.11.
3According to Gudmundsson [75], rotational tip speeds are in the 0.6 Mach range for wooden propellers
and are in the 0.75 Mach - 0.8 Mach range for metal and aluminum propellers. The tip speed limit must be
set accordingly.
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5.5 Characterization of Propulsion Architecture
The next step after defining the modeling parameters and sizing and performance outputs
of each EPGDS is to integrate them within the desired architecture. In order to make rapid
architecture comparisons, the integration process must be made as simple as possible to
the architect. This necessitates the development of a methodology that will be the basis of
building diverse architectures by logically connecting the necessary subsystems.
To this end, a methodology was developed to establish the relationship between the
main subsystems in a propulsion architecture. This methodology enables rapid analyses
and comparisons between architectures, without requiring manual interference. The re-
sulting logical connections, which describe the information flow between subsystems, are
used to develop the necessary relationships within the propulsion system characterization
function described in Chapter 6.2 for the propulsion system architectures of interest.
First, a set of definitions to reveal the relationship between the main electric power gen-
eration and distribution subsystems must be established. In this work, the propulsion sys-
tem architecture operates through interactions among components falling into three main
categories:
1. Power source (PS): includes any subsystem that generates primary (propulsive)
power, such as an electric motor, internal combustion engine, turboprop engine, etc.
2. Thrust source (TS): includes any subsystem that generates thrust, such as a pro-
peller.4
3. Energy source (ES): includes any subsystem that stores energy to be used by the
primary power sources, such as batteries, fossil fuel, fuel cells, etc.
Next, each distinctive source is given an identification number to ensure convenience
and traceability. An example to this is given in Figure 5.7 for a series hybrid-electric
4The power and thrust source categories can be combined under a single category for some systems, such
as jet engines.
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configuration. In this architecture, the fuel inside the fuel tank was labeled as ES 1 , battery
















Figure 5.7: A notional series hybrid-electric configuration where its energy, power and
thrust sources are coded by source identification numbers.
Once the components are distributed under these three categories, their effects on the
system can be represented by n-by-1 matrices (i.e. column arrays) where n is the number
of sources in the propulsion system. The ES, PS and TS matrices for the series HE example














The next step is to define any applicable inter-relationships between the same-type and
different-type sources. This is performed by a set of matrices which contain information
regarding component dependencies. These matrices are:
1. Energy Source - Power Source Matrix (BESPS): This matrix lays out which power
source draws its energy from which energy source by logical comparisons.
2. Thrust Source - Power Source Matrix (BTSPS): This matrix includes information
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on which power source is connected to which thrust source.
Each element bij of matrixB is a logical true-or-false (1 or 0) value. MatrixB describes
the relationship of the power source matrix with the energy and thrust source matrices in
terms of dependencies. The form of this description for the relationship between the energy
sources and the power sources is given in Eqn. 5.49. through Equations 5.49 and 5.52.
BESPSAPS = AES (5.49)
The elements of matrix BESPS consist of logical values of 1 (true) and 0 (false). This
means that if ai,j takes the logical value of 1, then the ith element of the energy source
matrix AES (i.e. ES i) is linked to the jth element of the power source matrix APS (i.e. PS
j). On the contrary, if it takes the logical value of 0 (false), then these two sources are not
related.
For the series configuration depicted in Figure 5.7, the ES-PS matrix (BESPS) is there-















The right-hand-side of Eqn.5.50 is a logical equation, relating ES1 to PS1 and ES2 to
PS2.
Unlike matrix BESPS , matrix BTSPS must capture not only the direct logical relation-
ship of a power source with any other source, but also the indirect ones. Here it should
be reminded that ”direct” and ”indirect” connections do not refer to physical connections,
but to logical ones. Although there may be other subsystems in between a two sources
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physically, Matrix B is created only to define the impact of the power sources on other
sources, whether directly or indirectly. For instance, in the series configuration shown in
Figure 5.7, electric motor ”directly drives” the propeller. Since the electric motor can also
be fully or partially driven by the mechanical power transmitted from the fuel burning en-
gine through the generator, the two power sources are related. Furthermore, fuel burning
engine has a part in driving the same propeller as well, through the electric motor. The rela-
tionship between the fuel burning engine and the propeller is then regarded as an ”indirect
relationship”.
Such relationships must be explicitly defined by matrix BTSPS so that there remains no
ambiguity in the architecture definition, especially when any two power sources are con-
nected in series, series-parallel, or complex HE configurations, or when any thrust source
is run by more than one power source. Therefore, matrix BTSPS must include not only
the relation between a power source and a thrust source, but also among the other power
sources. But first, matrix APS must be modified to include the indirect effects, so that it
becomes an (n+m)− by− 1 matrix where n is the number of power sources and m is the
total number of possible combinations of any two power sources.








The third element PS1−2 builds a bridge between power sources 1 and 2, so that the
combined impact of these two sources can be captured in the TSPS matrix (BTSPS). This
approach not only clears the ambiguity in which power sources are decoupled from the
thrust sources, but also clarifies which power sources can be driven by which other power
sources.
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The TSPS matrix BTSPS then takes the form given in Eqn. 5.52
BTSPSA
∗
PS = ATS (5.52)
Just like BESPS , BTSPS takes logical values of 1 (true) and 0 (false). Continuing with
the series configuration example, BTSPS takes the values given in Eqn. 5.53, so that when
multiplied by the modified PS matrix A∗PS , the resultant matrix clearly lays out the depen-




















The resultant matrix shown in the right-hand-side of Eqn. 5.54 equates TS1 to [PS1 +
PS1−2], meaning that Thrust Source 1 (propeller) is directly connected (logically) to Power
Source 1 (electric motor), but also is indirectly linked to Power Source 2 (fuel burning
engine) through Power Source 1.
It should be noted one more time there is no need to define any ”indirect relationships”
between the power sources and energy sources for the ESPS matrix, BESPS . This is due
to the fact that even though a power source might be coupled with another power source,
the amount of energy transferred from one power source to the other is dictated only by the
energy that the directly-connected power source draws. Hence, for the series example in
Figure 5.7, the only power source drawing energy from ES 1 is PS 1, and from ES 2 is PS
2 as shown in Eqn.5.50.
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The matrices defined here can easily be expanded to represent more complex config-
urations or architectures with multiple power sources. A few examples for the notional











ES 2 PS 2
ES 1 PS 1 TS 1
Figure 5.8: A notional parallel hybrid-electric configuration where its energy, power and
thrust sources are coded by source identification numbers.
For the parallel configuration shown in Figure 5.8, the source matrices are the same
as the ones defined for the series configuration in Eqn. 5.48. This is because there are
same number of sources in this configuration as in the series one. Similarly, the ES-PS
matrix (BESPS) is a two-by-two identity matrix where rows represent the energy sources
and columns represent the power sources. Again, ES 1 (fuel) supplies energy only to PS
1 (fuel burning engine) and therefore is logically connected to PS 1, as shown in the first
element of the ESPS matrix, (AESPS). Similarly, ES 2 (battery) supplies energy to PS 2

















In the parallel configuration, the two power sources are decoupled from each other, but
individually coupled with the same thrust source. Hence, the inter-relationship matrices for















It can easily be inferred from matrix BTSPS that PS 1 (fuel burning engine) and PS 2
(electric motor) are connected to TS 1 (propeller) through b1,1 = 1 and b1,2 = 1, respec-
tively, but are independent of each other since b1,3 = 0.
5.5.2 Series-Parallel Configuration
In the series-parallel configuration depicted in Figure 5.9, the ESPS matrix is the same as
the ones written for the series and parallel configurations, given in Equations 5.50 and 5.55,
respectively.
However, the TSPS matrix BTSPS differs from them as this time both power sources















ES 2 PS 2
TS 1
ES 1
Figure 5.9: A notional series-parallel hybrid-electric configuration where its energy, power
and thrust sources are coded by source identification numbers.














PS1 + PS2 + PS1−2
] (5.57)
5.5.3 Complex Configuration
As discussed in 2.2.4, the complex configuration shown again in Figure 5.10 is different
than the series-parallel one in that (i) there are three power sources, and (ii) the power
flow of the electric motor (labeled as PS 2) is bidirectional as it also acts as a generator to
recharge the battery. But when operating as an electric motor, PS 2 can either be driven by
the fuel burning engine (PS 1) or draw energy from the battery (ES 2). Hence, Eqn. 5.49
























Figure 5.10: A notional complex hybrid-electric configuration where its energy, power and

















As it can be seen from the second row of the resultant matrix given in Eqn. 5.58, ES 2
(battery) feeds two power sources, PS 2 and PS 3.
The TSPS matrix written for the complex configuration given in Eqn. 5.59 captures all
of the following relationships:
• PS 1 and PS 3 are directly connected to TS 1,
• PS 1 can drive PS 2,
• PS 2 can drive TS 1 indirectly through PS 1
• PS 1 and PS 3 are in parallel
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• PS 1 do not drive PS 3
[
















PS1 + PS3 + PS1−2
]
(5.59)
As it can be seen from the four examples given in this section for series, parallel, series-
parallel and complex configurations, the method of categorizing the main power genera-
tion components into three sources and creating the related ESPS and TSPS matrices can
be easily used for other configurations that were not covered here. This method brings
convenience to describing any propulsion system architecture and using them within the
propulsion system performance function to distribute the required power, thrust, and en-
ergy from each existing source. Defining the relations between different sources with the
logical BESPS and BTSPS matrices is convenient as the power, thrust, or energy from each
source can be easily computed by multiplying the power, thrust, or energy in the power-
train by the matrix itself. This method is also very useful in rapidly changing architectures
within mission performance analysis.
5.6 Chapter Summary
Traditionally, the sizing of the subsystem components is performed during the conceptual
aircraft design stage by using empirical relationships based on existing historical data. [67,
68] From these empirical relations, information on aircraft weight, power (or thrust) and
drag polar are then estimated and fed into the sizing and synthesis process where constraint
analysis (to meet point performance requirements) and mission analysis (to fly a specific
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design mission) are carried out through iterations. [69] However, there is a lack of his-
torical data and readily available physics-based models for unconventional or more recent
technologies such as EPGDS. Hence, estimations on the design, performance and system-
level impact of such subsystems introduce epistemic uncertainty to the conceptual design
analysis.
This chapter described the development and integration of parametric, physics-based
models for the most prominent power generation and distribution subsystems in hybrid-
electric propulsion architectures. Due to the absence of historical data, the models were
created from first-order analysis. The need for creating these subsystem models came from
Hypothesis 2, which is repeated below. The parts necessitating the development of the
EPGDS models were emphasized with bold characters.
HYPOTHESIS 2: EPGDS characteristics can be integrated into the EA/HEA sizing pro-
cess through a parametric sizing and synthesis framework with the following properties:
• A generic mission analysis approach is implemented where the required energy to fly
a mission profile is tracked and budgeted between different power sources of aircraft
according to preset hybridization levels
• Aircraft sizing and synthesis process captures the sizing of EPGDS components
based on required energy and/or power, simultaneously with aircraft sizing
• EPGDS models used in the framework are parametric, physics-based and dy-
namic
• The developed EPGDS models are utilized to capture the subsystem level im-
pacts at aircraft and mission levels
• The parametric property of the developed models enable technology projections
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The first part of this chapter dealt with electric power generation and distribution sub-
systems. Two types of were developed or adapted from literature for EPGDS: high-level
models which are more suitable for rapid analysis, and detailed models which represent the
subsystem level dynamics more accurately. Both types of models are parametric, physics-
based and dynamic, in accordance with Hypothesis 2.
Modeling parameters were given for both types of EPGDS models. The main difference
between the two types of models can easily be seen by comparing the modeling parameters
and outputs for each subsystem. The high-level EPGDS models do not require subject-
matter expertise and hence can be modeled with only a basic understanding of the subsys-
tem. The modeling inputs for the high-level models generally consist of sizing parameters
for weight estimation through power-to-weight or energy-to-weight ratios, whichever is
more limiting; and performance parameters to estimate the subsystem efficiency. The ef-
ficiency estimation is either done by back-of-the-envelope type calculations, or estimated
through constant efficiency values found from commercial-off-the-shelf components.
Although such models enable rapid analysis, there still exists uncertainty due to mod-
eling assumptions. Moreover, the high-level models do not provide much resolution on the
subsystem dynamics and hence cannot be used for transient analysis. The literature review
in Chapter 2 revealed that the transient regimes in EPGDS dynamics might cause major
problems as they are expected to generate and carry much greater amounts of power com-
pared to the electric subsystems used as secondary power systems in conventional aircraft
architectures. Hence, transient analysis must be accounted for in the design of EPGDS.
Combined with the lack of historical data, the uncertainty in the design and perfor-
mance estimation of these subsystems can have a cascading impact on the vehicle design
and mission performance. Another observation (Observation 2) made during the literature
review in Chapter 2 was that EA/HEA concepts are more weight sensitive compared to
their traditional counterparts. Thus, inaccurate subsystem weight and performance estima-
tions made at the conceptual design stage can bring greater weight penalties to the aircraft
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design and overshadow more suitable architectures.
This drawback of high-level EPGDS models necessitated the development of more de-
tailed models which offers higher resolution on subsystem dynamics at the expense of
higher computational resources and increased amount of initial knowledge and expertise
about the subsystems. The detailed models enable time-domain simulations suitable for
steady-state and transient analysis. They also reduce the uncertainty due to modeling as-
sumptions as the modeling inputs require much detailed information and even subject-
matter expertise. However, the sample time steps to run these simulations are in the order
of microseconds - more than a 106 times smaller than mission level analysis. Hence, rapid
simulations suitable for the aircraft conceptual design stage cannot be performed with these
detailed models.
The comparison between the two types of models supports the argument that a new
way of incorporating the subsystem design and performance evaluation to the early stages
of design must be found. This discussion is continued in Chapter 8 where a methodology
is proposed to utilize these two types of models cooperatively so that maximum knowledge
about the design can be achieved without exhausting computational resources.
Apart from the EPGDS models, parametric engine and propeller models were also de-
veloped to be used in hybrid-electric architecture studies. The level of detail of these mod-
els were carefully chosen to balance the electric and non-electric subsystems to focus on
architectural considerations.
Finally, a methodology to systematically categorize and logically connect the main
EP/HEP subsystems was proposed. The main subsystems were categorized by their func-
tionality under three sources: energy sources, power sources, and thrust sources. The in-
terrelationships among these sources were established by interrelationship matrices. Any
EP/HEP architecture can be defined with the help of these matrices, effortlessly.
This feature of the proposed methodological framework enables rapid architectural
comparisons, a trait which was missing before. The matrices are directly used in mis-
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sion performance analysis to calculate the energy and power flow from and to each source.
As explained in Chapter 6, these matrices were combined with the generic mission anal-
ysis approach in order to remove the necessity of modifying the performance calculations
based on architecture-specific requirements. This means that the same codes can be used
to define and evaluate the performance of various architectures, as long as the codes were
generated following the proposed framework.
The interrelationship matrices presented here represent only the “main subsystems”.
This is in accordance with the level of detail of the models used for rapid conceptual design
stage analysis found in literature. As discussed previously, such studies do not account for
the remaining subsystems. However, implementation-specific heuristics (e.g. for fault-tree
analysis) can be implemented to create subsystem architectures with increased dimension-
ality. Although such considerations are out of the scope of this dissertation, the proposed
methodology provides the means to automate architectural comparisons with the flexibility
to increase the level of detail and dimensionality of the studied architectures.
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CHAPTER 6
GENERIC MISSION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
As briefly described in Section 4.1.3 of Chapter 4, mission analysis is performed in tra-
ditional conceptual design stage to establish the scale of the aircraft via the estimation of
takeoff gross weight (WTO). This is accomplished by defining a mission profile, i.e. an
operational scenario, and flying the aircraft through this entire mission on paper. [69]
As Mattingly [69] lays out, the takeoff gross weight consists of three main weights in
the traditional design approach. These are, namely, the payload weight (WP ), the empty
weight (WE) and the required fuel weight (WF ). The takeoff gross weight is then given by
Eqn. 4.6, as shown in Chapter 4.








While the payload weight is specified in the Request for Proposal and the empty weight
accounts for the basic aircraft structure and permanent equipment, the fuel weight has to
be calculated through fuel consumption analysis. The key enabler in fuel consumption
analysis is thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) which depends on engine cycle, flight
conditions and throttle setting. The performance of any mission leg is then evaluated for
minimum fuel usage. This is a very advantageous approach in terms of simplicity since the
rate of fuel consumption also means the rate of the decrease in aircraft weight (excluding
instantaneous release of any payload), as previously shown in Eqn. 4.7.
When the sole energy source flying the aircraft is conventional consumable fuel, the
performance of such a source can be based on its weight rather than a required energy
capacity. However, for unconventional energy sources, such as rechargeable batteries, this
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approach is inadequate.
Hence, a different mission analysis approach is required in cases where the performance
of at least one of the energy sources cannot be measured by its weight reduction. Such
an analysis must also be capable of tracking and reporting the key instances during the
mission, similar to the traditional analysis which yields fuel fractions at the beginning and
the end of each mission leg within a mission.
The common measure of performance for all types of energy sources is simply the
energy expenditure. Hence, an alternative method to bookkeeping the amount of fuel burn
during mission analysis is bookkeeping the rate of change of energy for each and all of
the energy sources. This way, the amount of energy consumption and performance of each
energy source can be tracked, regardless of the type. This approach requires modifications
to some of the traditional mission analysis equations. More specifically, equations must be
rewritten to account for the rate of change of energy rather along with rate of change of
aircraft weight.
As discussed previously, there are several aircraft sizing and analysis tools in litera-
ture that can be used for mission performance analysis for conventional fuel burning air-
craft, such as the Flight Optimization System (FLOPS) tool developed by NASA [73].
While FLOPS is capable of performing limited EA/HEA analysis, it only allows for a
single propulsion type to be in use at any given point of time during the mission anal-
ysis. This means that the aircraft can only operate in full-electric or conventional mode
(but not hybrid-electric), although the operation schedules are interchangeable [73, 74].
While some cumbersome workarounds (involving performing additional calculations out-
side FLOPS) have been reported in literature, the FLOPS tool in current form is not ideally
suited for the analysis of hybrid-electric propulsion systems. The current chapter lays out
an approach to generalize mission performance analysis, so that it can be utilized regardless
of the aircraft or propulsion type.
The following sections of this chapter describes the approach taken and the code written
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to analyze mission performance of a generic vehicle. The code tracks down the required and
available energy throughout each given mission leg by evaluating the state of the vehicle.
In this context, a mission leg is defined by the flight interval between two consecutive user-
defined points within a segment, as depicted on a notional mission profile in Figure 6.1.
The state of the vehicle is evaluated at each point by utilizing some general performance
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Figure 6.1: A notional mission profile divided into several mission legs.
Note that the mission segment points do not have to be evenly distributed throughout the
segment. Moreover, the number of mission legs at each segment and the distance between
two successive points can be modified by the temporal step sizer if and when necessary.
Further discussions related to the temporal step sizer are provided in Chapter 8.
The next sections explain the main idea behind the approach, the performance charac-
teristics functions and three main flight segments, namely, climb, cruise and descent. The
resulting mission performance analysis approach is applicable to any type of propulsion
device and energy source.
6.1 An Energy-based Approach
The basis of the mission performance analysis approach derives from energy methods,
more specifically what is referred to as the energy reservoir analogy [107, 108]: the fact
that the rates at which the propulsion system and aerodynamic drag respectively supply
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and remove energy from the vehicle system yields the rate of change of its total mechanical
energy (sum of kinetic and gravitational potential energies), as shown in Eqn. 6.1.











In Eqn. 6.1, the dot product of thrust T and velocity V is referred to as the propulsive power.
For the case where the thrust vector is exactly or closely aligned with the velocity vector,
the simplification ~T · ~V = TV occurs. Henceforth, these two terms are shown as grouped
(TV ). Since the drag force, by definition, is aligned opposite to the velocity vector, the
simplification ~D · ~V = −DV occurs. The rate of energy dissipation to drag is henceforth
expressed as the product of drag and velocity, (DV ).
The difference between (TV ) and (DV ) is called the excess power (Ps), and can be
modulated through the vehicle’s control effectors to change the energy state of the air-
craft, through a change of kinetic and/or gravitational potential energy. Depending on the
flight phase and the intended manner in which it is to be flown, the excess power can be
suitably apportioned to kinetic and potential energy rates, thus allowing computation of
vehicle acceleration (dV/dt) and rate of climb (dh/dt). The numerical integration of these
time derivatives along with time derivatives of vehicle mass and energy consumption rate
(described subsequently) form the core of the mission performance analysis method.
6.2 Characterization of Propulsion System Performance
The modeling of the propulsion system performance is embedded within a function Φpsp,
which is responsible for computing the propulsive power (TV ), the rate of change of ve-
hicle mass (dm/dt), the rate of change of vehicle energy content (dE/dt), and the actual
















It should be noted that if the propulsion system architecture or operation mode is such that
no mass change occurs, then dm/dt = 0. Moreover, if the vehicle contains multiple energy
sources, then the energy E comprises multiple elements: E = {E1, . . . , En}. To compute
these output quantities, evaluation of the function Φpsp requires the required propulsive
power (TV )req, the flight condition (altitude h, Mach number M ), the non-propulsive (sec-
ondary) power off-take Poff , engine deck information of all engines and motors on the
vehicle.
Power split among the power sources at each mission leg λ is obtained within the
propulsion system performance function from the power split optimizer which was de-
scribed in Chapter 4.2. The propulsion system performance function distributes the amount
of required propulsive power (TV )req among all power sources (designated by the subscript
j) according to the related power split λj for each mission leg. There are three logical con-
ditions against which demanded power from every power source (TV )req,j is checked:
1. If the available power at a given flight condition or any other operational constraints
have not been reached, then the propulsive power is nominally equal to the demanded
propulsive power: (TV )j = (TV )req,j
2. If the demanded propulsive power exceeds the available power (TV )av,j , then the
propulsive power is set to be the available power: (TVj) = (TV )av,j
3. If the demanded power or power split is null, then this is interpreted as engine idle
condition and the propulsive power is equal to the engine idle power at given flight
condition: (P )j = (P )idle,j
The manner in which the flight condition (h, M ) affects the propulsion system per-
formance is highly dependent on the nature of the propulsion system architecture, i.e., the
nature of power lapse (if present) and the impact of flight condition on propulsion system
performance (which may affect both dm/dt and dE/dt).
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Non-propulsive (secondary) power off-takes, the extraction of power from the propul-
sion system to satisfy vehicle power requirements other than that required for propulsion,
always degrade propulsion system performance (affecting dE/dt and dm/dt for a given
(TV )). If maximum available power is already demanded, then secondary power off-takes
result in a reduction of the effective propulsive power output, and thus degradation in the
point performance (dh/dt and/or dV/dt).
It should also be noted that the above formulation can be used to model any propulsion
system, including fuel-burning internal combustion and gas turbine engines, electrically
powered systems, as well as hybrid systems (through varying relationships contained within
Φpsp).
6.3 Characterization of Aerodynamic Drag
The aerodynamic performance calculations are embedded within a function Φaero, which
is responsible for computing the vehicle drag (D), lift (L), non-dimentional drag and lift
coefficients (CD and CL respectively), lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) and the rate of energy dissi-
pation due to aerodynamic drag (DV ).
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The rate of energy dissipation due to aerodynamic drag (DV ) is modeled using the
drag characteristics of the vehicle in question. The general approach (also followed in this
work) is to model the aerodynamic efficiency of the vehicle through a drag polar which
expresses the non-dimensional drag coefficient CD as a function of the non-dimensional
lift coefficient CL, i.e., CD = f(CL, . . .).








where ρ is air density, Sref the reference area based on which the lift coefficient CL is
defined and the flight path angle γ is given by Eqn. 6.5:




Once CL is known, the corresponding CD is found from the drag polar information of




ρV 3Sref CD, (6.6)
6.4 Mission Segment Functions
The mission segment functions are used to calculate the vehicle performance for climb,
cruise and descent segments. For each of these segment, the segment profiles can sched-
uled by specifying velocity and altitude at various points within the segment, or a suitable
segment profile can be chosen as discussed in the following sections.
As briefly explained in the beginning of this chapter, each segment is discretized by a
number of control points. These points will be henceforth referred as segment points. The
vehicle state and performance are calculated at each one of these points. This information
is carried on to the final output as the mission history. Unless the number of segment points
(np) are specified by the user, each segment is set to have 50 segment points by default,
arbitrarily.
The following paragraphs describe the calculation methods used in each mission seg-
ment.
6.4.1 Climb Segment
The climb segment can be initiated by specifying the starting altitude, starting velocity, end
altitude, and a power split schedule among the propulsion devices. The end altitude can be
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a specified numerical value, the best cruise altitude or the best endurance altitude.
There are three climb strategies embedded in the code: the climb profile can be (i)
optimized to fly at ”minimum time to climb” conditions, (ii) optimized to fly at ”minimum
energy (fuel) to climb” conditions, or (iii) specified in terms of airspeed.
Minimum Time and Minimum Energy to Climb
Unless an airspeed profile is specified, the climb profile can be solved for minimum time
or energy to climb to a certain altitude. The minimum time to climb case corresponds
to the maximum rate of climb, and hence the fastest way to climb to a given altitude.
Minimum energy to climb (which is the generalized form of minimum fuel to climb in the
conventional sense) represents the most economic way to climb to a given altitude in terms
of source allocation.
The climb segment deals with the general case of equilibrium or accelerated rate of
climb at any climb angle. For this purpose, energy methods have been utilized.
The climb segment is discretized by energy height. Energy height is the weight specific
energy of the aircraft and given by Eqn. 6.7. Some contours of constant energy height He





Since the altitude-Mach number map consists of constant energy height curves, the
curves can be discretized by picking constant energy height increments (i.e. equal distance





where hfinal and hinitial are the initial and final altitudes at the beginning of the segment
respectively, and npclimb is the number of climb segment points.
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Figure 6.2: Contours of constant energy height on an Altitude-Mach number map.
The minimum time to climb can be found by selecting a path where the excess power
Ps is maximized at each point of the energy height map, as given in Eqn. 6.9. The mini-
mum energy to climb profile can be obtained by maximizing the energy function given in
Eqn. 6.10.
fmin time = Ps (6.9)







where the denominator in Eqn. 6.10 is the average rate of change of energy at the end and
beginning of a mission leg (i.e. two consecutive points in the mission).
The optimization can be done using any suitable optimization method of choice. One
simple and fast yet accurate way to find the flight conditions which maximizes the objective
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functions is the following approach.
The maximum change in velocity from one constant energy height curve to another is
generally not expected to be drastic. Similarly, there exists a minimum velocity limit at
each altitude which aircraft is not allowed to fly under. Hence, searching for the optimum
altitude-Mach number combination at every point of a given constant energy height curve
is unnecessary. Instead, the optimization problem can be solved within a cone of altitude-
Mach number combinations where the edges of the cone are defined by the minimum and
maximum velocity values determined by a pre-specified scaling factor. This approach is
illustrated in Fig. 6.3.
On Fig. 6.3, assume that the an aircraft is to fly from an energy height of 10,000 m
to 15,000 m. The initial conditions are known (shown with a red dot on the 10,000 m
energy height curve), and the final conditions that maximizes the objective function are to
be found. The minimum and maximum velocities allowed at the next energy height level of
15,000 m are obtained through the scaling factor. Then, a cone is created by drawing two
lines which represent the velocity limits (shown by black dashed lines) from the red point
to the next energy height. Any altitude-Mach number combination within this cone is a
candidate solution for the optimization problem. Once the solution is found (depicted as a
yellow dot on the energy height curve of 15,000 m), new limits on the velocity are obtained
to search for the solution at the next energy height curve. This operation continues until the
final altitude is reached.
The velocity scaling factor can be adjusted depending on the type of the vehicle. For a
conventional commuter, a drastic change in velocity is not expected to happen and hence the
factor can be set small (e.g. a maximum of 20% increase from the current value); whereas
for a jet fighter a large factor might be needed due to possible instantaneous acceleration
and deceleration maneuvers.
The optimization is executed by creating a vector of equally spaced velocity testing
points within the cone. The reason for vectoring lies within the selection of the modeling
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Figure 6.3: Search for the altitude-Mach number combination that maximizes the objective
function at a constant energy height curve. Points are selected arbitrarily for demonstration
purposes.
tool. Matlab handles vector quantities very efficiently, and the author found that this ap-
proach works much faster than Matlab’s widely-used nonlinear programming solver code
fmincon while producing accurate results to a significant degree.
The vector of velocity testing points are then used to calculate the corresponding alti-
tude at the next energy height by solving Eqn. 6.7 for altitude h. Once the velocity testing
points and the corresponding altitudes which represent the velocity and altitude at the end
of the current mission leg are known, aerodynamic properties (including drag and hence de-
manded power DV ), propulsion system performance (including available power TV and
time rate of change of mass dm/dt) can be obtained. The excess power at the next energy






Then, mean excess power which is assumed to be effective between the old and the
new energy heights is computed. Since the mean excess power is equal to the time rate of
change of energy height (see Eqn. 6.12), time needed to jump between old and new energy





Finally, the rate-of-climb (dh/dt) between the old and the new energy heights is cal-
culated. The calculated rate-of-climb must be greater than a specified service ceiling. A
convergence criterion is defined to confine the relative error between the initially guessed
and the calculated rate-of-climb values to a desired percentage. Once the calculated value
converges to the guessed value, the velocity testing point and the corresponding change in
altitude which maximize the objective function in equations 6.9 or 6.10 among the other
testing points are selected to be the optimum velocity and altitude at the end of the mission
leg. This procedure is followed for each mission leg within the climb segment, until the
final altitude is reached.
Specified Airspeed Profile
If the climb profile is specified in terms of airspeed, and the final altitude is given, then the
segment can be linearly discretized by picking constant altitude increments (∆h) from the





Then, the corresponding energy height at each point in the segment is calculated from
Eqn. 6.7. The change in energy height from one mission leg to another is computed using
Eqn. 6.8. The propulsion system performance (including available power TV and time rate
of change of mass dm/dt) is obtained from the Φpsp function.
Similar to the previous climb conditions, the rate-of-climb (dh/dt) is unknown at this
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point. Hence, an initial guess is made assuming that the rate-of-climb remains constant
throughout a given mission leg. Using this guessed value and the known initial velocity
at the beginning of a mission leg, current aerodynamic properties (including the drag and
hence demanded power DV ) are calculated. The specific excess power at every point in
the segment is calculated from Eqn. 6.11.
Next, Eqn. 6.12 is solved for the time spent climbing from one mission point to another.
Finally, the rate-of-climb (dh/dt) for each point in the segment is calculated. The procedure
is iterated until the calculated rate-of-climb converges to the guessed value within a chosen
margin of error. The climb ends when the end altitude or a previously defined service
ceiling is reached.
Hybridization Factor Definition
In the climb segment, the hybridization factor λi for a power source i is defined as the
ratio of the desired output power (Pi) to its respective sea level rated power (PSL, rated),






Note that the actual available power for a setting of λi,climb depends on the lapse char-
acteristics of the power source in question. Thus, for an IC engine, there will be a power
lapse with altitude. However, this will not be the case for an electric motor.
6.4.2 Cruise
The cruise segment is initiated by specifying the starting altitude, starting velocity (both of
which can be fed from the end point of the previous segment, if applicable), and a power
split schedule among the propulsion devices.
If a desired cruise velocity which is not equal to the segment’s initial velocity is spec-
ified, then the vehicle needs to accelerate or decelerate to the desired velocity to begin
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cruising.
The cruise segment can be defined either by providing a velocity-altitude schedule,
or by choosing a desired optimization objective: (i) best specific air range, or (ii) best
endurance.
Best Specific Air Range
A general relation to calculate specific air range (SAR) can be obtained as follows. For
an airplane in steady, level flight, the time rate of change of the horizontal distance cov-
ered over the ground (ds) is given by the velocity of that airplane, assuming stationary
atmospheric conditions. Hence, ds is given by Eqn. 6.15.
ds = V dt (6.15)
Specific air range is defined for traditional fuel consuming aircraft as the ratio of the
distance flown per unit of fuel consumed (i.e., ds/dWf ).[109] Expanding this definition by










where dWf is the change in fuel weight.
Eqn. 6.16 can be integrated and solved for the distance s by substituting thrust specific
fuel consumption definition where thrust T is equal to aircraft drag D and aircraft weight
W equals to lift L (due to the steady level flight condition). This approach yields the










However, the Breguet range equation does not apply to aircraft which does not burn
fuel. Hence, one needs to modify the SAR definition and the relation given in Eqn. 6.16 to
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include any type of propulsion system and energy source, regardless of fuel consumption.
Since energy is the common measure of performance for both fuel burning and electric
propulsion systems, the SAR definition can be modified as:








The energy term E in Eqn. 6.18 represents the total amount of energy, including chem-
ical energy (e.g. conventional fuel) and electrical energy (e.g. rechargeable batteries).
When it is desired to maximize the aircraft range in the most efficient way possible, the
optimum flight conditions (in terms of altitude and velocity) can be found by maximizing






For aircraft with conventional propulsion systems, endurance is defined as the amount of
time that an airplane can stay in the air on one load of fuel.[110] Similar to the previous
discussion about SAR, this definition can be generalized as:
Endurance is the amount of time that an airplane can stay in the air limited by the total
amount of energy on-board to spend.





where E represents the total energy. In Eqn. 6.20, the total amount of available energy







A Table Look up for the Cruise Performance
Prior to starting the mission analysis, a look-up table for the cruise segment is generated.
This lookup table consists of optimum velocity and altitude values over a wide range of
aircraft weights for all objective functions. This way, any kind of velocity or altitude opti-
mization is avoided during the flight.
If the weight of the aircraft changes by burning fuel or by any other means, then the
aircraft might need to change its speed and/or altitude to maximize any of the objective
functions given in Eqns. 6.19 or 6.21. Since the lookup table provides a range of different
aircraft weights that might occur during cruise, the target velocity and/or altitude can be
easily found by its matching weight.
There are three types of lookup tables generated for each of the objectives, making a
total of six tables. This means that the target values for best SAR ensures that Eqn. 6.19 is
maximized for the given given conditions. Similarly, the target values for best endurance
ensures that Eqn. 6.21 is maximized for the given given conditions. The given conditions
vary among the three types of tables as:
• Optimum altitude and velocity as a function of mass:
This table lists the target velocity Vtarget and target altitude htarget as a function of air-
craft mass, as shown in Eqn. 6.22. The table is generated by testing a range of realiz-
able velocity and altitude combinations for each aircraft mass condition (Vtest, htest),
and picking those combinations which optimize the associated objective function as
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the target values for the related aircraft mass.
(Vtarget,htarget) = f(Mass) (6.22)
The steps taken in between to obtain the target values from the testing values are
depicted in Fig. 6.4. First, the required power (DV ) is computed by the aerodynam-
ics function Φaero for all tested altitude and velocity values at each mass condition.
Then, the resulting required power (DV ) information is fed to the propulsion system
performance function Φpsp to obtain the rate of change of energy dE/dt information.
The results are then compared and the two velocity-altitude combinations which sep-












Figure 6.4: Illustration of the computation steps to create a velocity-altitude lookup table
for a given aircraft mass. The testing values are shown as a vector of velocity and alti-
tude, and form a velocity-altitude matrix where each row is a realizable velocity-altitude
combination and represents a candidate velocity and altitude target.1
• Only the end altitude is specified:
This table is created when an altitude schedule for the cruise segment is given by
the user. The table lists the target velocity Vtarget as a function of aircraft mass and
altitude, as shown in Eqn. 6.23.
Vtarget = f(Mass, h) (6.23)
1Although each row of the testing matrix can be tested one by one instead of in a vector format (i.e.
sequentially), this format was favored here due to Matlab’s efficiency in handling vectors and matrices.
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The computation steps are the same as the previous case, except this time altitude
is a given and the testing matrix shown in Fig. 6.4 is actually a vector of candidate
velocity values.
• Only end velocity is specified:
Similar to the previous case, this table is created when a velocity schedule for the
cruise segment is given. The table lists the target altitude htarget as a function of
aircraft mass and velocity, as shown in Eqn. 6.24.
htarget = f(Mass, V ) (6.24)
Again, computation steps are the same as the previous case, except this time velocity
is a given and the testing matrix shown in Fig. 6.4 is actually a vector of candidate
altitude values.
The lookup tables are used with three options based on what information about velocity
and altitude are available. These options are:
• Neither the end altitude nor the end speed is specified:
In this case, there are two degrees of freedom. Both the velocity and altitude is
chosen from the first lookup table to optimize the objective functions at each point in
the segment.
• Only the end altitude is specified:
Since the initial and final altitude of the segment are known, the segment is dis-
cretized by npcruise number of linearly spaced altitude points. The target velocity is
then obtained from the second lookup table by matching both the altitude and aircraft
mass information at every point.
• Only end velocity is specified:
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Similar to the previous case, the segment is discretized by npcruise number of lin-
early spaced velocity points. The optimum altitude distribution which optimizes the
objective function is obtained from the third lookup table at the given velocity and
weight values is found. It should be noted that if the end velocity is specified in
terms of Mach number or equivalent air speed, then the corresponding true air speed
is calculated within a velocity update function which is called at each new altitude
the vehicle climbs or descents to.
To be able to use the lookup tables, the weight of the aircraft at each point in the cruise
segment must be known. This initiates an iteration process, since the aircraft weight may
or may not change from one mission leg to another, and hence the optimum cruise velocity
and/or altitude.
The iteration process begins with guessing the aircraft weight at each point in the seg-
ment. Then, the velocity and altitude profiles are obtained from the user-specified schedules
or from lookup tables based on the chosen cruise profile, as explained previously.
The initial guesses for the aircraft weight are used to calculate aerodynamic and propul-
sion system performance embedded within the aforementioned Φaero and Φprop functions,
respectively. The propulsion system performance outputs the actual time rate of change
of mass (dm/dt) at the beginning and the end of each mission leg for the given flight
conditions. Hence, the average change in weight at each mission leg is easily computed.
The velocity and altitude profiles are then updated with the ones corresponding to the new
aircraft weight information.
Three convergence criteria are defined to confine the relative error between the initially
guessed and the calculated values of aircraft weight, velocity and altitude. The iteration
process is continued until all three calculated values converge to the guessed values for
each point in the segment.
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Hybridization Factor Definition
The cruise segment definition of the hybridization factor differs from the one defined in the
climb segment. In this segment, λi for each power source i is defined as a percentage of
the required power (TVreq), as shown in Eq. 6.25. Therefore, the sum of λi must be equal






The descent segment can be initiated by specifying the starting altitude, starting velocity
(both of which can be fed from the end point of the previous segment, if applicable), end
altitude, and power split of the propulsion devices.
The segment is first discretized within the specified initial and final altitudes according
to the number of segment points. Then a descent profile is chosen to calculate or optimize
the vehicle state at each one of these points.
If the chosen profile starts with a specified initial speed other than the initial velocity
at the beginning of the segment, the vehicle needs to match that speed before first. If the
specified descent velocity is less than the current segment’s initial velocity, then the vehicle
will be decelerated at constant altitude until the desired descent velocity is reached. If the
specified descent velocity is greater than the current segment’s initial velocity, then the
vehicle must dive to gain the necessary airspeed. The descent will commence only after the
specified initial speed is reached.
There are four profile options for this segment: (i) a given rate of descent, (ii) a given
velocity, (iii) minimum equilibrium glide angle, (iv) minimum rate of descent.
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Specified Rate of Descent
The rate of descent (also known as the sink rate; shown as dh/dt with a negative value)
can be specified as a varying or a constant ratio throughout the segment. In this case, the
aerodynamic and propulsion system performance are simply calculated one segment point
at a time, each time using the state of the flight information from the previous point.
Specified Descent Velocity
In this case, the segment is flown with a constant specified velocity. First, the energy height
at each point of the segment is calculated from Eqn. 6.7. Then, an iteration takes place to
converge on the rate of descent.
The iteration process begins with guessing the rate of descent at every segment point
and then calculating the aerodynamic and propulsion system performance throughout the
segment. The instantaneous specific excess power (Ps) for each point is computed from
Eqn. 6.11. Then, the mean excess power is obtained by averaging between pairs of consec-
utive points. The mean excess power is used to calculate the time needed to jump between
old and new energy heights by solving Eqn. 6.12 for dt. Finally, the actual dh/dt for
each segment point is calculated from the altitude difference and the time interval between
each consecutive points. The iteration continues until the guessed rate of descent value
converges to the computed value.
Minimum Equilibrium Glide Angle
For an unpowered aircraft in descending flight , the equilibrium glide angle (θ) is strictly a





Observing Eqn. 6.26, it is obvious that the minimum equilibrium glide angle is obtained
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at maximum lift-to-drag ratio, (L/D)max. As discussed previously, the lift-to-drag ratio
for a given state of flight can be obtained from the drag polar of the vehicle using the
aerodynamic performance function, Φaero. Hence, the maximum lift-to-drag ratio can be
found by testing a range of vehicle speed at the given flight conditions.
To fly at (L/D)max, the vehicle must fly at a specified velocity called the equilibrium
glide velocity V∞ [110]. This means that the velocity corresponding to the target (i.e.
maximum) lift-to-drag ratio should be the descent velocity. Although the equilibrium glide
angle does not depend on altitude or wing loading, the equilibrium glide velocity does, as








Since the target (L/D) is kept constant, the corresponding CL remains constant along
the gliding path. However, the wing loading and altitude (thus the air density ρ∞) changes
during descent, and so does the equilibrium glide velocity. Therefore, at every point of the
mission segment, V∞ must be updated such that the target CL is achieved.
The next step after obtaining the initial target airspeed is to iterate and converge on the
rate of descent that will result in the minimum gliding angle at every point of the segment.
The iteration process begins with guessing the aircraft weight and velocity at each point.
Then, the same iteration steps described in Specified Descent Velocity are followed to obtain
the actual rate of descent, dh/dt. The only difference is that at the end of each iteration,
the descent speed V∞ is updated to keep CL constant at the targeted value.
Minimum Rate of Descent
The rate of descent is proportional to the power required for steady, level flight (DV ), as








The minimum (DV ) is obtained when L3/2/D is maximum. Similar to the previous
case, the CL value which makes L3/2/D maximum is selected as the target CL. The tar-
get CL value does not depend on aircraft weight or altitude, and hence remains constant;
whereas the corresponding airspeed does. Therefore, the aircraft velocity is updated to give
the target CL at each point in the segment. The rest of the calculations (and iterations) are
the same as the previous case. The resulting dh/dt is the minimum rate of descent.
Hybridization Factor Definition
The hybridization factor λ definition for the descent segment can be the same as the cruise
segment λ definition. This means that for an unpowered descent, λ would be zero.
6.4.4 Convergence on Mission Range or Endurance
If the cruise distance is provided in the mission definition rather than a cumulative mission
distance or total time, then an iteration over the mission segments is not necessary. How-
ever, if a mission range or endurance requirement is to be fulfilled and the cruise distance
is unknown, then an iteration over the cruise distance is necessary.
As this is a forward marching approach, any target mission range or endurance criterion
is applied only after all segment analyses within the mission are performed. For the initial
analysis only, a cruise distance is guessed. Once all the mission segments are flown, the cu-
mulative distance flown or total time spent is calculated and compared with the target range
or endurance. The difference between the calculated and the target value is interpreted into
cruise distance for the next iteration process. Iteration continues until the calculated value
converges to the target mission range or endurance.
6.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided the details of an energy-based mission performance analysis. The
main idea was to keep the mission analysis calculations as generic as possible, so that the
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mission performance any kind of flying vehicle with any power and energy source could
be analyzed.
Thus, an energy-based approach was deemed suitable rather than the traditional weight-
based approach due to the unconventional energy sources. Energy expenditure is the com-
mon measure of performance for all energy sources, regardless of whether the weight of an
energy source changes or not. Hence, all analyses were boiled down to the rate of change
of energy for all energy sources on the vehicle.
Another important aspect of this energy-based approach is that there is no configuration-
specific assumption. For instance, no small angle approximation is made in any of the
calculations. The small angle approximation is generally made for steady, unaccelerated
climbing flight, by assuming that the cosine term in the drag expression equals to 1. Ander-
son [110] discusses that this assumption yields very accurate results for climb performance
for climb angles up to 50◦ degrees. However, the energy-based method provides accurate
results for any climb angle (even 90◦ angle, i.e. vertical flight). This provides flexibility in
terms of vehicle definition as even a vehicle which is not limited to wing-borne lift, such as
helicopters or VTOL vehicles.
This generic mission analysis method provides flexibility in terms of hybridization,
i.e. number of different power and energy sources. Various configurations can easily be
handled within the mission performance analysis through the source categorization and
inter-relationship matrices defined in Section 5.5 of this chapter. Any type of sources can
be mixed and used together or separately. This is the main capability that could not be
obtained from FLOPS.
It should be noted that any optimization made within the flight segments are done only
on kinematics. Vehicle sizing and power split optimization are done outside the mission
performance analysis block.
Numerous mission metrics are book-kept at each point in the mission and reported
altogether as a mission history. These metrics include (but not limited to) time stamp,
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altitude, velocity (in terms of TAS, EAS, Mach number and ground speed), energy height,
distance, acceleration or deceleration (dV/dt), rate of climb or descent (dh/dt), flight path
angle, required power and thrust, available power and thrust, specific power, aerodynamic
data (L,D, CL, CD, etc.), aircraft weight, mass change (dm) and time rate of change of
mass (dm/dt) for each fuel-burning energy source, total energy (E) and time rate of change
of energy (dE/dt) for each energy source, and realized power split.
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CHAPTER 7
ELECTRIC AND HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE SIZING AND SYNTHESIS
This chapter demonstrates an example application of the methodological framework to
serve as a proof of concept and substantiate the hypotheses 2 and 3 set in Chapter 3. To
this end, a modeling and simulation tool was built in MATLAB and Simulink environments
based on the proposed framework. It comprises of the approach explained in Chapter 4,
subsystem models presented in Chapter 5, and the algorithms described in Chapter 6.
In the remaining chapters of this dissertation, it was demonstrated that this tool:
• Has all of the capabilities listed in the overarching hypothesis
• Enables the integration of EPGDS architectures into the aircraft sizing and synthesis
process
• Allows for transient regime analysis at early design stages
• Evaluates and compares EPGDS architectures
7.1 Verification of the Sizing Capability (Experiment 2.1)
This section addresses the second research question (more specifically, question 2.1) and
the validity of Hypothesis 2, both of which are revisited below:
Research Question 2: How can the EPGDS considerations be integrated into the elec-
tric and hybrid electric aircraft sizing process?
• RQ 2.1: How can the traditional mission performance analysis approach be modified
to work with any type of propulsion system, regardless of the architecture and the
energy storage type?
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• RQ 2.2: How can the EPGDS characteristics be integrated into the modified sizing
process?
• RQ 2.3: How can the technological sensitivities be captured?
Hypothesis 2: EPGDS characteristics can be integrated into the EA/HEA sizing pro-
cess through a parametric sizing and synthesis framework with the following properties:
• A generic mission analysis approach is implemented where the required energy to fly
a mission profile is tracked and budgeted between different power sources of aircraft
according to preset hybridization levels
• A component based weight estimation technique is used
• Aircraft sizing and synthesis process captures the sizing of EPGDS components based
on required energy and/or power
• EPGDS models used in the framework are parametric, physics-based and dynamic
• The developed EPGDS models are utilized to capture the subsystem level impacts at
aircraft and mission levels
To test the validity of Hypothesis 2, a set of experiments were prepared. First, it must be
proven that the sizing and synthesis tool built based on the proposed framework is capable
of sizing a conventional aircraft and meeting its mission performance capabilities within a
reasonable margin of error. To test this, the following experiment was conducted:
Experiment 2.1: Model a baseline aircraft with a conventional propulsion system
within a sizing and synthesis environment built based on the proposed framework. Show
that the environment is capable of producing the same design mission performance char-
acteristics of the baseline aircraft.
Literature review conducted in Chapter 2 suggested that the initial receivers of the elec-
tric propulsion technology are the general aviation (GA) and urban air mobility (UAM)
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type vehicles due to their low passenger capacity and light weight compared to other sizes
of transport aircraft. Hence, the baseline aircraft to be used as a proof of concept was cho-
sen to be a low-speed four-seater GA aircraft powered by a single piston engine, similar
to the Cessna Model 172R [111]. The main reason behind imitating the Cessna 172 rather
than any other GA type aircraft is publicly available data.
Table 7.1 lists the major specifications and performance parameters of Cessna 172R
normal category. This model employs the Textron Lycoming IO-360-L2A engine, which
is a 160 BHP internal combustion engine. It can carry up to 4 passengers (including the
pilot), and the design range is 580 nautical miles with 53 gallons of usable fuel and at 80%
power and a cruise speed of 122 knots. The reserve mission is 45 minutes long. [111]
Data pertaining to the baseline aircraft was first used to validate the developed sizing
and weight estimation framework (Experiment 2.1). First, the specifications listed in Ta-
ble 7.1 and the geometric properties of the aircraft were fed into the sizing and synthesis
tool built based on the methodological framework.
Second, appropriate weight estimation techniques to estimate the weight of major ve-
hicle components were chosen from the database which was created based on methods
documented by Roskam [67] and NASA [72], as previously explained in Section 4.1.1. 1
Table 7.2 lists the methods used in estimating empty weight breakdown of the baseline
aircraft. Calibration factors associated with each major weight item were used to obtain
reasonable agreement between the predicted weights and the aircraft’s published weight
breakdown given in Reference 7.1.
In Table 7.2, the first column lists the major components corresponding to Table A2.1a
in Reference [67]. The method used for each component is shown in the second column,
where the Cessna method is given in Reference [67], and the FLOPS method in Refer-
ence [72].
Next, the power, thrust and energy sources of the baseline aircraft were modeled fol-
1The creation of this database was a joint effort with the co-authors of the paper cited in Reference [112].
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Table 7.1: Cessna 172R performance and specifications [111]
Specification Value in British Units Value in SI Units
Maximum speed at sea level 123 kts 63.3 m/s
Cruise speed at 8000 ft, 80% power 122 kts 65.8 m/s
Range at specified cruise conditions 580 nmi 1074 km
Sea level rate of climb 720 ft/min 219.5 m/min
Service ceiling 13,500 ft 4,115 m
Stall speed (flaps up) 51 KCAS 26.24 m/s (CAS)
Stall speed (flaps down) 47 KCAS 24.18 m/s (CAS)
Max ramp weight 2457 lbs 1114.5 kg
Max takeoff weight 2450 lbs 1111.3 kg
Max landing weight 2450 lbs 1111.3 kg
Standard empty weight 1639 lbs 743.4 kg
Max useful load 818 lbs 371.0 kg
Wing loading 14.1 lbs/ft2 68.7 kg/m2
Power loading 15.3 lbs/hp 9.3 kg/kW
Fuel capacity 56 gal 0.22 m3
Usable fuel capacity 53 gal 0.20 m3
Engine power at 2400 RPM 160 BHP 119.3 kW
Propeller diameter (2-bladed) 75 in 1.9 m
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Table 7.2: Methods used in estimating the aircraft empty weight breakdown
Component Method Primary Equations in Reference
Wing Cessna (5.2), (5.3)
Empennage FLOPS (48), (52)
Fuselage Cessna (5.23), (5.24)
Landing gears Cessna (5.38), (5.39)
Nacelle N/A N/A
Engine FLOPS (modified) (75)
Air induction system N/A N/A
Fuel system FLOPS (152)
Propeller N/A N/A
Engine installation N/A N/A
Flight control system Cessna (7.1)
Avionics and electrical systems Cessna (7.12)
Hydraulics N/A N/A
Furnishing Cessna (7.41)
Air conditioning N/A N/A
Anti-icing system N/A N/A
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lowing the techniques explained in Chapter 5. For the power source model, the Lycoming
IO-360-L2A engine data was gathered from the Operator’s Manual [113]. The rated power
of this engine is 134.2 kW (160 BHP) at sea level, and its power-to-weight ratio is 1.13
kW/kg. The performance of the internal combustion engine was modeled based on the
part throttle fuel consumption (Figure 3-9 in Reference [113]) and sea level and altitude
performance (Figure 3-25 in Reference [113]), as described in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5.
For the thust source, a propeller model similar to that of the baseline engine was gen-
erated using the in-house propeller modeling tool and techniques described in Section 5.4.
The efficiency, torque constant and thrust constant curves as a function of advance ratio are
shown in Figure 7.1. The main difference is that the actual aircraft utilizes a fixed-pitch,
2-bladed propeller [111], whereas the modeled aircraft utilizes a constant-speed one.
The energy source is 100LL Grade Aviation Fuel (Avgas). Avgas was modeled with
a specific energy of 44 MJ/kg (12.2 kWh/kg) and a volumetric energy density of 0.718
kg/L. [114] The fuel tank is housed inside the wing. The internal available volume of the
wingwas computed using Eq. 4.13.
Then, the interrelationship matrices for power, thrust and energy sources were estab-
lished, as described in Section 5.5. The propulsion architecture of the baseline aircraft is a
simple one, where one energy source (fuel) feeds a single power source (ICE) which drives
a single thrust source (propeller). Hence, the energy source-power source matrix becomes:
BESPS = [1], and the thrust source-power source matrix becomes: BTSPS = [1].
The vehicle sizing was performed to meet the point performance characteristics of the
baseline aircraft. Thus, the power-to-weight ratio and wing loading of the sized vehicles
were required to match those of the baseline vehicle. These values are listed in Table 7.1.
Finally, the design mission was defined to reproduce the payload-range diagram of the
Cessna 172R. Figure 5-9 in Reference [111] demonstrates the range profile of a 2450 lbs
(fully loaded) Cessna 172R for various altitudes, velocities, and throttle settings with a
45 minutes reserve mission and 53 gallons usable fuel at standard temperature and zero
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Figure 7.1: (a) Efficiency, (b) torque constant and (c) thrust constant curves of the 2-bladed
propeller model plotted as a function of advance ratio and pitch angle. The change with
pitch angle is demonstrated with the gray color scale.
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wind conditions. The point which corresponds to 580 nautical miles (1074 km) of range
at a cruise altitude of 8000 ft (2438 m) and a cruise speed of 122 knots (62.8 m/s, true air
speed) at 80% power was selected as the cruise specifications of the design mission. The
design and reserve mission profiles used to achieve an aircraft design similar to Cessna
172R is described by the parameters listed in Table 7.3.
There are three segments listed for each mission in Table 7.3: climb, cruise and descent.
The mission performance evaluation methods and techniques used in these segments were
previously explained in Section 6.4. There is no special consideration for takeoff and land-
ing; but an additional 5% fuel burn was added in the required fuel calculations to represent
the remaining fuel-demanding procedures, such as engine start, taxi, takeoff and landing.
As discussed previously, the hybridization factor stands for the power split schedule
between the power sources. Since this mission is defined for the baseline aircraft with a
single internal combustion engine, the hybridization factor was set to zero at all times. This
setting means that the required power is solely provided by the internal combustion engine.
The “start velocity” and “end velocity” entries represent the scheduled initial and final
velocities of the relevant segments, but not necessarily the actual ones. This is because
of the fact that there cannot be a discontinuity between two consecutive segments as they
share the same space and time point in the mission profile. Hence, the final velocity at
the end of the previous mission segment naturally becomes the initial velocity at the very
beginning of the next segment.
However, the scheduled values can be different than the actual values. For example,
the final velocity at the end of the climb segment becomes the initial velocity of the cruise
segment. If this initial velocity is less than the scheduled ”start velocity”, then the aircraft
dives to reach to the higher scheduled velocity. Conversely, if the initial velocity is greater
than the start velocity, the aircraft slows down.
If velocity or altitude does not take any value, which is shown as “not specified” in
Table 7.3, then the start altitude or velocity of the current segment takes the value of the
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Table 7.3: The design and reserve missions definitions for Cessna 172R.








Profile Min time to climb Min energy to climb
ISA temperature deviation [°C] 0 0
Hybridization factor 0 0
Start altitude [m] 0 0
Start velocity [m/s] 41.15 (TAS) 41.15 (TAS)
End altitude [m] 2438 Max SAR altitude









Profile Scheduled Max SAR
ISA temperature deviation [°C] 0 0
Hybridization factor 0 0
Start altitude [m] not specified not specified
Start velocity [m/s] 62.8 (TAS) not specified
End altitude [m] 2438 1000









Profile Min equil. glide angle Min equil. glide angle
ISA temperature deviation [°C] 0 0
Hybridization factor 0 0
Start altitude [m] not specified not specified
Start velocity [m/s] not specified not specified
End altitude [m] 0 0
End velocity [m/s] not specified not specified
Cumulative Target: 1074 km (580 nmi) 45 minutes
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final altitude or velocity of the previous one, provided that a previous segment has been
defined.
If the altitude and/or velocity entry is a profile-specific entry, (e.g. in Table 7.3, the end
altitude of the climb segment of the reserve mission is specified as “max SAR altitude”),
then the cruise performance segment is utilized. This means that if a profile has been set
for the cruise segment, then the end altitude and/or velocity of the segment previous to
the cruise segment takes the best value for the given profile from the cruise performance
lookup table. This case was explained in detail in Section 6.4.2. Similarly, whenever a
profile is set without specifying start and/or end altitude and/or velocity, the missing values
are automatically read from the cruise performance lookup table. This property of the
mission analysis module not only optimizes the mission segments in advance, but also
enables performance projections before even flying the whole mission. This way, the best
altitude-velocity combinations for various profiles can be studied in advance.
The cruise segment of the design mission profile described in Table 7.3 was sched-
uled to be flown at a constant true air speed (TAS) of 62.8 m/s and an altitude of 2438
m. This corresponds to the design mission point selected from the range profile chart of
Reference [111]. Although a full velocity-altitude schedule is given for the cruise segment,
the cruise segment profile was set to maximum specific air range so that the end velocity of
the climb segment is automatically set from the lookup table.
On the other hand, the reserve mission profile was set to achieve maximum specific
air range at an end altitude of 1000 m. Because no velocity schedule was given in the
reserve mission case, the velocity schedule which achieves the maximum specific air range
at the current aircraft weight (which varies throughout the segment) and the given altitude
automatically came from the lookup table.
The descent segment was set to fly at minimum equilibrium glide angle. The start
altitude and velocity were not defined so that the unpowered gliding starts from the end of
the cruise segment. The end velocity was also not specified, but is a fall-out parameter of
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Figure 7.2: Flight trajectory for (a) the design mission, (b) the reserve mission.
the selected profile.
The cumulative target was the design range of 1074 km (580 nmi) at the given con-
ditions for the design mission; and 45 minutes of trip time for the reserve mission. The
iterations were performed until the final range and trip time converged to the required val-
ues within a relative error margin of 5x10−3.
Apart from the mission profile parameters shown in Table 7.3, the following limits were
set within the mission performance module based on the Cessna 172R data [111]: sea level
maximum velocity, sea level stall velocity, maximum rate of climb as a function of altitude.
Figure 7.2 shows the resulting mission profiles for the design and reserve missions. It
can be seen from the design mission profile that the velocity and altitude values were kept
constant at the chosen design range mission point. On the other hand, a cruise-climb is
observed in the reserve mission profile where the end altitude was set to 1000 meters; and
the best velocity to accompany this altitude schedule was automatically selected from the
cruise performance look-up table by the algorithm.
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Table 7.4: Sized aircraft specifications and deviation from Cessna 172R (normal category).
Specification Sized Aircraft Deviation from Cessna 172R
Wing loading 68.7 kg/m2 0%
Power loading 9.3 kg/kW 0%
Design range 1074 km 0%
Payload 218.8 kg 0%
Takeoff gross weight 1100.6 kg -0.93%
Empty weight 741.8 kg -0.21%
Maximum fuel capacity 0.21 m3 -1.07%
Fuel weight 140 kg -8.02%
Engine rated power 118.4 kW -0.75%
Propeller diameter (2-bladed) 1.9 m 0%
The main performance parameters and weight specifications of the resulting vehicle de-
sign is presented and compared against the published data (previously shown in Table 7.1)
of Cessna 172R (normal category) in Table 7.4.
It can be seen from Table 7.4 that the sized aircraft is in a reasonable agreement with the
baseline data. The first four rows of Table 7.4 represent the main design parameters which
were matched with the baseline Cessna 172R. The sizing and synthesis tool estimated the
takeoff gross weight and empty weight of the sized aircraft within only 1% error compared
to the baseline aircraft. This was accomplished by an empty weight calibration factor of
only 2.5%, which shows that the component-based weight estimation methods used for this
aircraft returned successful results.
The maximum fuel capacity represents the maximum available volume which can be
occupied by the fuel tanks inside the wing. Table 7.4 shows that this maximum available
volume also only about 1% less than the actual total fuel capacity. The total fuel weight
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(which consists of the fuel weight required to fly the design and reserve missions as well
as the trapped fuel weight) turned out to be around 8% less than the actual amount of fuel
carried on board. This might have been caused by the combination of the following facots:
difference in mission profile for the reserve mission, utilization of a constant speed pro-
peller instead of a fixed pitch one, differences in climb and descent segment optimization
objectives (i.e. profiles).
Apart from the parameters listed in Table 7.4, climb performance was also compared
to the published data given in Figure 5-7 of Reference [111]. This figure consists of time,
fuel and distance to climb as a function of altitude. The results were a good match. For
instance, the time it took to climb to the cruising altitude of 2438 m (8000 ft) was found
as 14.8 minutes; which is only 12 seconds shorter than the published value of 15 minutes.
Similarly, the distance to climb was calculated by the generic mission analysis tool as 40
km, which is only 1 km less than the published value of 39 km.
The relatively small deviations seen in Table 7.4 proves that the vehicle sizing and
generic mission analysis tool built based on the sizing and synthesis block of the developed
framework produces acceptable results. The sized aircraft is indeed almost identical to the
actual aircraft in terms of its takeoff gross weight and empty weight, with an error margin
of only 1%. The 8% discrepancy in fuel weight was expected and deemed reasonable due
to the aforementioned differences.
7.1.1 Summary of the Results of Experiment 2.1
In this section, it was shown that when the same set of design and mission requirements
were given to the sizing and synthesis tool which was created based on the methodological
framework, the sizing process converged to an aircraft design which matched with the
takeoff gross weight, geometric properties, and mission performance characteristics of the
baseline aircraft within a small margin of error.
Thus, the results of Experiment 2.1 proved that:
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1. It is possible to build an aircraft sizing and synthesis environment based on the pro-
posed methodological framework
2. The modular weight estimation approach yielded an empty weight value within a
0.2% percent error relative to the baseline with an empty weight calibration factor of
only 2.5%
3. The generic mission analysis approach yielded a very similar mission performance
to that of the actual aircraft, which means that the energy-based methodology of the
approach is capable of simulating the mission performance of a conventional aircraft
with a fuel-burning engine
4. The comparisons made between the sized aircraft and the manufacturer’s data showed
that all of the major design and mission performance specifications were in reason-
able agreement
Experiment 2.1 validates the sizing and synthesis capabilities of the developed frame-
work for a conventional aircraft and hence the related arguments of Hypothesis 2.
7.2 Electrification of the Propulsion System (Experiment 2.2)
This section addresses the second research question (more specifically, question 2.2) which
is related to Hypothesis 2 and revisited below:
• RQ 2.2: How can the EPGDS characteristics be integrated into the modified sizing
process?
Hypothesis 2 proposes that the sizing and synthesis process should capture the sizing
of EPGDS components based on the required energy and/or power, while the aircraft is
being sized. It also argues that the EPGDS components must be represented by parametric,
physics-based, dynamic models, and interrelationships among the subsystem, system and
mission levels must captured.
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The following experiment was conducted to test whether the proposed framework is
capable of representing the major EPGDS characteristics in an electric or hybrid-electric
propulsion architecture and simultaneously sizing them within the aircraft sizing and syn-
thesis block:
Experiment 2.2: Change the baseline aircraft’s propulsion system with a parallel
hybrid-electric architecture using the developed EPGDS models. Use the sizing and synthe-
sis environment to resize the hybrid-electric aircraft while matching the point-performance
requirements of the baseline aircraft for a (i) 50% hybrid-electric aircraft and (ii) 100%
electric aircraft. Compare the results.
In this experiment, a parallel hybrid electric propulsion architecture replaces the con-
ventional propulsion architecture of the baseline aircraft. The reason why a parallel con-
figuration was selected above others is that this configuration allows for the demonstration
of a fully-electric application on the same architectural. This can be done by changing the
power management strategy to favor the electric propulsion branch of the parallel architec-
ture.
The flexibility of the sizing and synthesis tool in terms of varying architectural decisions
enables rapid analysis on different architectures. The methodology behind selecting the
main subsystems in the desired architecture and defining the interrelationships among them
makes it very easy to change the propulsion system from a conventional, to a hybrid, and
to a fully electric.
7.2.1 Case 1: 50% Hybridization
In the previous section, the baseline aircraft was already defined and verified against data
based on the literature. The next step to change the propulsion architecture of the base-
line aircraft is to logically define the architecture. The details of this method was given
previously in Section 5.5. A short summary of the method is provided below.
The main subsystems of the propulsion architecture are first grouped into three cate-
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gories: energy source, power source and thrust source. Then, the impact of each source
among the same type as well as the different type of sources are captured via interrela-
tionship matrices. These matrices determine how the sources interact with each other by
setting logical relations. The algorithm within the sizing and synthesis tool then converts
these logical relations into energy and power flows within the architecture. The distribution
of the energy and power is also done based on these logical relations. Thus, in a sense,
the algorithm converts the logical relations into physical ones by automatically finding or
forming the correct equations for different element and configurations. This property of
the sizing and synthesis tool and thus the methodological framework behind it is the main
enabler in rapid architecture comparisons.
A notional parallel hybrid-electric configuration was depicted in Figure 2.7b. The in-
terrelationship matrices defined for this architecture in Equations 5.55 and 5.56 given in
Section 5.5 and revisited below were used to define the parallel hybrid electric architecture
which replaced the conventional propulsion architecture of the baseline aircraft. Eqn. 5.55
establishes the relationship between the power and the energy sources, whereas Eqn. 5.56






























The notations used in Equations 5.55 and 5.56 are as follows:
• The fuel-burning engine branch: PS1 represents the internal combustion engine,ES1
the fossil-fuel (Avgas)
• The electric motor branch: PS2 represents the electric motor, ES2 the rechargeable
battery (Lithium-ion)
• TS1 represents the propeller
Eqn. 5.55 suggests that PS1 draws energy only from ES1, and PS2 draws energy only
from ES2. Eqn. 5.56 shows that the propeller shaft (TS1) is driven by both of the power
sources (PS1 and PS2) in parallel, because there exists no direct relation between PS1 and
PS2.
The architecture definition algorithm within the sizing and synthesis tool uses these
relationship matrices to ensure that the required power to fly any given mission leg (or
secondary power requirements) is split between the two power sources based on the given
hybridization factors, and the amount of energy drawn out of each energy source only goes
to the connected power sources.
After defining the logical relations within the propulsion architecture, the power split
among the power sources were determined. Experiment 2.2 consists of two architectures:
a 50% hybrid electric and a 100% electric propulsion. For this example, the 50% hybrid
electric was interpreted as following:
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1. The power sources must sized such that the sea level rated power of each source
equals to 50% of the required sea level rated power.
2. The required thrust power within the mission is shared equally between the power
sources, as long as the power sources are able to provide their share of the power
demand. If a power source fails to provide the required power to fly the given mission
profile, the other power source must make up for that.
The first bullet point sizes the power sources such that they have the same sea level
rated power, and when combined, they produce the required rated power at sea level. This
ensures a 50% hybridization of the propulsion system in terms of the engine and motor
rated performance at sea level static conditions.
In this work, the required sea level rated power was determined from the power loading
of the baseline aircraft. This means that regardless of the type of the propulsion system
architecture, the overall power loading of the new design must be equal to that of the
baseline aircraft. This relation was shown previously in Eqn. 4.8 which was revisited below.
In Eqn. 4.8, PSL is the sea level maximum power of the aircraft at sea level, WTO is the




















The second bullet point arranges the power split during flight. Although the electric
motor does not lapse, the internal combustion engine lapses with altitude. Hence, there
might be times during flight where the power demand exceeds the maximum power avail-
able of the lapsed engine. In such cases, the power split automatically varies from 50%
in favor of the electric propulsion as the remaining power required from the lapsed engine
must be supplied by the electric motor. If the motor cannot provide the amount of power
required to make up for the lapsed engine, then the aircraft cannot maintain its altitude
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and/or speed, in which case the mission fails and the power sources must be resized.
Once the required sea level rated powers of the power sources were determined from
the rated power split factor, each power source was sized accordingly.
The input and output parameters of the engine were listed in Table 5.9. The baseline
engine (Lycoming IO-360-L2A) was kept during the initialization of the sizing process.
However, as the propulsion system changes and the aircraft is resized, the sea level rated
power requirement for the IC engine will change. It was explained in Section 5.3 that a
repository of fuel-burning engines was built to avoid excessive scaling-up or scaling-down
of a single engine’s performance curves.
Hence, the Lycoming IO-360-L2A engine model is only one of the many models in the
engine deck repository. The engine sizing algorithm scales the rated power of the engine
along with its weight, power characteristics and fuel consumption curves up to a certain
limit. If a scaling beyond this limit is required, a more suitable engine of the same type
(i.e. ICE for general aviation purposes) is chosen from the repository. For instance, if the
baseline engine IO-360-L2A, which has a sea level rated power of 119 kW (160 BHP)
at 2400 RPM is to be down-scaled to a rated power of around 90 kW, then the smaller
IO-235-K2C engine which has a rated power of 88 kW (118 BHP) at 2800 RPM would
be more suitable. Conversely, if it is to be up-scaled up to about 160 kW, then the bigger
IO-360-C1A6D engine with a rated power of 157 kW (210 BHP) at 2575 RPM is chosen
by the algorithm.
As the engine model changes throughout the sizing iterations, the performance char-
acteristics of the engine changes based on the curves found in the manufacturer’s data
sheets. Hence, once the engine is resized such that the baseline engine changes, the same
performance cannot be expected. Another important parameter that changes with chang-
ing baseline engines is power-to-weight ratio. The Lycoming IO-360-L2A engine has a
power-to-weight ratio of 1.134 kW/kg (0.658 HP/lb), whereas the less powerful IO-235-
K2C engine has a much smaller power-to-weight ratio of 0.608 kW/kg (0.370 HP/lb); and
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the more powerful IO-360-C1A6D engine has a greater power-to-weight ratio of 1.081
kW/kg (0.658 HP/lb). Thus, discontinuities in engine weight is expected as the engine is
scaled beyond its own capabilities.
The electric motor was represented by the high-level loss-based electric motor model
which was explained previously in Section 5.1.4. The input and output parameters were
listed in Table 5.5. A “rubberized” motor approach was taken: the torque-speed curves of
the motor were re-plotted every time the motor was resized, such that the motor delivers the
required rated power, and its maximum efficiency (which was taken to be 95%, similar to
the SP260D [21]) occurred at the power required during cruise (the most dominant segment
of the mission) from the previous iteration.
To size the electric motor, first, the motor weight was calculated from the rated power
and power-to-weight ratio information. In this work, a power-to-weight ratio of 5 kW/kg
was chosen for the electric motor, similar to the state-of-the-art Siemens SP260D [21] mo-
tor. Then, the maximum efficiency was set to 95%, which is, again, equal to the maximum
efficiency of the SP260D [21] motor. The initial motor loss constants were also chosen to
mimic the performance of such an electric motor based on manufacturer’s data.
In order to generate efficiency maps on the motor torque-speed curves, first the maxi-
mum efficiency must be mapped to a certain torque-speed setting. The first iteration was
initialized by a guessed setting. Then, after the first and each iteration the sizing algorithm
inspected the most occurring power requirement at the cruise segment. This required power
was chosen as the “reference power setting”, i.e. the torque-speed setting that should cor-
respond to the maximum efficiency. Before the next iteration started, a new torque-speed
profile was calculated for the sized motor and the reference torque-speed setting from the
previous mission was mapped as the most efficient setting.
This approach ensures that the “rubberized” electric motor is specifically sized for the
given design mission by assigning its maximum efficiency to the torque-speed region which
the motor is responsible for providing most of the time during its design mission.
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In the baseline aircraft, the fuel tanks were housed inside the wing. For the fully-electric
propulsion architecture, all of this volume was allocated to the batteries, whereas for the
hybrid electric propulsion system architecture, the volume remaining after the placement
of the battery was allocated to the fuel tanks. In the case of insufficient volume left to hold
the necessary fuel, the wing volume was increased by a small margin through an iteration
process. The change in the wing volume and hence the wing weight was taken into account
by updating the empty weight as well.
The high-level battery model presented in Section 5.1.1 was utilized for the Lithium-
Ion rechargeable battery. The input and output parameters of this model were listed in
Table 5.1. The battery was sized based on the total required energy for the design and
reserve missions and the specific energy and volumetric density of the battery. At the
beginning of the sizing process, a guess value was set as the total required energy. Then,
before starting the next iterations, it was updated by the amount of energy required to fly
the design and reserve missions of the previous iterations. A 5% safety limit was also added
to the energy capacity. Based on the literature survey made on Lithium-Ion rechargeable
batteries (Section 2.4.1), a state-of-the-art specific energy of 250 Wh/kg, a density of 2500
kg/m3, and an efficiency factor of 95% (including the battery management system) were
selected. [82]
For the 50% hybrid-electric architecture, the power split schedule was determined based
on the 50% hybridization strategy as follows: maximum available power from both power
sources (full throttle climb) and 50% hybrid cruise. This schedule was kept constant
throughout the climb and cruise segments. However, the realized schedule can be different
than the desired schedule if the engine lapses beyond the expected power requirements, as
explained previously.
As a result, the hybridization factors for each power source at climb and cruise segments
become:
• λclimb, ICE = 1, λclimb,EM = 1
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• λcruise, ICE = 0.5, λcruise, EM = 0.5
The descent segment was assumed to be an unpowered glide, and therefore a hybridiza-
tion factor was not defined for descent.
Lastly, along with matching the power loading, the design wing loading was also














7.2.2 Case 2: 100% Electrification
In the fully electric architecture case, the same approaches and modeling techniques were
utilized for the electric motor and the rechargeable battery. The engine branch of the
propulsion architecture was completely removed by simply setting the required sea level
rated power of the engine to zero, and deleting the related sources from the interrelation-
ship matrices. In this case, the interrelationship matrices took the exact same form as the
one that would be written for a conventional propulsion architecture with a single power,
energy and thrust source, although the power and energy source types were completely
different.
Everything else was set the same as Case 1. There was no longer a power split schedule,
as the sole power source of this design was the electric motor which was responsible for
providing all of the required power.
7.2.3 Comparison of Case 1, Case 2 and the Baseline
The sizing process for the two cases was first attempted with the same design mission pro-
file defined in Section 7.1 which was defined for the Cessna 172R. However, neither of the
electrified designs converged to a solution. This was expected as the assumed battery tech-
nology level (which represented an optimistic specific energy for current state-of-the-art)
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would not allow for fully or mostly electric flights for the same design range of conven-
tional GA-type aircraft.
To set a more appropriate design range target for such vehicles, a literature study on
on-demand electric aviation was made. It was found that there is a potential for such
vehicles to disrupt short-range trips in the future, as around 30% of all U.S. travel is made
between 100 to 300 nautical miles, where by ground transportation (automobiles) currently
dominates [115, 116]. Moreover, urban air mobility concepts are envisioned to fly a typical
trip distance of around 25 nautical miles, and sized to a maximum range of 50 nautical
miles [117].
Since the main goal of this experiment is not to compare the electric propulsion tech-
nology with the conventional one, but to demonstrate the capability of building different
types of propulsion architectures with the developed framework, the design mission range
target was lowered down to 50 nautical miles (92.6 km) so that the sizing process can con-
verge on an electric aircraft design. Accordingly, the reserve mission duration was lowered
down to 30 minutes. Furthermore, the design payload was lowered down to 163 kg (360
lb). This is in accordance with the maximum useful load capacity of Cessna 172R utility
category. [118] Note that the useful load consists of both the payload and the fuel weight.
Apart from the design range and the duration of the reserve mission, the design and
reserve mission profiles were kept the same. With the reductions in range, reserve mission
time and payload, both of the electrified designs converged to a feasible solution. To com-
pare with new the electrified propulsion system, the baseline aircraft with a conventional
propulsion system was also sized for the modified mission profile and payload requirement.
The results are shown in Table 7.5. Note that the empty weight does not account for the
battery weight for the electrified designs.
The results presented in Table 7.5 shows that there is a significant difference between
the three aircraft designs, especially in terms of vehicle size. Although drastic changes were
made to the design mission and payload requirements so that the electrified designs could
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Table 7.5: The main design and mission characteristics of resized aircraft designs with (i)
conventional, (ii) 50% hybrid-electric parallel, (iii) fully electric propulsion systems.
Specification Conventional 50% Hybrid 100% Electric
Wing loading 68.7 kg/m2 68.7 kg/m2 68.7 kg/m2
Power loading kg/kW 9.3 9.3 9.3
Design range [km] 92.6 92.6 92.6
Payload [kg] 163.3 163.3 163.3
Takeoff gross weight [kg] 889.9 1147.6 1536.8
Empty weight [kg] 713.3 684.2 855.2
Fuel weight [kg] 13.3 148.3 N/A
Battery weight [kg] N/A 151.8 462.8
Engine IO-360-L2A IO-235-K2C N/A
Engine rated power [kW] 97.5 67.4 N/A
Engine weight [kg] 86.0 110.9 N/A
Motor rated power [kW] N/A 67.4 160.5
Motor weight [kg] N/A 13.5 32.1
Propeller diameter [m] 1.55 (3-bladed) 1.68 (3-bladed) 1.75 (3-bladed)
converge to a feasible solution with the current EPGDS technology levels, the hybridization
of the propulsion system did not reduce the fuel burn. This is mainly due to the fact that
at each iteration the rechargeable battery was so heavy that more fuel was required to carry
the increased takeoff gross weight, which also added up.
Because the design mission range was reduced from around 580 nautical miles to 50
nautical miles, the resized conventional design ended up to be much lighter than the base-
line aircraft, and the fuel weight carried on board drastically dropped to 13 kg. When this
design is compared to the fully electric one, a savings of 13 kg of fuel comes with a penalty
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of about 73% increased takeoff gross weight.
It should also be noted that a quick comparison between the three designs reveals the
necessity of a better power split management strategy for the hybrid-electric one. This
supports the observations made: architectural comparisons can only be made fairly if each
design is compared at its best performance. This problem was tackled by Hypothesis 4 by
adding an optimization strategy to the sizing and synthesis process, as previously explained
in Section 4.2.
7.2.4 Summary of the Results of Experiment 2.2
As it can be seen from Table 7.5, the sizing and synthesis tool successfully sized three
different vehicle designs with distinct propulsion architectures. Hence, this experiment
proves that the proposed methodology is generic enough to size aircraft with unconven-
tional propulsion systems. The main enablers behind the methodology is are (i) the energy-
based approach used in the mission performance analysis sub-block as it does not depend
on fuel burn calculations, and (ii) flexibility in defining various architectures thanks to the
interrelationship matrices which can be used to define any type of propulsion architecture
regardless.
The EPGDS modeling techniques explained in Chapter 5 were used to model the elec-
tric branch of the propulsion system. More specifically, the high-level models were utilized
in this applications to focus on the integrated sizing approach and the architecture definition
methodology rather than the subsystem level dynamics. The models were used to represent
state-of-the-art products found in literature. The parametric capability of the models were
used to perform “rubberized” sizing.
Better architectural comparisons can be made by further improving the modeling as-
sumption, level of detail of the EPGDS, the power management strategy, and even the de-
sign mission profile as only the trip distance was altered from the original profile. However,
the goal of this experiment was not to compare architecture and present definite results, but
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to demonstrate the capability of the developed framework.
The Experiment 2.2 proved that:
1. The proposed interrelationship matrix technique provides a very useful capability in
terms of rapidly defining and evaluating distinct propulsion architectures such as the
fully conventional, fully electric, and hybrid-electric ones
2. The energy-based mission analysis approach is agnostic to the propulsion type, as it
does not rely on fuel burn, but depends only on the law of conservation of energy
3. The developed EPGDS models were sized simultaneously with the aircraft, and their
impact on the aircraft design and mission performance were captured in the results
Experiment 2.2 demonstrates that the developed methodological framework is generic
and flexible enough to be used for unconventional aircraft designs, such as electric and
hybrid-electric aircraft.
7.3 Sensitivity Analysis (Experiment 2.3)
This section addresses the second research question (more specifically, question 2.3) which
is related to Hypothesis 2 and revisited below:
• RQ 2.3: How can the technological sensitivities be captured?
Hypothesis 2 claims that the parametric property of the developed EPGDS models en-
able technology projections. To test this claim, the following experiment was conducted:
Experiment 2.3: Perform a parametric variation of EPGDS technology adjustment
factors to determine sensitivity of aircraft and mission level measures of performance to
subsystem level technology advancements.
As it was shown in the previous section, the battery technology, more specifically the
low specific energy of the battery, did not allow for a comparison between the Cessna
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172R-like aircraft and an electric one, because when the conventional propulsion system
was replaced with the electric one, the sizing iterations did not converge to a feasible design.
The literature review showed that the battery technology is indeed the bottleneck of
electric aircraft. The drastically low specific energy of rechargeable batteries relative to
the fossil fuels prevents the application of electric propulsion systems on majority of the
aircraft classes. However, EPGDS technologies rapidly advance as the need for a greener
aviation grows. Hence, performing the technology projections such as the sensitivity anal-
ysis demonstrating the level of technology which must be reached for desired capabilities
show how much improvement is needed.
The key enabler of the technological sensitivity studies is the parametric capability
of the framework. To demonstrate demonstrate this capability on this time a bigger size
aircraft, the methodological framework was used to model the Dornier 328 Turboprop,
which is a regional turboprop commuter plane.
The detailed technical data of this aircraft was provided by 328 Design GmbH. [119] A
summary of the aircraft specifications are shown in Table 7.6.
The Dornier 328 Turboprop was modeled using the same methodological framework
proposed presented in this dissertation, but in a different modeling environment than MAT-
LAB. At the time of this study, Pacelab SysArc environment, which is a system architecture
design tool, was chosen as the main modeling and simulation environment for system and
subsystem level design and analysis.
The EPGDS models used in this experiment were built by the author within Pacelab
SysArc using the same modeling approach described in Chapter 5. The sizing and mission
performance analysis techniques used in this study were also the same. As it can be seen
from this example application, the proposed methodological framework has a wide range
of applicability in terms of modeling environments.
In this study, the baseline aircraft was modeled by matching geometry and performance
of the Dornier 328. Next, it was retrofitted with a parallel hybrid-electric architecture
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Table 7.6: Dornier 328 General Specifications [119].
Crew 3
Passengers 31
Engines Pratt & Whitney Canada - PW 119B
Takeoff Power 2 x 2180 SHP
Takeoff gross weight 13990 kg
Typical OEW (incl. crew) 8900 kg
Max. Fuel 3416 kg
Max. Payload 3671 kg
Power Loading 4.30 kg/kW
Wing Loading 349.8 kg/m2
Max Cruise Speed (at 95% TOGW) 620 km/h
by integrating the EPGDS models. Then, sensitivity analysis were conducted to study the
sensitivity of important subsystem characteristics to mission level measures of performance
(MoPs).
Because this is a retrofit study, the baseline aircraft was not be re-sized. Hence, the
maximum takeoff weight remained fixed along with the vehicle geometry. Moreover, the
equipment weight fractions were also kept constant. However, because the propulsion sys-
tem was changed with a hybrid-electric one, the equipment and structural weight changed
due to the additional weight coming from the new subsystems, and hence the operating
empty weight.
To balance this change in weight, the amount of fuel carried on board was varied such
that the resulting weight of the new aircraft was always equal to the takeoff gross weight of
the baseline aircraft. It would be the ideal case if the weight of the new subsystems could
simply correspond to the extracted fuel weight for the given mission range. However, if the
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new subsystems weigh more than the maximum amount of fuel that can be replaced, then
the aircraft cannot fly the same range anymore.
Figure 7.3 shows the mission profile defined for the baseline aircraft along with some
prominent characteristics of each mission segment. The range of the baseline aircraft for
the mission payload of 2790 kg is 1140 NM, with a cruise segment of 958 NM. This mission
profile is very similar to that of the actual Dornier 328. However, the range of retrofitted
designs will vary due to keeping MTOW fixed, as explained previously. Finally, 5% of the
trip fuel was set as the contingency fuel.
Flight
















Figure 7.3: The design mission profile for the Dornier 328 retrofit study.
The relevant EPGDS models were placed into the vehicle and the hybrid electric propul-
sion architecture was created as demonstrated in Figure 7.4. In this architecture, there are
two electric motors connected to each propeller in parallel and fed by a single battery pack.
The nominal voltage of the system was set to 270 V. Two sample secondary subsystems
per motor and per engine were also connected via generators. These are arbitrarily placed
dummy subsystems with negligible effect on the overall power requirement, but connected
to the system to illustrate power off-takes.
After the subsystems were positioned inside the baseline aircraft, the logical connec-
tions were then physically connected (i.e. physically wired) by Pacelab SysArc. Electrical
wiring was automatically performed by the tool which uses an automatic routing algorithm










































































































































































































































defined pathways. Figure 7.5 depicts the Dornier 328-like aircraft with the EPGDS right
after the routing algorithm was performed. The electrical cables are shown as green lines
traveling between the subsystem components in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5: EPGDS placed into the baseline aircraft and physically connected through
electrical wiring.
Because this baseline aircraft is a larger size aircraft than the Cessna 172R used in
the previous experiments, the power management strategy was selected such that the hy-
bridization only occurs during the cruise segment. In order to demonstrate the effects of
changing subsystem technology along with more electrification of the cruise segment, the
hybridization factor was also included in the sensitivity analysis.
Three main technology K-factors were identified and utilized in the sensitivity analy-
sis: the battery specific energy, electric motor power-to-weight ratio, and power converter
power-to-weight ratio.
The design variable space created for the selected parameters are listed in Table 7.7.
The minimum limits of the battery specific energy, motor specific power and con-
verter specific power reflect the current state-of-the-art technology levels for these com-
ponents.[14] As a matter of fact, recent advances in electric motors enabled higher power-
to-weight ratios, such as Siemens’ electric motor for aircraft which has a state-of-the-art
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Table 7.7: The design variable space for the technological sensitivity analysis.
Design Variable Minimum Maximum Units
Hybridization Factor 0 50 %
Battery Specific Energy 200 5000 Wh/kg
Electric Motor P/W 2.2 16 kW/kg
Power Converter P/W 2.2 19 kW/kg
power-to-weight ratio of 5 kW/kg. [41] However, most of the other electric motors still can
not deliver as much power at a similar specific power, and hence the minimum limit was
set to be 2.2 kW/kg to be more representative.
The maximum specific power limits for the motor and power converter were chosen
based on NASA 15-year goals.[120, 14] The converter inside the motor model was also
taken into account along with the power converter (DC bus) shown in Figure 7.4. Since
it was expected that the battery would turn out to be the heaviest component among the
considered EPGDS, the maximum limit of battery specific energy was set to a rather ag-
gressive, and even unrealistic value for the near-future. The main reason behind this unre-
alistically high value was to reveal where the battery technology should be to achieve the
same design range as the baseline conventional aircraft.
The minimum level of hybridization of 0% in this context means that although EPGDS
were placed inside the baseline aircraft, the propulsive power is solely supplied by the tur-
boprops. Therefore, when the hybridization factor is 0%, the EPGDS were sized based on
the power required by the secondary subsystems. Due to the nature of mission performance
calculations in Pacelab SysArc, the maximum value of the hybridization factor was limited
to 50% rather than 100% (fully electric cruise).
The sizing of the subsystem components except for the battery were done based on
user-specified power-to-weight ratios and rated powers, as discussed previously. However,
in order to automate the sizing process for sensitivity analysis, an additional iteration was
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performed such that the rated power of these subsystems were chosen automatically to be
5% greater than the maximum power required from the subsystems during cruise. The
determination of the maximum required power from each subsystem and the weight of the
overall system are interdependent, and hence an iteration was necessary.
In order to alleviate the computational burden of simulating the response to every com-
bination of design metrics, surrogate modeling approach was used. To this end, a custom-
made space-filling design of experiments (DoE) was generated within the design variable
space shown in Table 7.7. This DoE was fed to Pacelab SysArc and the response data of var-
ious response metrics were collected. Then, a prediction formula for each response metric
was obtained using the Gaussian process. These prediction formulas were tested for good-
ness of the fit and validated with data which was not used to create the formulas. Then,
prediction profilers were created to study the sensitivity of the vehicle and mission level
measures of performance to changing subsystem characteristics and level of hybridization.
The results are given in the prediction profiler in Figure 7.6.
In Figure 7.6, the prediction profiler with prediction traces for each variable gives the
predicted response as one design variable is changed while the others are kept constant
at their current values and therefore makes it possible to see the effect of each variable
separately. The values shown in red on the horizontal axis are the median values within the
limits of each design variable; and similarly, the values shown in red on the vertical axis
are corresponding predicted responses.
To show how the EPGDS weight effect the structural weight, the operating empty
weight (OEW) shown in Figure 7.6 does not include the EPGDS weight, which is shown
separately in the same figure. It can be seen in Figure 7.6 that total EPGDS weight (sum
of all electric motors, converters, gearboxes, and battery) increases with increasing level
of hybridization, as greater power is drawn from these subsystems. The overall weight
changes increase the operating empty weight. Since the takeoff gross weight was kept con-






























































































































Figure 7.6: The prediction profiler showing predicted response at system and mission levels
for changing design variables (“HF” stands for “hybridization factor”)
weight dropped. As a result, cruise stage length and mission range reduced significantly,
and therefore less propulsive energy was required during cruise.
An obvious result is seen on the battery specific energy column. Aircraft range in-
creases as battery technology advances in terms of specific energy, as expected. Since the
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battery weighs less for increasing specific energy and the equipment weight factors were
kept fixed, OEW also drops in a similar trend as seen in the total EPGDS weight. The
extended range is not only due to having a greater battery capacity, but also carrying more
fuel on board thanks to the lighter battery pack.
Advances in motor and converter technology in terms of higher power-to-weight ratios
benefits longer range by reducing total EPGDS weight and OEW. In the chosen architecture
shown in Figure 7.4, there are three converters (two of which are inside the motors) and two
motors. Only less than half of the power drawn from the converter connected to the battery
is drawn individually from the electric motors as a result of the chosen architecture. Since
the rated power of these components were determined by the maximum required power, the
power converter weight exceeded the motor weight. Therefore, the effect of the converter
power-to-weight ratio ended up to be greater than that of the electric motor.
The effect of the converter power-to-weight ratio on the response metrics fades out after
a certain value (about 9 kW/kg for the conditions given in red in Figure 7.6) as the weight of
the converters become negligible. A similar phenomenon can be seen in the electric motor
power-to-weight ratio, where the effect on the response metrics diminishes after about 8
kW/kg for the conditions given in red in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6 demonstrates the sensitivities to the design metrics at mission level in terms
of required energy, range and fuel weight; aircraft level in terms of OEW; and subsystem
level in terms of total EPGDS weight. A closer look at the subsystem level is provided
in Figure 7.7 where the sensitivities of the individual subsystem components to the same
design metrics can be inspected. In this figure, PMAD stands for “power management and
distribution” unit, which represents the converter within the electric motor model.
When the EPGDS are compared individually, the heaviest component is the battery
regardless of the hybridization factor and subsystem technology levels. The effect of the
battery specific energy on the motor, converter and PMAD weights are negligible. On






















































































































































Figure 7.7: The prediction profiler showing predicted response at the subsystem level for
changing design variables
the battery weight. The main reason behind the battery weight reduction at lower motor
and converter power-to-weight ratios is that because the motors and the converters become
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heavier while the takeoff gross weight is kept fixed, the range of the aircraft reduces, as
previously shown in Figure 7.6. Thus, to balance the required energy provided by the
battery, the battery size had to get smaller.
Figure 7.7 shows that the hybridization factor and the required rated powers of the
converter, motor and PMAD are almost directly proportional. This means that although
the technology levels of the battery, motor and converter change the weight of the total
EPGDS weight, this weight change is negligible compared to overall weight of the aircraft;
and therefore, does not impact the maximum power required from the power converter,
motor and PMAD.
7.3.1 Summary of the Results of Experiment 2.3
The sensitivity analysis made in Experiment 2.3 demonstrated that the subsystem level im-
pacts were not only captured at the subsystem level, but also the aircraft and mission levels.
The parametric nature of the EPGDS models in addition to the increased dimensionality of
the propulsion architecture were the key enablers of this capability.
Experiment 2.3 proves that the methodological framework has the necessary capabili-
ties to capture technological sensitivities.
7.4 Power Management Optimization (Experiment 3)
This section addresses the third research question and the validity of Hypothesis 3, both of
which are revisited below:
Research Question 3: How can the best performing hybrid electric architecture be
determined under varying levels of hybridization?
Hypothesis 3: The optimum power management schedule for an aircraft can be ob-
tained by implementing a segment-wise optimization technique based on a set of control
points and variables which do not depend on the type of the propulsion system. The op-
timum schedule can then be used to determine the best performing feasible architecture
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among the competing architectures by comparing their associated aircraft and mission
level measures of performance.
The validity of Hypothesis 3 tested by the following experiment:
Experiment 3: Perform an aircraft sizing process where the power management sched-
ule is obtained by solving the optimization problem for (i) minimum energy required, (ii)
minimum fuel consumption, and (iii) minimum takeoff gross weight, using the same on-
design mission profile. Compare the resulting architectures based on the measures of per-
formance.
Experiment 3 combines the previously developed sizing capability with the power man-
agement optimization approach explained in Section 4.2. As discussed previously, compar-
ison of different hybrid electric architectures are meaningful provided that the candidates
are evaluated under their optimal power management strategy.
In this section, the proposed optimization approach was implemented on the same par-
allel hybrid-electric architecture derived from the baseline general aviation aircraft which
was introduced and used in Experiment 2.2. The objective functions, constraints and design
and control variables of the optimization problem were described in Section 4.2.
An optimization problem for the three objective functions selected in the experiment
was solved separately. Thee following constraints were applied for the hybridization factor
of each power source:
0 ≤ λi ≤ 1, ∀λclimb & ∀λcruise∑
i
λcruise, i = 1
where, λi is the hybridization factor for mission leg i. Similar to uEM(t) and uFB(t), the
minimum limit (0) indicates zero power, and the maximum limit (1) indicates maximum
available power for the electric motor and the internal combustion engine at the relevant
flight condition.
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Th control variables that were employed are electric motor normalized power, uEM(t),










In Eq. 7.1 and Eq. 7.2, PEM,req(t) and PFB,req(t) are instantaneous required power from
the electric motor and IC engine, and PEM,maxav and PFB,maxav are the maximum available
power of the electric motor and the IC engine at a given flight condition, respectively. Note
that the value of PFB,maxav varies with altitude.
The following invariant bounds were applied to the control variables:
0 ≤ uEM(t) ≤ 1 (7.3)
0 ≤ uFB(t) ≤ 1 (7.4)
Once uEM(t) and uFB(t) were found (for all power sources) for an optimal design,
required electric motor and fuel-burning engine power were calculated directly from Eq. 7.1
and Eq. 7.2. Thereafter, hybridization factor for each power source at each control point
was computed from Eq. 6.14 and Eq. 6.25.
For this analysis, four control points were selected and each was placed on the mis-
sion profile as follows: at the beginning and end of the climb, and at the beginning and
end of the cruise segments. Then, a pattern search based optimizer was provided an ini-
tial design with guessed values for the control variables. This optimizer calls the mission
analysis which evaluates the value of the objective function at the given control points. The
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optimizer perturbs the control variables at the control points until the objective function
is minimized. The control variable values in between the control points were obtained by
linear interpolation. The remaining K-factors and mission profile parameters were selected
as follows:
• The rechargeable battery has a specific energy of 0.25 kWh/kg
• The electric motor rated power split is set to different values for different architec-
tures as: 60% for hybrid-electric, 0% for fully conventional, and 100% for fully
electric designs
• Payload weight, wing loading, and power loading values match those of the baseline
aircraft (utility category as given in Section 7.2)
• Design mission range is 100 nautical miles (in addition to a 15 minutes long reserve
mission)
– Climb segment objective is minimum time to climb for the main mission; min-
imum energy to climb for the reserve mission
– Cruise segment objective is best specific air range
– Descent segment objective is minimum equilibrium glide angle
An IC engine powered baseline aircraft was sized based on the same baseline aircraft
properties for a 100 nautical miles of design range to compare the resulting optimized ve-
hicles for each objective function in terms of a list of design properties shown in Table 7.8.
The associated optimized control variables are presented in Figure 7.8 throughout the mis-
sion profile.
The designs corresponding to the minimum takeoff gross weight and minimum energy
objectives were not explicitly shown in Table 7.8 because of the fact that the resulting
optimized vehicles ended up almost identical with the baseline aircraft, that is, the electric
propulsion branch was not utilized to avoid the increase in battery weight. This result
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Table 7.8: Comparison of the baseline aircraft to the new HEA design optimized for min-
imum fuel consumption to fly the 100 nautical miles design mission and 15 minutes long
reserve mission.
Design Variable Baseline 1 Design 1
TOGW [kg] 693.7 991.8
Change over baseline - +43.0%
Fuel Weight [kg] 11.8 10.1
Change over baseline - -14.4%
Battery Weight [kg] N/A 226.3
Energy Stored [kWh] 144.2 180.0
Change over baseline - +24.9%
IC Engine Rated Power [kW] 84.0 72.0
Change over baseline - -14.3%
Electric Motor Rated Power [kW] N/A 61
Propeller diameter [m] 1.3 (2-bladed) 1.5 (2-bladed)
Change over baseline - +15.4%
Wing Area [m2] 11.3 16.1
Change over baseline - +42.5%
Wing loading [N/m2] 605.6 605.6
Power loading [kW/kg] 0.12 0.12
Payload [kg] 163.3 163.3
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Figure 7.8: Variation of the optimized power management schedules for Design 1 with
altitude and trip distance for the 100 nautical miles design mission. Refer to Eqn. 6.14 and
Eqn. 6.25 for the hybridization factor definitions, as the definitions are different for climb
and cruise segments.
implies that that the minimum takeoff gross weight and minimum energy objectives are
obtained (separately) when the aircraft does not run on electric energy.
In fact, none of the optimized designs showed significant advantage over the baseline
aircraft in terms of the listed design variables. On the contrary, the baseline aircraft with
conventional propulsion is the lightest, smallest design that requires only slightly more fuel
than the hybrid electric Design 1 which was optimized for minimum fuel consumption.
Although a hybrid electric propulsion system turned out to be disadvantageous for a
range of 100 nautical miles with the current battery technology level, its advantages can
be seen when the design range is dropped to 50 nautical miles and the cruise altitude to
1000 meters, similar to the aforementioned urban air mobility type concepts [117]. The
results are given in Table 7.9. The associated optimized control variables are presented in
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Figures 7.9 throughout the mission profile.





























Figure 7.9: Variation of the optimized power management schedules for Design 1 with
altitude and trip distance for the 50 nautical miles design mission. Refer to Eqn. 6.14 and
Eqn. 6.25 for the hybridization factor definitions, as the definitions are different for climb
and cruise segments.
Similar to the previous case, the power split optimizer favored the internal combus-
tion engine throughout the mission profile when the optimization problem was solved for
the minimum takeoff gross weight. However, interesting results were obtained by solving
the optimization problem for minimum fuel and minimum energy required. The optimizer
converged on a power management schedule which carried almost no fuel and favored
the electric propulsion branch of the parallel hybrid electric architecture, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.9.
To demonstrate the impact in a more dramatic way, the internal combustion engine
was removed from the design and thus the aircraft weight along with the required battery
weight was further reduced, making the propulsion architecture completely electric. The
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Table 7.9: Comparison of the baseline aircraft to the new HEA design optimized for min-
imum fuel consumption to fly the 50 nautical miles design mission and 15 minutes long
reserve mission.
Design Variable Baseline 2 Design 2
TOGW [kg] 684.8 866.2
Change over baseline - +26.5%
Fuel Weight [kg] 7.1 0
Change over baseline - -100.0%
Battery Weight [kg] N/A 161.5
Energy Stored [kWh] 86.8 40.4
Change over baseline - -53.5%
IC Engine Rated Power [kW] 82.6 0
Change over baseline - -100.0%
Electric Motor Rated Power [kW] N/A 103.9
Propeller diameter [m] 1.3 (2-bladed) 1.4 (4-bladed)
Change over baseline - +7.7%
Wing Area [m2] 11.1 14.0
Change over baseline - +26.1%
Wing loading [N/m2] 605.6 605.6
Power loading [kW/kg] 0.12 0.12
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resulting takeoff gross weight was still higher than the baseline aircraft. However, this time
the energy required to fly the same design mission was much less in the electric design than
the conventional one. This is due to the drastically higher inefficiency of the powertrain in
the conventional propulsion architecture.
Note that Design 2 is a different electric aircraft design than the one previously shown
in Case 2 of Experiment 2.2 in Section 7.2, because different mission requirements were
applied. The electric aircraft design shown in Experiment 2.2 had the same design range
requirement, but the reserve mission lasted 30 minutes as opposed to 15 minutes, and the
cruise altitude was set to 2438 meters instead of 1000 meters. That’s why Design 2 pre-
sented in this section was lighter.
7.4.1 Summary of the Results of Experiment 3
In this section, an experiment was conduct to test the optimization approach described in
Hypothesis 3. A parallel hybrid-electric architecture was compared with its conventional
counterpart under three different objectives and two separate mission profiles.
A parallel architecture was chosen as the primary hybrid-electric example because of its
ability to perform as a purely electric, purely conventional (fuel-burning) and hybrid elec-
tric propulsion system. In fact, of all the six aircraft designs optimized for each objective-
mission profile combination, three of them converged to a conventional design, two con-
verged to an electric design, and one converged to a hybrid-electric design. Consequently,
the importance of power management optimization during the sizing of the aircraft mani-
fested itself.
Some architectural trends were also obtained by the optimization. It was seen that
for the example application (in terms of design and mission requirements), the minimum
takeoff gross weight objective always favored the conventional propulsion system. On the
other hand, minimum fuel burn converged to a more electrified propulsion system as the
design range decreased. This is due to the reduction in the required energy capacity of the
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battery and thus the battery weight. Similarly, the minimum energy requirement objective
yielded a conventional design for the higher mission range, but then favored an electric
one as the higher efficiency of the electric propulsion powertrain prevailed the low specific
energy of the battery.
Experiment 3 validates that the optimum power management schedule for an aircraft
can be obtained by implementing a segment-wise optimization technique based on a set of
control points and variables which do not depend on the type of the propulsion system, and
the optimum schedule can then be used to determine the best performing feasible architec-
ture among the competing architectures by comparing their associated aircraft and mission
level measures of performance.
7.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a proof of concept for hypotheses 2 and 3 which addressed the sizing
and synthesis of novel architectures with an integrated optimization capability for power
management strategy for hybrid electric aircraft.
First, three experiments were conducted to test the validity of Hypothesis 2. This hy-
pothesis argued that the EPGDS characteristics could be integrated into the sizing and syn-
thesis process by developing the following set of capabilities: (i) generic mission analysis
based on conservation of energy laws instead of the traditional weight fraction estimation
techniques, (ii) parametric, physics-based EPGDS models to enable simultaneous sizing
based on the maximum required energy and/or power from each individual subsystem as
well as technology projections, (iii) component based weight estimation techniques, and
(iv) relationship establishments among the primary subsystems as well as the aircraft and
mission levels.
A sizing and synthesis tool was built based on the developed framework. This tool
was first validated by Experiment 2.1, where the Cessna 172R which is a general aviation
type aircraft with a conventional propulsion system was replicated. The tool was given
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the same design and mission requirements as the Cessna 172R. The design mission profile
also mimicked the actual design mission of the baseline aircraft. At the end of the sizing
process, the converged aircraft design was in a reasonable agreement with the baseline
aircraft in terms of both the weight characteristics and mission performance.
A second experiment was conducted to replace the conventional propulsion architecture
of the baseline aircraft with a hybrid-electric and then an electric one. Because of the
drastically low specific energy of rechargeable batteries compared to fossil fuel, the design
range had to be reduced to 50 nautical miles so that the EA/HEA designs could converge
to a feasible solution. Even then, the electrified designs did not demonstrate remarkable
advantages over their conventional counterpart. In fact, these designs ended up to be much
heavier than the conventional one.
Moreover, because the design range was dropped to 50 nautical miles, the correspond-
ing fuel weight of the conventional aircraft dropped so much that the electrification of the
propulsion system did not seem to bring significant fuel savings. In fact, the 50% hybrid-
electric aircraft ended up to require about 10 times more fuel than the conventional one
due to the additional battery weight and thus the increased takeoff gross weight. The non-
optimum power management strategy was also a cause of this failed design.
Although the electrified aircraft designs were not very promising, Experiment 2.2 veri-
fied the applicability of the new mission analysis approach to unconventional aircraft con-
cepts such as EA/HEA. Furthermore, the proposed interrelationship matrices were proven
to be very useful to define and evaluate distinct propulsion architectures.
The final experiment conducted to verify Hypothesis 2 was Experiment 2.3. This exper-
iment aimed to test and demonstrate how the parametric nature of the EPGDS models could
be utilized to perform sensitivity analysis. Moreover, a different analysis platform was used
to apply the methodological framework, demonstrating that the proposed framework was
indeed tool-agnostic.
In this experiment, the baseline aircraft was selected to be a turboprop commuter which
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is larger than the general aviation aircraft baseline used in the previous experiments. A
parallel hybrid-electric architecture was employed while keeping the aircraft takeoff gross
weight constant, so that this time the impact of hybridization of the propulsion system could
be studied on the mission design range. Then, a design variable space for the technology
K-factors was defined for the EPGDS utilized in this architecture, and then a set of design
of experiments was generated.
The mission performance analysis and the subsystem sizing process was performed for
each case in the DoE. Various response metrics at both the aircraft and mission levels were
tracked, such as the design range, the required energy to fly the hybridized cruise segment,
required fuel weight, operating empty weight, total EPGDS weight, and so on.
Finally, a Gaussian surrogate model was fit to the data. The surrogate modeling ap-
proach alleviated the computational burden of simulating the response at each point of the
design space and made sensitivity analysis available. The sensitivity of the aircraft and
mission level measures of performance to the changes in EPGDS technology levels was
demonstrated for a range of hybridization factors.
This experiment showed that of all the EPGDS components of the hybrid electric ar-
chitecture, the mission performance was most sensitive to the varying technology levels of
the battery specific energy. However, even an unrealistically high battery specific energy
assumption of 5 kWh/kg was not enough to yield the same design range as the baseline
aircraft.
Consequently, experiments 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 tested the arguments made in Hypothesis 2.
It was shown that the sizing and synthesis block of the proposed methodological framework
enabled the sizing, integration and performance evaluation of electric power generation and
distribution subsystems within the aircraft conceptual design phase.
Once the sizing and synthesis block was verified, an optimization algorithm was set up
to find the optimum power management schedule of hybrid electric architectures. To this
end, a control variable was defined for each power source.
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If an optimization problem was attempted to be solved at each mission leg, it would
require an immense amount of function calls and thus computational time. Because the
main objective is to enable rapid architecture comparisons, a different, more practical ap-
proach had to be taken. To this end, the optimization problem was set up to be solved at
certain strategic points at the mission profile rather than all of the mission legs. This is
due to the fact that there is no physical reason that would necessitate a drastic change in
the power management strategy over a small time interval, especially within a mission seg-
ment. As a result, four control points were selected based on the expected changes in the
power requirement which in turn would necessitate changes in the power split schedule.
Two studies were conducted for this experiment. First, a parallel hybrid-electric aircraft
was sized for a given design mission profile while simultaneously being optimized for (i)
minimum energy expenditure, (ii) minimum fuel burn, and (iii) minimum takeoff gross
weight, separately. The resulting designs were then compared with the baseline aircraft. In
this study, it was seen that the minimum energy and takeoff gross weight objectives yielded
a design where electric energy was not being utilized at all. Although minimum fuel burn
objective did converge to a parallel hybrid electric architecture, the resulting takeoff gross
weight was so high that the required fuel weight for this hybrid architecture was not much
different than the fuel weight of the baseline aircraft.
These results were expected due to the low specific energy of the battery. In fact, many
UAM concepts assume a much higher battery specific energy (e.g. Uber Elevate Common
Reference Models assume a battery specific energy of 0.4 kWh/kg [117]) and shorter range
to see the benefits of electric propulsion and converge to a feasible design. To demonstrate
when the electric propulsion could be beneficial, the optimization study was repeated for a
reduced design range and cruise altitude.
The results of the second study demonstrated that with the current battery technology,
electric and hybrid electric architectures are advantageous only for short flight profiles.
When the design range and cruise altitude of the initial mission profile were halved to 50
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nautical miles and 1000 meters, the optimizer favored the use of electric propulsion for the
entire course of the mission for the minimum fuel burn and energy objectives. The final
design was still heavier than the baseline, and the result of the optimization problem solved
for the minimum takeoff gross weight objective did not change. However, when the two
studies were compared, it was seen that the electric design could fly the same mission while
storing less energy thanks to the considerably higher efficiency of the electric propulsion
powertrain.
To summarize, Experiment 3 tested the applicability of the optimization technique pro-
posed in Hypothesis 3. It was shown that this optimization approach was suitable to be
used with the sizing and synthesis block developed in Hypothesis 2 to compare compet-
ing architectures at their best performance. Furthermore, architectural trends for different




This chapter provides a proof of concept to demonstrate its adaptive step sizing capa-
bility and the increased dimensionality of the subsystem level considerations. More specif-
ically, this chapter focuses on the final research questions, hypothesis, and the experiments
which were set up back in Section 3.1.4 and revisited below:
Research Question 4: How can a balance between smaller and larger time steps be
found so that significant transients at the subsystem level are captured at the conceptual
design stage without bringing the associated computational burden?
• RQ 4.1: Can the transient behavior of an electrical system be related to the mission
level parameters?
• RQ 4.2: If they are related, how can the relationship be captured between the signif-
icant transients of a given electrical system which could occur under a wide range of
inputs which are expected to be given to the electrical system during a mission?
• RQ 4.3: If they are related, can the relationship be generalized for the given electrical
system so that the whether a significant transient occurs could be estimated with only
the limited amount of information obtained from the mission performance analysis?
Hypothesis 4: A balanced time step size to capture the significant transients during the
mission performance analysis can be determined within each mission leg by establishing
the probability of a significant transient occurring under a certain degree of change in the
mission level requirements by performing the following three-step approach:
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1. A design of experiments (DoE) concept is leveraged to intelligently sweep through the
mission level parameter space to maximize the knowledge about the system response
with minimal experimental effort.
2. The controllers of the electrical system which were tuned via gain scheduling where
the schedules are determined by jointly utilizing Monte Carlo simulations and a sys-
tem design optimization technique are utilized to reduce the optimization efforts and
obtain a few numbers of gain sets to control the majority of the realizable cases of
the DoE; whereas the cases which go beyond the physical capabilities of the system
are eliminated.
3. The probability of a transient occurring is established by a conditional rule set de-
termined a-priori by fitting a categorical surrogate model to the transient signal at
the neighborhood of the time at which the mission level change occurred.
The following sections of this chapter answers the three-part research question by con-
ducting the experiments set up for each part. The methodological steps followed in these
sections were explained in Section 4.3. This methodological framework was applied in
Simulink for an example electric propulsion system architecture. Then, two significant
voltage transients were defined for the electric motor; and a conditional rule set was gener-
ated for each transient by following the proposed methodology.
8.1 Electric Propulsion System Architecture
This section describes the electric propulsion system architecture which was used in the
upcoming experiments.
In the previous chapter, the propulsion system architecture was represented using the
high-level models developed in Chapter 5. These models were suitable for rapid, high-level
analysis and did not require much knowledge about the design of the subsystems. However,
due to the limited level of detail, they cannot be used to simulate the dynamic response of
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the electrical system. Thus, along with these high-level models, detailed EPGDS models
with increased dimensionality were developed in Chapter 5 and were used to build the
electric propulsion system architecture for the transient analysis.
These detailed models can be used to create a variety of propulsion architectures. How-
ever, the most general case shall be given here. If a control volume is enclosing the electric
propulsion branch of the architectures previously shown (e.g. Figure 2.7), it can be seen
that the information flow into and from the control volume can be expressed with a similar
term: power P as a function of shaft speed ω, torque Q, and time t. Two such control






P(t) = ω(t) Q(t)
Generator
P*(t) = ω* (t) Q* (t)
CV 2
CV 1
Figure 8.1: Information flow into the electric propulsion branch enclosed by a control
volume.
In Figure 8.1, the variables P (t), ω(t) and Q(t) indicate the time-dependent values
required by the mission performance and set by the power management schedule. The
direction of the arrows carrying these variables indicate the direction of the information
flow coming into the control volumes from the other non-electrical subsystems outside the
perimeter, and not the physical direction of power distribution. The first control volume,
CV 1, receives information through the electric motor only. This control volume corre-
sponds to, for instance, a purely electric propulsion architecture, or the electric propulsion
branch of a parallel hybrid electric architecture. The second control volume, CV 2, re-
ceives information through both the electric motor and generator, and corresponds to, for
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example, series, series-parallel and complex architectures.
Since the working principles of the electric motor and generator are similar, and can be
represented using the same models operating at different directions as explained in Chap-
ter 5, the control volume denoted by CV 1 was chosen as the electrical system architecture
in the following example applications.
Note that the power, speed and torque requirements are requirements from the particular
electric propulsion branch only, and not the entire propulsion system of the aircraft. In the
remaining of this chapter, the required or realized power, speed and torque terms indicate
the required or realized power, speed and torque of the electric motor.
The approach of isolating the electric propulsion branch by the control volume be-
comes useful when the analysis are to be performed in different environments or at different
timescales. This approach was used in the upcoming application of Hypothesis 4, where
the mission performance analysis calculations were carried out in MATLAB at its own ap-
propriate timescale (in the order of minutes), and the transient analyses were performed in
Simulink with a microsecond timescale.
The electrical system architecture consists of a Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery, DC/DC
converter (which serves as a DC bus), and a field-oriented control induction motor drive.
The individual components of each model were explained in Chapter 5.
8.2 Simulation of the Subsystem Dynamics (Experiment 4.1)
This section addresses Experiment 4.1, which is revisited below:
Experiment 4.1: Create dynamic models for an electric propulsion powertrain where
power is supplied by a battery-sourced electric motor. Set a series of step inputs in terms
of the required motor torque and speed of variable amplitude. Verify that (i) the results
(in terms of battery SOC, subsystem voltages and currents) obtained by using large time
steps differ from the results obtained by using small time steps, (ii) a significant transient
behavior is missed when larger time step size is used, and (iii) not every change in the
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power input causes a significant transient response at the subsystem level.
Two simulations were run with the same input and modeling variables for 10 seconds.
The electric propulsion architecture created in the previous section takes the required power
input in terms of the required motor speed and torque. Figure 8.2 shows the input signal
schedule used for the Experiment 4.1 simulations.




































Figure 8.2: (a) Mechanical torque, and (b) motor RPM input signal schedules for Experi-
ment 4.1
Two different time steps were used for comparison:
• Sim-1: sampling time of 2 microseconds
• Sim-2: sampling time of 2 seconds
The sampling time of 2µs used in Sim-1 is the recommended time for the induction
motor drive model. The time step used in Sim-2 is still not as high as the step sizes generally
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Table 8.1: The list of recorded EPGDS signals.
Battery DC/DC Converter Electric Motor Drive
Voltage Reference Voltage RMS Voltage
Current Output Voltage Line to Line Voltages (ab, ca, bc)
State of Charge Output Current Phase Currents (A, B, C)








used in mission level analysis, but high enough to prove that important information about
the subsystem transients gets lost when the appropriate timescale is not used.
Table 8.1 provides the list of variables which were recorded during both of the simula-
tion runs.
8.2.1 Sim-1 Results
The outputs of the Sim-1 are shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4.
The top two plots of Figure 8.3 show how the system tracked the input signals after the
controllers were tuned (the controllers used in the motor drive were explained in Chapter 5
and were revisited in the next section, Section 8.4). The system was able to track the motor
RPM reference very well.
In this system, the electromagnetic torque reference gets adjusted by the controllers to
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Figure 8.3: Dynamic response of the electrical system with a simulation time step of 2
microseconds (Sim-1)
accelerate or decelerate the motor speed. This trend can be seen in the top-right torque
plot in Figure 8.3. Electromagnetic torque rises in the beginning of the simulation in order
to start the motor and accelerate the RPM to the initial reference motor speed of 1800
RPM while producing the reference mechanical torque of 250 Nm. Then, at t=1s, the
motor speed and mechanical torque requirements were increased to 2000 RPM and 350
Nm, respectively. As a result, the electromagnetic torque reference rises up, and so does
the measured electromagnetic torque, until the measured motor speed catches up with the
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Figure 8.4: Dynamic response of the electrical system with a simulation time step of 2
microseconds (Sim-1), continued
reference motor speed.
The fluctuations in voltage and current readings of the system seen at the beginning
of the simulations (between t=0s and t=1s) were expected due to the motor start up. At
t=1s, the subsystem current and voltage characteristics change to adapt to match the motor
torque and speed to the reference signals, again as expected. For instance, the motor RMS
(root mean square) voltage increases slightly a few microseconds after the change in input
at t=1s. However, this fluctuation is not a significant transient. Although the electrical
power quality standards shown in MIL-Std-704F (Ref. [58]) is not a suitable reference for
the EA/HEA applications due to the high subsystem voltages and the use of a variable volt-
age motor, as explained previously, this particular experiment was conducted with suitable
inputs so that the RMS voltage of the electric motor falls inside the allowed voltage enve-
lope given in this standard. This is demonstrated in Figure 8.5, where the neighborhood
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of the input signal (i.e. reaction window for t=1s) is magnified and the motor RMS volt-
age response is compared to the constraint envelope given in MIL-Std-704F (which was
previously shown in Figure 4.8).



















Figure 8.5: RMS Voltage constraint on the motor voltage signal at the neighborhood of
t=1s in Sim-1.
At t=5s, the input motor speed signal falls down back to 1800 RPM, whereas the me-
chanical torque rises up to 400 Nm. As a result, the reference electromagnetic torque
momentarily spikes, but the measured electromagnetic torque dives down before rising up.
This causes a greater oscillation in the system compared to the first input at t=1s. As a
result, the motor RMS voltage violates the constraint, by spiking up and down, as shown
ini Figure 8.6.
Finally, at t=8s, the final change in the input signals occur. This time, the mechani-
cal torque drops to 200 Nm and the motor speed rises up to 2200 RPM, as can be seen
from Figure 8.2. As a result, although the reference mechanical torque input drops, the
electromagnetic torque briefly increases to speed up the motor, and then falls down to the
reference torque. This change causes a fluctuation in the system, especially seen in the cur-
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Figure 8.6: RMS Voltage constraint on the motor voltage signal at the neighborhood of
t=5s in Sim-1.



















Figure 8.7: RMS Voltage constraint on the motor voltage signal at the neighborhood of
t=8s in Sim-1.
rent graphs of Figure 8.4. The motor RMS voltage does not exceed the voltage envelope
shown in Figure 8.7. However, the voltage oscillation changes its shape, resulting in what
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looks like a voltage sag.
8.2.2 Sim-2 Results
The results of the second simulation are given in Figures 8.8 and 8.9. A drastic change is
observed in the results when compared to the response of the same simulation under the
same inputs shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4. The sole reason for this drastic change is the
increase in the temporal step size of the simulation.
Figure 8.8: Dynamic response of the electrical system with a simulation time step of 2
seconds (Sim-2).
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Figure 8.9: Dynamic response of the electrical system with a simulation time step of 2
seconds (Sim-2).
A step size of 2 seconds was used in Sim-2. 2 seconds is still rather small compared
to the mission analysis timescale which is in the order of minutes. However, the amount
of information lost can already by observed by comparing Sim-1 and Sim-2. The voltage
spikes seen at t=5s were flatted out by the low sampling rate. Thus, a misleading result
emerged: the electric motor RMS voltage seems to be not violating the constraint, as shown
in Figure 8.10.
On the contrary, the high step size gave a false constraint violation result at the early
seconds of the simulation. Because the subsystem dynamics were much faster (almost a
million times faster!) than the step size, Sim-2 missed the motor voltage values between
t=0s and t=2s. The resulting interpolation among the two values gives the false impression
of a violated constraint, as shown in Figure 8.11.
Thus, as the results of Sim-2 showed, the results obtained with mission level time steps
cannot be trusted to perform transient analysis.
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Figure 8.10: RMS Voltage constraint on the motor voltage signal at the neighborhood of
t=2s in Sim-2.





















Figure 8.11: RMS Voltage constraint on the motor voltage signal at the neighborhood of
t=1s in Sim-2.
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8.2.3 Summary of the Results of Experiment 4.1
Both simulation results of Sim-1 and Sim-2 provided increased dimensionality compared
to the high-level EPGDS models used in the previous chapter. However, the oscillations in
the resulted of Sim-2 are much smoother than the results of Sim-1. This was due to the low
sampling rate (i.e. higher time step) used in Sim-2.
In fact, a significant transient, i.e. a transient which violated the constraint of interest,
was observed at t=5s in the higher-resolution simulation results of Sim-1. This constraint
violation was altogether missed in the results of Sim-2.
Although the first and the last changes in the input at time t = 1s and t = 8s also
changed the voltage and current behaviors, they were within the boundaries of the voltage
envelope, and thus were relatively insignificant. Note that the concept of significance can
change based on which constraint the signal is compared against.
Moreover, when the time of the voltage transient seen in Sim-1 at t = 5swas inspected,
it was seen that it took place a few microseconds after the change in the input signals had
occurred. This observation is in agreement with the reaction window assumption made in
Hypothesis 4.
There are two lessons that can be inferred from this experiment. First, Sim-1 yielded
more accurate and reliable results than Sim-2 due to using the appropriate timescale. Sec-
ond, although the power input was changed three times through the course of the simula-
tion, a significant transient occurred only once.
The latter argument supports the idea that it is not always necessary to perform the
transient analysis every time a change occurs at the mission level. Doing so would bring
enormous amount of computational burden to the analyses and thus would not be suitable
at the aircraft conceptual design stage. Increasing the size of the time steps is also not
an option as proven by the comparison between the two simulations of this experiment.
That’s why, estimating which actions taken at the mission level are more likely to cause the
undesired transients is a very valuable capability which allows the transient analysis to be
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performed at early design stages.
Thus, Experiment 4.1 proved that:
1. Transient analysis simulations should be performed with small time steps (in the
order of microseconds for this example) as important information about the transients
can be missed with the large time steps (in the order of seconds for this example)
2. Not all the changes made in the mission level cause a significant transient
3. For a balanced system, a transient response caused by the mission level changes can
be captured within a small reaction window
Experiment 4.1 verifies that (i) the results obtained by using large time steps differ from
the results obtained by using small time steps, (ii) a significant transient behavior is missed
when larger time step size is used, and (iii) not every change in the power input causes a
significant transient response at the subsystem level.
8.3 Design of Experiments
The first step of the methodology proposed in Hypothesis 4 is to generate a subset of sim-
ulation cases which can represent the design space as well as possible without exhausting
the computational resources. To this end, the design of experiments approach was utilized
as previously explain in Section 4.3.1.
First, the design variable space was defined as shown in Table 8.2. The minimum and
maximum limits shown in this table were normalized through feature scaling before the
DoE was created, as previously explained in Section 4.3.1. These values were chosen
in accordance with the requirements for and capabilities of the baseline general aviation
aircraft modeled in Chapter 7, so that the results can be integrated into the mission analysis
performed for this aircraft and its derivatives.
A custom DoE design was created by augmenting a full-factorial design on the edges
(64 cases + 1 case at the center point) and a space filling design for the interior design space
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Table 8.2: Design variable space used in Experiments 4.2 and 4.3.
Design variable Minimum Limit Maximum Limit
Battery Energy Capacity [kWh] 10 100
Battery SOC [%] 25 100
Initial Power [kW] 0 100
Absolute Change in Power [kW] 0 100
Initial RPM 1500 2400
Absolute Change in RPM 0 900
(1000 cases). As a result, 1065 cases were generated where each case consists of the inputs
for a 2 second long simulation with 2 microsecond time steps.
A system voltage of 270 V was set. The battery energy capacity designated the number
of cells connected in parallel and series. The initial battery SOC designated the SOC value
at the beginning of the simulation. The battery capacity and SOC were included in the
design space to check whether the changing battery voltage throughout the flight (as the
battery is charged or discharged) would have any impact on the simulation results.
The power and motor RPM inputs were translated into motor mechanical torque and
RPM inputs. Each change in the torque and RPM was applied at precisely t=1 second.
This way, the system fluctuations due to the start-up period of the motor were avoided.
Although this DoE created set to represent the design space as much as possible, some
cases were not suitable for the electrical system created in Section 8.1 due to the physical
limits. Thus, all of the cases in this DoE were first tested to check whether the electrical
system could simulate the given inputs within the physical limits set by the design param-
eters of the EPGDS models in the architecture.
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8.4 Gain Tuning and Scheduling (Experiment 4.2)
The gain tuning and scheduling approach utilized in this methodological framework was
previously described in Section 4.3.2. This section demonstrates how this approach was
followed for the electrical system at hand in more detail, and how Experiment 4.2 was
performed. Experiment 4.2 is revisited below:
Experiment 4.2: Conduct the following steps to verify that a gain scheduling technique
can be used to control a group of simulations instead of performing optimization for each
case determined by the DoE:
1. Define the design variable space by creating a DoE with simulation input variables
2. Create a second DoE with simulation input variables and controller gain parameters
3. Run simulations with the second DoE cases, collect the error on the reference signal
and the actual signal
4. Fit a surrogate model to the error using both the gain and input variables
5. Assess variable importance for the gain variables by performing Monte Carlo simu-
lations to eliminate the variables which have insignificant impact on the variation of
the error
6. Perform sensitivity analysis to reveal the sensitivity of the signal tracking error to
the controller gains under varying model design variables and intelligently choose a
case which represent the majority of the cases under a certain level of error
7. Set up a system design optimization problem where the controller gains with high im-
portance are the optimization variables and the optimization objective is to minimize
the error between the input signal and the subsystem level response
8. Run simulations for the selected case to solve the optimization problem and collect
the optimum gains
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9. Use the resulting gain set obtained for that particular case in all of the simulations
in the first DoE and identify the cases which produced an acceptable signal tracking
error
10. Return to step 5 and repeat the procedure until either acceptable gain sets are ob-
tained for all of the cases or a saturation point is reached where the optimum gain
set for one case does not yield results within the reasonable margin of error for the
other cases
11. Create a schedule from the collected gain sets such that whenever a case from the
first DoE is simulated the correct gain set is used to control the system
Before implementing these experimental steps, first a brief description regarding the
controllers used in the electrical system shall be given. In this system, there are three main
controllers. A PI controller is used in the DC/DC converter (DC bus) to regulate the system
voltage. The remaining two controllers, field-oriented control (FOC) and speed controller
are a part of the induction motor drive.
The motor drive tries to match the torque and speed requirement coming from the air-
craft mission level. These requirements are translated into flux and torque references for
the FOC controller. The motor speed is controlled by a PI controller to produced the refer-
enced motor torque and flux. The torque and flux references are then translated into three
reference motor line currents by the FOC controller. The FOC controller then a three-phase
current regulator and feeds the reference motor line currents into the motor to match the
desired torque and flux. [98]
The output of the closed-loop speed control is the reference electromagnetic torque and
rotor flux of the induction motor. The controller schematic for the speed control is provided
in Figure A.5 in the Appendix.
An indirect vector control strategy is used to derive direct and quadrature components of
the stator current (dq) based on the flux and torque references. These components are then
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used to produce the necessary gate signals for the inverter by a PWM current controller. The
controller schematic for the field-oriented control with space vector modulation (SVM) is
provided in Figure A.6 in the Appendix.
For the electrical system at hand, there are a total of 10 gains (5 PI controllers) to tune,
as listed below:
• DC bus controller (KP,conv, KI,conv)
• Motor speed controller (KP,speed, KI,speed)
• Motor field-oriented control with space vector modulation
– Flux controller (KP,flux, KI,flux)
– SVM d-axis regulator (KP,svm,d, KI,svm,d)
– SVM q-axis regulator (KP,svm,q, KI,svm,q)
8.4.1 System Design Optimization Enhanced by Monte Carlo Simulations
As it can be seen from the controller gain list given in the previous section, even a rather
simple system with a single electric motor drive and a DC/DC converter require such a
high number of controller gains to be tuned. This adds on top of the computational burden
already existed due to the high sampling rate necessary for the transient analysis. Thus, the
optimization effort could be significantly reduced if the variable importance is first evalu-
ated to reveal whether some gains can be quickly estimated and/or whether their variance
has a negligible effect on the outcome.
The variable importance can be assessed through subject-matter expertise, trial and er-
ror, or surrogate modeling. If subject-matter expertise is not available, then a quick inspec-
tion can be done to check whether the controllers can control the subsystems with simple
gains (e.g. KP = 1, KI = 0). If such gains can be found by trial-and-error for a randomly
selected case, then the same gain set can be used to check whether reasonable results could
be obtained for other randomly selected cases.
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In this electrical system, trial-and-error approach quickly yielded acceptable results for
the DC bus controller. The selected gain set returned simulation good results for various
cases. This was expected as the voltage on the battery-DC bus side did not change much
and the controller was able to maintain the system voltage at the output port of the bus with
the selected gains.
For the cases where subject matter expertise is not available and the trial-and-error ap-
proach does not yield acceptable results and becomes too cumbersome, a more systematic
approach is proposed.
For the remaining gains, i.e. the motor drive gains, a more systematic approach which
was proposed by Hypothesis 4 (see Section 4.3.2) was taken.
The trial-and-error approach only yielded good results for the DC bus controller gains.
For the motor controllers, the surrogate modeling approach was used to perform sensitivity
analysis to determine which variables have a greater impact on the system response. To
this end, a second DoE was created. An additional design space of the motor gain variables
were added on top of the design variables shown in Table 8.2, making the new design space
consist of 11 design variables. The second DoE was created with the same augmented
design approach, but the number of cases were increased to 10,000 due to the increased
number of variables.
Same 2-second long simulations were run for the 10,000 cases in the DoE. Note that
such high number of simulations were able to be done thanks to parallel computing. For
each simulation, the root mean squared error between the tracked signal (reference motor
RPM) and the response (actual motor RPM) was recorded.
Then, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model was fit to the relative mean error in
the signal using the 11 design variables and 10,000 cases which made up the DoE. A two
layer ANN model with 20 nodes each gave good results. The model fit to the training data
which made up 2/3 of the DoE cases produced an R-square of 0.99, and the validation data
which was made up by the remaining cases produced an R-square value of 0.98. The actual
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by predicted and the residual by predicted plots are also shown in Figure 8.12 for both the
training and the validation points.
(a) (b)
(d)(c)
Figure 8.12: Goodness of the fit tests for the ANN model: (a) and (b) shows the actual
by predicted results for training and validation points; (c) and (d) shows the residual by
predicted results for training and validation points, respectively.
The prediction formula which was published using the ANN model was then used in the
variable importance assessment in JMP, which is a statistical data analysis software. This
assessment is independent of the model type and fitting method, but the predicted values
are calculated by the prediction formula. This assessments computes the variability in the
predicted response in terms of a range of variation for each factor by using the Monte Carlo
technique with uniform distribution. [121]
The variable importance assessment showed that mainly the proportional gains of the
SVM d-axis and q-axis regulators (i.e. KP,svm,d and KP,svm,q) drove the root mean square
error of the signal. The next gain which made the third-most impact on the response was the
proportional gain of the speed controller (KP,speed). The integral gains of the SVM d-axis
and q-axis regulators (i.e. KI,svm,d and KI,svm,q) had little to no impact on the response.
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Next, the ANN model was used to perform sensitivity analysis to reveal the sensitivity
of the signal tracking error to the controller gains were studied under varying model design
variables. The desirability function was set up to minimize the error in the tracked signal
for majority of the simulation input variables. Then, the cases which yielded a relative
mean error under 10% were identified, and the which corresponded to the median error
was selected and carried forward to the optimization step.
The optimization problem was set up with the important controller gains as the control
variables. The Nelder-Mead simplex direct search method was utilized for the uncon-
strained optimization. Although this algorithm does not guarantee to converge to a local
minimum, this potential problem was avoided by setting the initial guess to be the gain set
obtained from the sensitivity analysis.
Since the initial conditions were set with the knowledge of the design space, the simplex
method converged to a local minimum within only a few iterations. The resulting gain set
was tested with the original cases in the first DoE set. Out of 1065 cases, 410 cases were
deemed successful with the given gain set as they returned a signal tracking error under
10%.
Then, a second case was selected to tune the controller gains for the majority of the
remaining realizable cases and the optimization problem was solved once more for this
case. Out of the remaining 645 cases, 238 cases yielded a signal tracking error under 10%
with the second gain set.
This process was repeated for a few more times, but the gain sets found for for the
remaining 417 cases did not result in an accepted margin of error. This was expected as the
sensitivity analysis already revealed that the remaining region in the design space would
return a signal tracking error greater than 10%. Thus, these failed cases were eliminated
from the original DoE, and only 648 cases along with two gain sets were carried forward
for to be used in the next experiment.
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8.4.2 Summary of the Results of Experiment 4.2
The integration of the surrogate modeling technique and Monte Carlo simulations to the
system design optimization problem provided a-priori knowledge about the design space
in terms of both the controller gains and the simulation input variables.
Experiment 4.2 proved that:
1. There is no need to try to optimize each case in the design space represented by the
DoE
2. A handful of gain sets which tune the controllers for majority of the system appli-
cations can be obtained by utilizing the system design optimization enhanced by the
Monte Carlo simulations method
Experiment 4.2 verifies the second argument of Hypothesis 4, which is that the con-
trollers of the electrical system which can be tuned via gain scheduling where the schedules
are determined by jointly utilizing Monte Carlo simulations and a system design optimiza-
tion technique can be utilized to reduce the optimization efforts and obtain a few numbers
of gain sets to control the majority of the realizable cases of the DoE.
8.5 Surrogate Modeling of Transient Constraint Violations (Experiment 4.3)
In the previous sections of this chapter, the necessary experimental apparatus was prepared
to finally conduct the final experiment of Hypothesis 4. This section addresses Experiment
4.3 which is revisited below:
Experiment 4.3: Run the simulations defined by the realizable cases of the first DoE
with the appropriate timescale and the gain schedules obtained in Experiment 4.2. Define
two undesirable transient behaviors for the electric motor and set a transient constraint.
Examine each simulation result at the neighborhood of the moment where a change oc-
curred in the input signal. Identify which cases violate which constraints and categorize
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the cases based on constraint violation separately for each transient behavior. Fit surro-
gate model to the response data, and determine whether there exists a clear trend between
the mission level inputs and the constraint violations by evaluating variable importance
and performing sensitivity analysis. If there exists a relationship between the two, set up a
conditional rule set to calculate the probability of the constraints being violated based on
the mission level changes. Compare the rule sets obtained for the two transient constraints.
8.5.1 Constraint Definitions for the Significant Transients
There are many aspects to measure the power quality of an electrical system. For instance,
the aircraft electric power characteristics are defined in MIL-STD-704F by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense. [58] However, as discussed previously, these standards are not specifically
for EA/HEA concepts and thus cannot be used directly. The EPGDS used in ES/HEA ap-
plications experience dramatically higher loads than the secondary power EPGDS, and as
a result, the electrical system characteristics differ.
For instance, the RMS voltage constraint applied in Section 8.2 cannot be applied to all
of the cases of the DoE, simply because the electric motor used in this electric architecture
is a variable voltage motor. Because the motor voltage is varied by the controllers to match
the required motor speed, the constraints given for the 115 VAC systems could not be
utilized.
Due to the absence of established standards for EA/HEA, some studies in literature use
the MIL-STD-704F as basis to propose modified limits on the steady state and transient
electrical system characteristics. [122] In the following implementation, a similar approach
was taken.
The methodology proposed in Hypothesis 4 does not depend on the definition of the
constraint. It can be utilized for both steady-state and transient constraints for a given
electrical system. The resulting conditional rule set would differ for different constraint
definitions, but the methodology to generate the rule set remains the same.
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In this dissertation, the definition made by MIL-STD-704F was used for the term “tran-
sient” which is quoted directly from MIL-STD-704F (Ref. [58]) below:
“A transient is a changing value of a characteristic that usually occurs as a result of
normal disturbances such as electric load change and engine speed change. A transient
may also occur as a result of a momentary power interruption or an abnormal disturbance
such as fault clearing.
(a) Transients that do not exceed the steady state limits are defined as lesser transients.
(b) Transients that exceed the steady state limits but remain within the specified normal
transients limits are defined as normal transients.
(c) Transients that exceed normal transients limits as a result of an abnormal distur-
bance and eventually return to steady state limits are defined as abnormal tran-
sients.”
As explained previously, the significance of a transient is determined by constraint vio-
lation. Thus, the constraint definition can be made liberally to address any of the transient
categories (a,b, or c) given above. In the following application, two separate constraints and
thus two “significant transients” were identified to serve as an example implementation of
the methodology on the electrical system given in Section 8.1.
1. Voltage Sag: momentary decrease in the voltage outside the normal tolerance. [57]
The normal tolerance was chosen as to be a decrease in the AC voltage which is no
greater than 20% of the steady-state voltage.
2. Voltage Swell: momentary increase in the voltage outside the normal tolerance. [57]
The normal tolerance was chosen as to be an increase in the AC voltage which is no
greater than 20% of the steady-state voltage.
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8.5.2 Time Domain Signal Processing
Section 8.4 described how the controller gains of the system at hand were tuned sing DoE.
Good signal tracking results were obtained for 648 cases out of 1065 cases of the DoE
within a 10% relative error margin. These 648 cases were carried forward to process various
signals gathered for the EPGDS in the architecture.
Each simulation was run for 2 seconds with a sampling time step of 2 microseconds.
During each 2-second long simulation, 1,000,035 samples were gathered for each signal,
making up 648,022,680 samples in total per signal.
Since the transient constraints were defined for the AC voltage, the subsystem of in-
terest became the induction motor drive as the sole AC subsystem in the given electric
propulsion system. Out of the recorded signals previously listed in Table 8.1, the RMS
voltage response of the electric motor drive was carried forward for the signal processing
stage.
In each simulation, a mission level input was changed at precisely t=1 second. The
reaction window was set to be 0.1 seconds within a mission level change had occurred.
Then, the minimum and maximum values of the RMS voltage within t=1 s and t=1.1 s
were compared against the average RMS voltage in the neighborhood of t=0.8 s and t =
0.99 s, i.e. the steady-state RMS voltage before the system was triggered. The cases where
the RMS voltage dropped beyond 80% of the steady-state value violated the previously
set voltage sag constraint, and were tagged as such. Similarly, the cases where the RMS
voltage rose beyond 80% of the steady-state value violated the previously set voltage swell
constraint, and were tagged as such.
An example constraint violation where both the voltage oscillated beyond both the min-
imum and maximum tolerances is demonstrated in Figure 8.13, along with the system dy-
namics before, during and after the violation.
The simulation inputs and the electric motor dynamics before and at the time of the
constraint violation were also recorded for each case. In some cases, the tolerance was
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Figure 8.13: An example case where voltage exceeds minimum and maximum limits within
the reaction window. The moment of the minimum constraint violation is shown with a red
star on figure (a), and vertical red lines on figures (b), (c), and (d). The moment of the
maximum constraint violation is shown with a green dot on figure (a), and vertical green
lines on figures (b), (c), and (d).
exceeded multiple times for a given constraint. These violations were recorded separately
at each instance. The cases where no constraint violation occurred were also recorded in a
similar manner, but the time of constraint violation was changed with 1.05 seconds, that is,
0.05 s after the mission level changes had occurred.
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Table 8.3: Number of cases and instances of constraint violation per constraint type.
Event Count Sag Swell
Number of cases without violation: 603 617
Number of cases with violation: 45 31
Number of instances with violation: 117 45
The number of instances recorded were shown in Table 8.3 by case and instance. These
instances
8.5.3 Modeling the Constraint Violations
The instances recorded in the previous step were grouped into two categories based on
constraint violation per constraint type:
• Category 0: consists of the instances which did not violate the constraint
• Category 1: consists of the instances which did violate the constraint
The distribution of the number of occurrences of each category are shown Figure 8.14
by constraint type.
It can be seen from Figure 8.14 that most cases of the DoE did not violate either one of
the constraints. Compared to the swell constraint, there were 117 more instances recorded
which violated the voltage sag constraint. Moreover, it can be seen that the voltage sag
constraint violation category makes up the 21% of all the instances recorded for this con-
straint type. Whereas the voltage swell constraint violation category makes up only 7% of
all the instances recorded for the swell constraint.
A more even distribution is usually preferred in model creation so that neither of the cat-
egories would be underrepresented. However, since the Category 1 represents an undesired
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.14: Distribution of constraint violation for (a) Sag constraint, and (b) Swell con-
straint. Category “1” means constraint violated, Category “0” means no violation.
event, such an uneven distribution was expected as it is a demonstration that the developed
electrical system is in most cases capable of delivering the desired power quality.
Once the categories are established, a categorical surrogate model for each constraint
type was fit to the data. The design factors used in these models were chosen based on
the mission level changes and the state of the system before the time of the incident. The
changes in the simulation inputs were expressed in terms of the initial motor RPM refer-
ence, absolute change in the motor RPM input, initial mechanical torque input, absolute
change in the mechanical torque input, and battery state of charge.
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Table 8.4: Confusion matrix and rate for the categorical voltage sag constraint model.
Training Validation
Actual Predicted Count Actual Predicted Count
Sag 0 1 Sag 0 1
0 400 2 0 197 4
1 9 99 1 3 51
Actual Predicted Rate Actual Predicted Rate
Sag 0 1 Sag 0 1
0 0.995 0.005 0 0.980 0.020
1 0.083 0.917 1 0.056 0.944
The main reason behind selecting the design factors as these variables was to test
whether a good surrogate model could be fit to estimate the constraint violation with only
the variables calculated at the mission level. That’s why the current state of the motor was
expressed by the initial state, i.e. the values which correspond to the mission leg i, instead
of the values recorded at the instance of a constraint violation.
Due to the high complexity of the system, the Artificial Neural Network approach was
chosen as the surrogate model type. Two thirds of the data was used to train a categorical
ANN model, and the remaining one thirds was used to validate the model. As a result, two
categorical ANN models for each constraint type were obtained.
The goodness of the fit was first evaluated by the confusion matrices obtained for the
training and the validation data. The matrices are shown in Table 8.4 and Table 8.5 for the
sag and swell constraint models, respectively.
The confusion matrix displays the results in terms of true positive, false positive, true
negative and false negatives. It can be seen from Table 8.4 that the model was able to predict
the actual response with more than 90% accuracy for both the training and the validation
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Table 8.5: Confusion matrix and rate for the categorical voltage swell constraint model.
Training Validation
Actual Predicted Count Actual Predicted Count
Swell 0 1 Swell 0 1
0 379 0 0 180 5
1 0 27 1 1 17
Actual Predicted Rate Actual Predicted Rate
Swell 0 1 Swell 0 1
0 1.000 0.000 0 0.973 0.027
1 0.000 1.000 1 0.056 0.944
data. It was able to correctly predicted 99 cases out of 108 cases in the constraint violation
category (category 1), which corresponds to a success rate of 91.7%. The success rate for
the category 0 (no violation) was even higher, where the model was able to predict 400
cases out of 402; which is a success rate of 99.5%.
A similar success is seen when the model was used to predict the validation data. Val-
idation data consisted of the cases which were not used to train the model. This step was
necessary as one problem which can be faced when dealing with ANN is over-fitting the
data. This problem can be avoided by validating the model against data which was not used
in training. If the model was an over-fit, then the validation results would be poor. As it can
be seen from the Validation column of Table 8.4, this was not the case for this model. The
model correctly predicted the no-violation cases (category 1) with a 98% success rate by
missing only 4 cases out of 201. Similarly, it correctly predicted the cases which violated
the sag constraint (category 1) with a success rate of 94.4% by missing only 3 cases out of
54.
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The swell constraint model was also successful in predicting both the training and val-
idation data with a success rate over 94%, as shown in Table 8.5. In fact, the model fit on
the training data was so good that it did not miss any case in neither of the two categories.
Fortunately, this was not an over-fit as validated by the success of the predictions made on
the validation data. The model was able to correctly predict 180 Category-0 cases out of
185 data points, which resulted in a success rate of 97.3%. In spite of the low number of
data points in Category-1 with respect to Category-0, the model provided very good results
in predicted 17 of the 18 Category-1 cases correctly.
The high success rates are strong indicators that the models are able to predict either
of the two categories not by chance, but by the goodness of the fit. Nevertheless, the pre-
dicted assignments were also tested by Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC), which is
a technique to measure the quality of binary classifications in biology and machine learn-
ing. [123] MCC returns a value between -1 and 1, where -1 means that the predicted and
the observed cases are in total disagreement, 0 means there is no correlation between the
predictions and the observation, and 1 means a perfect prediction. [124]
For binary classifications, MCC is given by Eqn. 8.1 where TP and FP stand for true
and false positives, TN and FN stand for true and false negatives, respectively.
MCC =
TP ∗ TN − FP ∗ FN√
(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)
(8.1)
Table 8.6 gives the resulting MCC for training and validation predictions of each model.
MCC for all the sag constraint model returned very high values for both the training and
validation data. As a result of the goodness of the fit tests, this model was deemed accept-
able to predict the sag voltage constraint violations.
The swell model also returned high MCC values and was deemed acceptable to carry
forward. The validation MCC value of 0.839 is not a concern since it points to a reasonable
correlation between the predicted and the observed data in the MCC scale. However, the
caution made earlier about the scarceness of the Category-1 data must be reminded: had
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there been more points which violated the voltage swell constraint, this model could have
been improved further. With that being said, the low number of Category-1 cases observed
in the design space of interest also implies that this constraint is violated only under some
extreme cases, and thus should not be encountered often over the course of the actual flight
mission.
Table 8.6: Matthews correlation coefficient for the training and validation confusion matri-
ces of sag and swell constraint violation models.
Sag Constraint Model Swell Constraint Model
Training Validation Training Validation
0.935 0.918 1.0 0.839
8.5.4 Establishing the Conditional Rule Set for Step Size Determination
The categorical ANN models created in the previous section were used to predict the prob-
ability of the respective constraint violations happening. If A is the event of constraint
violation, then P (A) = 1 means a 100% probability of violating the constraint. Con-
versely, P (A) = 0 means 100% probability of not violating the constraint. Thus, the two
categories established in the previous sections were used to predict the value P (A) takes
under varying operation scenarios based on the design factors.
Voltage Sag Transient
The models were first utilized to estimate variable importance and perform sensitivity anal-
ysis. The same method used in Section 8.4 to establish variable importance was used in
these models. Figure 8.15 provides the distribution of the main and total effects of each
design factor for the voltage sag. In this figure, the main effect is an indicator of the relative
contribution of that factor alone, whereas total effect shows the variable importance of a
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factor in terms of the relative contribution of the factor both alone and combined with the
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Figure 8.15: Variable importance assessment of the voltage sag model.
It can be seen from Figure 8.15 that the two most important design variables are the
change in motor speed and mechanical torque inputs (shown with “delta RPM ref” and
“delta Tmech” in the figure). These two factors drive the overall voltage sag constraint
model. The third impact comes from the initial motor speed (“RPM ref i”). The impact of
initial mechanical torque and initial battery SOC on the model results are rather unimpor-
tant compared to the other three factors.
Figure 8.15 also shows the variable importance for each category, where the table listed
under P (Sag = 1) assesses the design factors for the constraint violation category, and
the table listed under P (Sag = 0) does the same for the no violation category. The same
distributions as the overall model can be seen in the individual models.
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The variable importance assessment is also a means to validate the model, when the
effect of the design factors are known or can be estimated by real life results. The fact
that the voltage sag constraint model is driven mostly by the changes in the mission level
behavior (i.e. simulation inputs) aligns well with the nature of this transient. Furthermore,
it also shows that the initial conditions are at lesser importance compared to the absolute
changes, which increases the confidence in the model when using for various mission level
conditions.
The variable importance report provided how much impact each design factor has on
the model predictions, but did not reveal how. The nature of the design factor impacts can
be visualized with prediction profilers, which was previously explained and used in the
sensitivity analysis performed in Section 7.3.
The prediction profiler is an interactive tool to see the impact of changing a single
variable while keeping the other factors constant. The impact made on the prediction results
depend heavily on what value the other factors are being kept fixed at. Although it is not
possible to picture all of the scenarios simulated with the prediction profilers on paper,
some important aspects are provided with snapshots from the multiple scenarios.
The first operation scenario is demonstrated with the prediction profiler in Figure 8.16.
There are two profilers in this figure: one for each category. The top row demonstrates the
probability of the event (Sag=0) happening, i.e. the probability of not violating the volt-
age sag constraint. Conversely, the bottom row demonstrates the probability of the event
(Sag=1) happening, i.e. the probability of violating the voltage sag constraint. Because
these probabilities are dependent on each other (since P (Sag = 0) + P (Sag = 1) = 1),
the effect of the design factors which are displayed on the x-axis (or columns), will be the
opposite of each other.
In this scenario, there is an initial mechanical torque input of 300 Nm on the motor
shaft at a speed of 2200 RPM. This setting corresponds to a power draw of 69.1 kW. At
this point, the battery SOC is 60%. These conditions correspond to the mission leg i. As a
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result of the mission performance analysis, the load on the motor is raised to 96.3 kW by










































































Figure 8.16: Prediction profiler of the voltage sag constraint violation predictions, Scenario
1.
At these conditions, the model predicts that the probability of a voltage sag not occur-
ring is 1, which means that there is no need to perform transient analysis to decide whether
a significant transient would occur that would cause a sag in the motor voltage outside
the predefined tolerance limits. This is a very valuable information: although there was a
change in the power requirement, the electric motor voltage is predicted to stay within the
accepted boundaries, and thus the mission performance analysis can be continued without
interruption.
Another interesting result of this scenario is that at the given operational conditions, the
only factor that would affect this decision is the change in the motor speed. This can be
seen from the flat trends of all of the design factors except the motor speed. The flat lines
means that at the given conditions, if the design factor is varied while keeping the other
factors constant, the outcome (in terms of the probability) would not change. The only
factor that can increase the probability of violating the sag constraint is the absolute change
in the motor speed. Moreover, it is not the magnitude of the speed that would cause such a
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drastic change, but the direction of the angular velocity.
The motor RPM profile in Figure 8.16 shows that the probability of sag constraint
violation increases if and only if the electric motor is decelerated from its initial condition.
In fact, even a slight deceleration would be enough to increase the probability of a sag
occurring to 100%. In fact, the impact of the absolute change in the motor speed is so
dominant that the other factors, when individually varied while the other factors were kept
constant at the shown values, had almost no impact on the outcome.
However, as explained previously, the impact of the design factors are not always as
shown in Figure 8.16, and the trends can change when the conditions are changed. To











































































Figure 8.17: Prediction profiler of the voltage sag constraint violation predictions, Scenario
2.
In the second scenario shown in Figure 8.17, the motor speed remains constant at its
initial speed of 2100 RPM. The battery is at the same state of charge of 60% as it was in
the first scenario. This time, the mechanical torque requirement was increased from 140
Nm to 266 Nm, increasing the load on the motor from 30.8 kW to 58.5 kW at a constant
speed. As it can be seen from the profiler, at the given conditions each design factor has a
substantial impact on the predicted result, contrarily to the previous scenario.
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At these conditions, the model predicts that there is a 87.3% probability of violating
the electric motor voltage sag constraint. When these conditions are encountered at the
mission level analysis, the step size should be decreased to the appropriate timescale to
perform transient analysis due to the high probability of a constraint violation. Or as an
alternative to performing transient analysis, the same power requirement could be met at
different motor speed and torque settings based on the trends seen in the prediction profiler.
It should be noted that the trend seen in the initial mechanical torque in Figure 8.17
might seem peculiar due to the oscillation followed by a rapid change in the trend as the
torque decreases. However, the increment in the probability of a violation not occurring as
the mechanical torque is dropped is natural as the motor torque drops to zero and the load
on the motor is removed. Same is true for the negative change in the torque.
An interesting relation between the battery SOC and the probability of constraint vi-
olation can also be seen in Figure 8.17. The up-and-down trend in P (Sag = 0) due to
the battery SOC reflects the response of the electrical system as a whole, and not only the
electric motor. As the battery gets discharged, the battery voltage drops. As a result, the
voltage conversion at the DC bus and thus the current carried through change. Thus, the
dynamic response of the electrical system varies with the SOC.
Many different scenarios can be populated with the prediction profiler. As it can be
seen from the two example scenarios provided above, even a slight variation in the design
factors can change the electrical system characteristics and thus the probability of having
a constraint violation. In complex systems such as these, it might be impossible to put
boundaries on the design variables individually to express how the system would react as
the impact might depend heavily on the state of the remaining design factors.
At this point, the strength of the surrogate model comes into play. The created cate-
gorical ANN model can be used to predict the probability of violating a constraint without
sacrificing computational resources to conduct transient analysis at unnecessary conditions.
The necessity can be established based on the confidence level on the surrogate model, and
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how important a constraint violation is.
Hypothesis 4 proposed establishing a conditional rule set to determine when the tem-
poral step size of the analysis should be changed to perform transient analysis. For this
implementation, this conditional rule set was defined as the following mathematical ex-
pression in the light of the results obtained above:
τ =

2 µs, if P (Sag = 1)i > 0.5
τi, if 0 ≤ P (Sag = 1)i ≤ 0.5
(8.2)
where τ is the adaptive temporal step size, τi is the mission analysis step size for the
mission leg i. τi is determined inherently by the mission analysis algorithm, but the order
is minutes.
Eqn. 8.2 sets a conditional rule to change the step size τ based on the probability of a
voltage sag constraint being violated. It reads as:
• If the probability of a sag voltage constraint violation is more than 50%, then change
the time step to 2 microseconds to conduct transient analysis
• If the probability of a sag voltage constraint violation is 50% or less, carry on to
mission performance analysis without changing the time step
The 50% limit was determined based on the model. Since the model passed the good-
ness of the fit tests, and there was enough data to represent both categories, the limit was
set such that transient analysis would be done only when the model was indecisive, or
confident about a constraint violation.
The probability of P (Sag = 1) was determined based on the prediction function ζsag
which the categorical ANN model produced as follows:
P (Sag = 1)i = ζ(∆Φi)sag
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The prediction function ζ is a function of ∆Φi which was earlier defined as the change
in a subset of mission level requirements between the beginning of the mission leg i and
the end of the mission leg i+ 1, given by:
∆Φi = Φi+1 − Φi;
For the categorical ANN model in this application, ∆Φi consists of the relative change
in motor speed (expressed by the initial motor RPM and absolute change in motor RPM),
relative change in mechanical torque of the motor (expressed by the initial motor torque and
absolute change in motor torque), and the initial condition of the battery state of charge.
Voltage Swell Transient
The same approach taken for predicting the probability of a voltage swell occurring was
followed for the second voltage swell model. First, the variable importance was assessed
to inspect whether the model was driven by a few or all of the design factors. The results
are presented in Figure 8.18.
It can be seen by comparing Figure 8.18 to Figure 8.15 that the design variables of the
voltage swell model have a more evenly distributed total effect on the predicted response
than the voltage sag model. In Figure 8.15, it was seen that the trend in the main effects of
the design factors aligned with their total effects, meaning if a factor had high importance
by itself, it also had a high (even increased) importance when its effect was combined with
the other factors.
In Figure 8.18, however, it can be seen that although the total effect of the absolute
change in motor torque input is high, its main effect is rather low compared to the rest of
the factors. This indicates to a significant interaction between this factor and the others.
This is not unusual for a complex system like the one that is being studied.
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Figure 8.18: Variable importance assessment of the voltage swell model.
for the voltage swell model as well. The prediction profiler set up for Scenario 1 is demon-
strated in Figure 8.19 for the voltage sag model.
For the current operation conditions given in Figure 8.19, the categorical model predicts
that the probability of the electric motor dynamics violating the swell constraint is almost
non-existing. Thus, the models predict that the conditions given in Scenario 1 do not trigger
a significant transient in terms of voltage sags or swells.
The trends seen in Figure 8.19 for the swell constraint are somewhat different that
those seen in Figure 8.16 for the sag constraint. At the given operation conditions, the
main driver which can change the probability of a swell constraint violation drastically is
the absolute change in motor speed. In fact, this trend is almost the same as the one seen
in Figure 8.16 previously with the voltage sag model. In both cases, the probability of a














































































Figure 8.19: Prediction profiler of the voltage swell constraint violation predictions, Sce-
nario 1.
factors remain constant.
Contrary to the sag model, the swell model predicts that a change in the other factors
can also cause a swell voltage constraint violation. For instance, if the mechanical load
is removed instantly (i.e. absolute change in mechanical torque is set to -300 Nm, which
means a zero torque at the end of the mission leg since the initial torque is also 300 Nm),
then the probability of a swell constraint occurring increases slightly. Similarly, if there
were no load at the beginning of the mission leg i (which corresponds to a zero initial
mechanical torque), then a sudden increase in the mechanical torque by 100 Nm is highly
likely to cause a swell constraint violation, as P(Swell=1) increases to almost 1. Similar to
the sag trends, these constraint violations due to a sudden change in the load align with the
results from literature. [57]
A peculiar trend is seen at low SOC levels, since the probability of constraint violation
first increases and then rapidly drops. This might have been caused by two things: first,
because this drop is observed at such a low SOC level, i.e. the edge of the design space,
there might not have been enough points to train the ANN model correctly. Second, the
voltage drops rapidly as the battery is discharged close to its limit, which is in this case,
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20% SOC. This sudden change in the voltage characteristics of the electrical system might
have a positive impact on the voltage swell transient.
The second scenario was not replicated for the swell constraint, as the results turned out
to be similar to the ones seen in Scenario 1. Instead, a rather rare case of voltage constraint
violation was found at different mission conditions and demonstrated in the prediction













































































Figure 8.20: Prediction profiler of the voltage swell constraint violation predictions, Sce-
nario 3.
The scenario shown in Figure 8.20 produces a high probability of voltage swell con-
straint violation, as P(Swell=1) was predicted to be 98.7%. In this scenario, the mechanical
torque was decreased from 100 Nm to 0 Nm, while the motor speed was slightly increased
from 1900 RPM to 1950 RPM at a battery SOC if 40%.
It can be seen from the trends that there are multiple ways of avoiding the constraint
violation, such as having a higher initial motor speed, higher initial torque, a higher initial
SOC, or not changing the motor speed. The latter one is an interesting result. In terms of the
absolute change in the motor speed, the probability of not violating the swell constraint (i.e.
P (Swell = 0) spikes up only when there is no change for the given conditions. This can be
explained by the following discussion: any change in motor speed is delivered by a change
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in the motor voltage by the controllers. It is likely that the given conditions are not the best
operational conditions for the motor and its controllers, and thus it is highly probable that
even the slightest acceleration or deceleration could cause an undesired transient in terms
of a voltage swell.
After studying the voltage swell model, a conditional rule set for this transient was
written as given in Eqn. 8.3.
τ =

2 µs, if P (Sag = 1)i > 0.4
τi, if 0 ≤ P (Sag = 1)i ≤ 0.6
(8.3)
Eqn. 8.3 translates into:
• If the probability of a swell voltage constraint violation is more than 40%, then
change the time step to 2 microseconds to conduct transient analysis
• If the probability of a swell voltage constraint violation is 40% or less, carry on to
mission performance analysis without changing the time step
It can be seen that this rule set is slightly different than the sag constraint rule set given
in Eqn. 8.2. There were two reasons that played an important role in this decision. First,
it was seen that only the 7% of all observations violated the voltage swell constraint. This
means that the number of times which the model would predict a 40% or higher probability
of violating the swell constraint is expected to be low. Thus, because this scenario was not
expected to be encountered as often, it was decided that a lower limit on whether the step
size should be lowered to perform transient analysis could be afforded. Second, the low
number of observations slightly reduced the confidence in the model’s predictions. Thus, a
lower limit was selected in order not to miss any probable constraint violations.
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8.5.5 Summary of the Results of Experiment 4.3
Experiment 4.3 closes the loop for the methodology proposed in Hypothesis 4 by providing
a proof of concept as to how a relationship can be established between the operational
scenarios which might be encountered and the significant transients. This relationship was
defined based on a set of intelligently designed experiments conducted a-priori to mission
analysis, so that the computational burden could be minimized, As a result, two conditional
rule sets were defined for two significant transients.
The conditional rule sets gave the probability of triggering a significant transient based
on only the mission level factors. Thus, Experiment 4.3 proved that:
1. There is no need to perform transient analysis every time a mission level change
occurs
2. The event of a constraint violation (i.e. triggering a significant transient) can be
modeled by a categorical surrogate modeling technique
3. It is possible to predict where and when a significant transient could occur during a
flight by performing sensitivity analysis using prediction profilers before conducting
mission performance analysis
4. The predictions can be made based on only the operational conditions and very lim-
ited to no amount of knowledge about the electrical system dynamics during the
mission analysis
Experiment 4.3 proves that the probability of a transient occurring can be established
by a conditional rule set determined a-priori by fitting a categorical surrogate model to the
transient signal at the neighborhood of the time at which the mission level change occurred.
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8.6 Sizing and Performance Evaluation of a Novel Propulsion Architecture (Exper-
iment 1)
This section brings all of the building blocks which make up the developed methodolog-
ical framework, E-PASS, together. Furthermore, the methodological steps, revisited in
Figure 8.21, are summarized and applied on a use case scenario.
As explained previously, E-PASS is suitable to size and evaluate the performance of
novel architectures, including electric and hybrid-electric propulsion systems. Previous
examples given in Chapter 7 demonstrated how the steps 1 to 6 are applied on different
aircraft designs. Here, the loop is closed by continuing the design process with steps 7 to
9.
To this end, the parallel hybrid electric aircraft studied in Chapter 7.4 was revisited.
This aircraft, previously called Design 1, was sized to fly a design mission range of 100
nautical miles and its power management schedule was optimized for minimum fuel burn.
This was accomplished by applying the following steps of E-PASS:
1. Initialization
• The process was started with a notional aircraft configuration, which was the
baseline aircraft with the conventional propulsion system. The point perfor-
mance requirements of the Cessna 172 aircraft were inherited by maintaining
its wing and power loading. The mission performance requirements were de-
fined by a climb-cruise-descent type of mission where the design range was
set to 100 nautical miles, and the reserve mission duration to 15 minutes. The
useful payload was 163.3 kg.
2. Subsystem Architecture Definition
• The propulsion system was defined by two energy sources (battery and fuel),



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(propeller). The EPGDS architecture was chosen to be a parallel hybrid-electric
one, where the relevant interrelationship matrices were given in Equations 5.55
and 5.56 in Chapter 5.5.
3. Disciplinary Analysis
• The aerodynamics of the aircraft were computed using the drag polar of the
baseline aircraft, as explained in Chapter 6.3. The empty weight of the aircraft
was obtained by the component-based weight estimation technique using the
equations given in Table 7.2. The propulsion performance was estimated by the
propulsion system performance function Φpsp described in Chapter 6.2. The
electrical system characteristics were calculated using the high level EPGDS
models developed in Chapter 5. The models were chosen and connected ac-
cording to the architecture definition made in Step 2.
• Initially, EPGDS weights were guessed and added onto the empty weight to
calculate the takeoff gross weight. After the initial step, Iteration 1 on empty
weight took place every time the disciplinary analysis was performed. This is
because the empty weight was initially estimated from the geometry, the new
empty weight required different sizes of EPGDS which eventually changed the
geometry in turn. Iteration 1 continued until a convergence on empty weight is
reached.
4. Sizing and Synthesis
• The sizing and synthesis process was performed by maintaining the wing and
power loading of the baseline aircraft (instead of explicitly performing con-
straint analysis), and flying the given design mission profile by utilizing the
mission segment functions outlined in Chapter 6.4. The required energy to fly
the given mission was calculated and budgeted between the two energy sources.
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5. High-level Subsystem Performance
• The energy sources were resized based on the required energy from each energy
source. The new weight of the energy sources changed the takeoff gross weight
of the aircraft. As a result, the aircraft was resized by going back to Step 3.
The power and thrust sources were also resized using the high-level EPGDS
models. Iteration 2 on took place until the takeoff gross weight calculated at
Step 3 agreed with the one calculated at Step 4.
6. Power Management Optimization
• Once Iteration 2 converged on a vehicle design, its design and mission perfor-
mance were fed into the optimizer set up in Chapter 7.4 for the minimum fuel
burn objective. Four control points were placed at the beginning and the end of
climb and cruise segments. The control variables in between the control points
were obtained by linear interpolation. The optimizer found the optimum power
split schedule and sent them back to the Generic Mission Analysis block. Ac-
cording to the new energy requirement from energy sources, Iteration 3 took
place by returning back to Step 5. Iteration was continued until the weight of
the energy sources converged under the optimum power schedule.
• Note that the optimum schedule changes at each iteration of Iteration 3 with
changing aircraft design and mission performance. Also note that in this exam-
ple, the power management optimizer was used within the design mission and
thus was a big part of the sizing process. In an off-design mission, Iteration 3
would not necessitate aircraft resizing.
The resulting design and its performance characteristics were shown in Table 7.8 and
the mission profile in Figure 7.8. The next sections describe how the remaining steps were
applied on the same aircraft design example. More specifically, Section 8.6.1 describes to
the Temporal Step Sizer block in Step 7 and how the significant transients are captured in
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Step 8.a, for various use-case scenarios. Section 8.6.2 corresponds to Step 9.a, discussing
how capturing the significant transients impact the overall design.
8.6.1 Utilization of the Conditional Rule Set within the Mission
This section provides an example use case scenario for the conditional rule sets. The con-
ditional rule set defined for the sag voltage in Eqn. 8.2 was tested on the parallel hybrid
electric aircraft (called Design 1) which was previously sized to fly a design mission range
of 100 nautical miles and its power management schedule was optimized for minimum fuel
burn. The design and performance characteristics of this concept was shown in Table 7.8
and the mission profile in Figure 7.8.
First, the prediction formula obtained from the categorical ANN model created for volt-
age sag constraint violations was utilized to find the probability of encountering a signifi-
cant voltage sag during the design mission. The results are shown in Figure 8.22 where the
probability of a sag occurring was plotted against the mission time.
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Figure 8.22: Probability of a sag occurring during the design mission of “Design 1 parallel
hybrid electric aircraft with a 100 nautical miles of design range”.
The points shown on the Figure 8.22 correspond to the mission legs. It can be seen
from this figure that only a single point in the mission was predicted to trigger a signifi-
cant transient response. When compared to the hybridization factor profile of this aircraft
which was previous provided in Figure 7.8, it can be seen that this point corresponds to the
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Table 8.7: Required performance from the electric motor before and during the critical
mission leg.
Motor Power [kW] Motor RPM Mech. Torque [Nm] Battery SOC
Leg i 25.23 2100 114.74 99.05%
Leg i+1 49.44 2100 224.81 98.96%
beginning of the cruise segment where the power requirement was solely supplied by the
electric motor, and the internal combustion engine was idle.
The required mechanical power, mechanical torque and the speed of the electric motor
are listed in Table 8.7 at the initial conditions which were used to predict the voltage sag
(mission leg i) as well as the instance the mission leg at which the sag was predicted to occur
(leg i+1). It can be seen from this table that the power required from the electric motor
increases by almost 96% during the transition between the climb and cruise segments.
According to the conditional rule set given in Eqn. 8.2, the transient analysis only need
to be performed at the end of the climb segment where a constraint violation was predicted
by the categorical ANN model. The results of the transient analysis is shown in Figure 8.23.
The simulation was started 1 second before the change in the hybridization factor and thus
the power required from the electric motor, thus the operational change occurs at exactly
t=1s. As it can be seen in Figure 8.23, the categorical ANN model was correct in its
prediction.
This provides a valuable information: the changes in the electrical power requirements
during the climb segment (where the electric motor was utilized through varying hybridiza-
tion factors, i.e. power split) did not cause the motor RMS voltage to go beyond the tol-
erance limit. It was only when the transition between the climb and the cruise segments
had occurred that the sag was predicted to be encountered. If this information had been
not known, then one would have to perform transient analysis for the whole course of a
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Figure 8.23: Transient analysis of Design 1 at the time of the sag constraint violation
prediction.
mission and spend a considerable amount of computational resources.
As discussed before, this is a result of the optimized power split schedule. At the
transition between the climb and the cruise segments, the engine was switched to the idle
condition; leaving the electric motor to be responsible for supplying all of the operational
power alone. This also corresponds to another critical condition where the engine goes
out during the cruise segment. In fact, the use-cases can be populated to test the “engine
inoperative” and “motor inoperative” scenarios at both the climb and cruise segments.
Engine Inoperative at Climb
The designed electrical system was tested for the case of an engine failure during the climb
segment. Each mission leg of the climb segment was taken individually to be the initial
condition of the voltage sag test, without any modifications on the flight or motor condi-
tions. The subsequent mission leg, however, was altered such that the total power required
to maintain the desired mission performance now comes from the electric motor alone.
Then, the categorical ANN model was used to predict the probability of a voltage sag. The
results are given in Figure 8.24. The points in this figure represent the probability of the
sag constraint violation in case of an engine failure at each mission leg, separately.
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Figure 8.24: Probability of a sag occurring in the case of an engine failure during the climb
segment.
Figure 8.24 shows that switching the power management such that the electric motor
becomes solely responsible for all the power required to maintain the desired climb profile
does not trigger a significant transient at any leg in the climb segment. This means that the
designed electrical system is capable of bearing an engine failure during climb.
To validate the categorical ANN model, a random point (which was circled with blue
in Figure 8.24) was selected at about the middle of the climb and the transient analysis was
conducted in the same way as the previous example. The results of the transient analysis
for this point is given in Figure 8.25.
As it can be seen in Figure 8.25, the transient behavior changes slightly shortly after the
change in the power requirement takes place (at t = 1 s), but stays within the predetermined
boundaries (20% of the steady-state voltage) which was shown with red dashed lines. Thus,
this result validates the outcome of the categorical ANN model and the conditional rule set
defined for the voltage sag constraint.
Electric Motor Inoperative at Climb
Figure 8.26 shows the same test performed this time for the case of an electric motor failure
during the climb segment. Each point in this figure shows the probability of a voltage sag
at each mission leg if the motor goes out.
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Figure 8.25: Transient analysis of Design 1 for the engine inoperative at about the middle
of the climb scenario.
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Figure 8.26: Probability of a sag occurring in the case of an electric motor failure during
the climb segment.
As it can be seen from Figure 8.26, the categorical ANN model predicts that the prob-
ability of a sag constraint violation at each point of the climb segment to be higher than
95%. According to the conditional rule set, this means that if the electric motor goes out
at any point during the climb segment, a significant voltage sag transient will occur at that
moment of motor failure.
The transient analysis done at the same point in the climb segment as the previous
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example, circled in blue, validates this result. The reaction window for this point was
shown in Figure 8.27. As it can be seen from this figure, the transient response changes
its behavior shortly after the electric motor goes out. The transient response exceeds the
acceptable limits and violates the constraint multiple times.
Figure 8.27: Transient analysis of Design 1 for the electric motor inoperative at about the
middle of the climb scenario.
Electric Motor Inoperative at Cruise
Similar to the previous cases, Figure 8.28 shows the same test performed for an electric
motor failure during this time at the cruise segment. Each point in this figure shows the
probability of a voltage sag at each mission leg if the motor goes out during cruise.
The results are similar to the previous case. This is expected since the direction of
change in terms of the electrical load is the same as the previous case. Moreover, the
amount of change is even bigger due to the original power split schedule demanding 100%
electric propulsion during cruise compared to the hybrid climb segment.
As discussed earlier, the conditional rule set deems all of the points shown in Figure8.28
to be constraint violations. Thus, if an electric motor failure occurs at any point of the
cruise segment, the electrical system will experience an undesired voltage sag. Similar
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Figure 8.28: Probability of a sag occurring in the case of an electric motor failure during
the cruise segment.
to the previous cases, the transient analysis was conducted for a randomly selected point,
circled in blue in Figure 8.28. The transient behavior before and after the electric motor
becomes inoperative is given in Figure 8.29.
Figure 8.29: Transient analysis of Design 1 for the electric motor inoperative at about the
middle of the cruise scenario.
Figure 8.29 shows that the dynamic RMS voltage exceeds the constraints shortly after
the electric motor goes out. The results of the transient analysis are once again in agreement
with the prediction made by the conditional rule set.
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8.6.2 Implications of Capturing Transient Constraint Violations
Utilization of the conditional rule set for the previous example revealed an undesired volt-
age sag transient at one point of the mission during normal operations. The analyses were
extended to capture abnormal operational conditions, including engine and electric motor
inoperative cases, separately.
The results for the abnormal operation scenario were rather expected due to the sudden
and drastic change in the amount of load carried by the electrical system. If the applied
constraints are critical constraints which must not be violated at any point in the mission
for both normal and abnormal operating conditions, then these results clearly imply that
the designed electrical system is not suitable to be used with the given mission schedule.
There are two sides to solving this problem: manipulating the mission, and/or the
EPGDS design. Changing the mission characteristics might be a quicker solution, but
whether it can be afforded depends on the type of the problem. For instance, the constraint
violation seen at the transition phase from the climb to the cruise segment in the normal
operation example can be avoided by a simple change in the power management schedule.
Figure 8.30 shows how the probability of a sag constraint violation varies for a range
of absolute changes in the mechanical torque of the electric motor during the transition
from climb to cruise segments. The red dot in this figure corresponds to the constraint
violation shown in Figure 8.22. As it can be seen from Figure 8.30, the probability of
constraint violation drops below 50% as the absolute change in mechanical torque drops
below 93 Nm. According to the conditional rule set for the sag voltage, any condition
below 50% chance of constraint violation is considered to be within the constraint limits
without necessitating transient analysis.
An example modification is shown in Table 8.8. The leg i+1 was modified from its
original which was previously given in Table 8.7. By changing the power split such that
the electric motor supplies 43.98 kW of power at point i+1 instead of 49.44 kW where the
difference is taken over by the engine, the probability of a sag constraint violation drops
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Figure 8.30: Probability of a sag occurring at the climb-cruise transition phase as a function
of the absolute change in the mechanical torque of the electric motor.
Table 8.8: Modified performance required from the electric motor before and during the
critical mission leg.
Motor Power [kW] Motor RPM Mech. Torque [Nm] Battery SOC
Leg i 25.23 2100 114.74 99.05%
Leg i+1 43.98 2100 200.00 98.96%
down from 99% to a striking 18%.
The transient analysis performed at this point confirm that a voltage sag has been
avoided by this small change in the power split between the electric motor and the en-
gine at the point of transition. Since it was the abrupt change in the mechanical torque of
the electric motor rather that caused the sag, the optimum power management schedule can
then be applied again for the rest of the points of the mission without encountering any
significant voltage sag transients. This is because the optimum schedule do not require for
such an increase in the mechanical torque ever again in the remaining parts of the mission.
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However, such a quick and easy solution might not always be enough to avoid a con-
straint violation, such as is the case for the abnormal operations. In such cases, the second
option is to change the design of the electrical system components, or on a greater scale its
architecture. Although this could be costly due to the amount of subject matter expertise,
computational work and analysis which need to be re-run, it is in many cases the ideal and
sometimes the only solution.
In order to improve the power quality of the given electrical system under the afore-
mentioned abnormal operations, the subsystems must be re-sized such that they are able
to handle the expected abrupt changes in the electric load on the system. If the EPGDS
design is fixed, then another solution could be to change the EPGDS architecture instead.
As emphasized earlier, such efforts require subject-matter expertise and are not in the scope
of this work. However, one way to utilize the information obtained from this work is to
use the characteristics of the electric load experienced in the critical conditions as the tar-
geted performance while re-designing the EPGDS and/or the architecture. These targets
can be set as objectives in a multi-disciplinary optimization problem to solve for the design
requirements for each component of the electrical network.
Moreover, the sensitivity analysis performed earlier shows which aspects of the elec-
trical network needs to be improved. For instance, the prediction profilers shown in Fig-
ures 8.16 and 8.17 indicate that the main reason for a voltage sag constraint violation is
the motor speed reduction. The components of the network can be re-sized to handle such
changes in the motor speed, which translates into the change in the electrical current within
the network.
If an architecture change is made on the EPGDS level, the subsystem architecture def-
inition changes. This necessitates the design process outlined in Figure 8.21 must be re-
initiated starting at Step 2. If the architecture is kept the same but an EPGDS is re-sized,
then the design process must be re-initiated starting at Step 5. Since the new design gen-
erally means new mission performance and new dynamic responses, the transient analysis
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approach must also be repeated, resulting in a final iteration process, Iteration 4. The iter-
ation continues until the EPGDS dynamics remain within the acceptable region under all
important conditions.
It can easily be seen that the aircraft design changes due to the requirements regarding
the subsystem dynamics. What’s more, because the impact of the significant transients
were captured at the conceptual design stage, re-designing the aircraft now requires much
less effort compared to the traditional way of performing the transient analysis in later
design stages where the aircraft design might be more or less frozen.
As discussed previously, capturing the dynamic response of EPGDS in electric and hy-
brid electric aircraft are much more important than their conventional counterparts, because
these subsystems must handle much greater electrical loads than secondary subsystems.
Although a conventional, fuel-burning aircraft could have been sized with the traditional
sizing approach, these novel designs could not have been properly sized without taking the
dynamics into account.
8.7 Generalizability of the Approach
The transient analysis approach demonstrated in this chapter requires a bunch of cases to
be run a-priori. The DoE approach maximizes the amount of knowledge about the design
space with minimum effort. The upper and lower bounds selected for the design space
vary depending on the nature of the problem, the region of interest and the availability of
computational resources. Generally, the larger the design space, the more number of cases
should be run to accurately describe it.
The confidence in the created surrogate models is limited by the chosen boundaries
of the design variable space. In order to preserve generalizability of this approach, it is
recommended to define the design space larger than the expected operational bounds. This
way, the aforementioned DoEs can be designed and run only once in advance, while still
enabling the use of the same surrogate models (both for gain tuning and constraint analysis)
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in case the mission requirements or performance change.
Another limitation comes from the design of the components within the electrical sys-
tem. If changes are made to the design of the related EPGDS or the architecture inside
the control volume such that the performance of the electrical system also changes greatly,
then both the constraint analysis model must be redone.
On the other hand, the gain tuning model may or may not be affected by the said
changes, and must be checked to determine whether it can be used without any modifi-
cations or a new model is needed. This highly depends on the nature of the change made in
the design, as well as on which subsystem it was made. It might also be the case that while
some gain parameters do not need to be re-tuned, some do. In this case, the system design
optimization approach enhanced by Monte Carlo simulations should be repeated only for
the parameters which requires re-tuning.
To sum up, the initial design space definition should be done keeping in mind that the
mission profile or the mission performance might change further down the road. Although
a larger design space requires more cases to be run a-priori, it can minimize the efforts
that might be required later on, keeping the approach generalizable for multiple mission
scenarios. If a subsystem is re-sized or the architecture of the electrical network is changed,
the gain tuning models must be checked before attempting to reuse. However, since the
response of the system would change, the categorical model must be recreated.
8.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a proof of concept for the methodology proposed in Hypothesis 4.
The main motivation behind this hypothesis was to find a new way of integrating transient
analysis into mission performance analysis without bringing the computational burden that
comes with the drastically small time steps necessary to capture the transients. This was
accomplished by utilizing the available information about the changes in the state of the
aircraft and its propulsion requirements at the mission level.
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This chapter demonstrated how the methodology can be implemented for the electric
propulsion branch of a general aviation EA/HEA concept. The methodology explains how
a conditional rule set can be written for any transient as a function of only mission level
variables. Moreover, this chapter also provided a way of tuning the controllers of an elec-
trical system for numerous design cases at only a few iterations.
The gain tuning and scheduling step is optional and could be skipped if subject-matter
expertise is available. However, if such an expertise is not available, then tuning the con-
trollers of even a rather simple system can be very expensive due to the considerable amount
and variety of controller variables. In such cases, system design optimization techniques
can be utilized to find the optimum gain settings that would minimize the controller error.
However, when a large design space is to be investigated, a single controller gain set might
not be enough to control the system response at every point of the design space.
Such a case was demonstrated in Section 8.4 of the current chapter. The immediate
problem that was run into was that the design space was too big to try to optimize each and
every case defined by the DoE. At this point, random cases could have been selected for the
optimization problem with the intent of testing the optimized gain set with the remaining
cases. However, two potential problems arose with this approach.
First, it was not known a-priori whether all the cases in the design space expressed by
the DoE were physically realizable. Thus, an optimizer might not have been able to find a
gain set to track the given signal for a randomly selected case if that case was outside the
physical capabilities of the electrical system. Second, an initial condition assignment was
necessary for most of the considered optimization techniques suitable for the dimensional-
ity and the dynamic nature of the problem. Moreover, there usually are multiple and even
distinct gain combinations that would optimize the system at a given condition. By setting
up the optimization problem with a random initial condition, the optimization could have
landed on a local minimum that would optimize the tested case, but most probably not the
majority of the cases.
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As a solution to these problems, the optimization was enhanced by the implementation
of Monte Carlo simulations. A separate DoE was created to represent a larger design
space of the simulation input variables and the controller gains. For these simulations the
response metric was set to be the error between a previously defined reference signal and
the actual response as a function of time. In the example application, this signal was the
motor speed response in accordance with the chosen motor control approach. Then, an
Artificial Neural Network model was fit to the response.
This ANN model was used to determine which cases were physically realizable; and of
those cases which are realizable, which particular case could be used to represent the most
common characteristics of the realizable cases. Moreover, the model was also utilized to
make an intelligent guess for the initial conditions, so that the optimizer would produce the
gain set which although was optimized for a single case, would also give acceptable results
for the majority of cases.
By repeating this gain tuning procedure twice, two gain sets were identified for the
majority of cases with a little optimization effort. The resulting gain sets were scheduled
such that each time a particular combination of simulation inputs were given, an algorithm
automatically selected the best gain set out of the two available.
Once the electrical system was tuned, transient analysis were conducted. Two examples
were provided in terms of transient constraints: a voltage sag constraint and a voltage swell
constraint, both for the electric motor in the electric propulsion branch. The literature
provides some trends on when these transients might become significant, i.e. violate the
established constraints. For instance, it is known that a voltage sag might occur when there
is a sudden increase in the load. [57] However, the following questions could not have been
answered without performing detailed, transient analysis: How much change is too much?
How sudden is too sudden? What other conditions could increase the chances of having a
voltage sag or a swell?
The answer to these questions depend on the characteristics of the electrical system at
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hand, and thus there are no global boundaries on the operational conditions. This is where
the strength of the proposed methodology lies: with this methodology, such boundaries can
be discovered for a given electrical system by defining a big or small of a design space,
adjusted based on the available computational resources and the desired level of detail.
The categorical surrogate modeling technique described in this chapter was found to be
the most suitable surrogate modeling approach based on many experiments conducted with
different techniques such as modeling the continuous signal of interest in the time-domain,
modeling the continuous signal of interest in the frequency-domain, modeling the relative
change in the transient, etc. None of these modeling approaches yielded acceptable results,
because they demanded more information about the subsystem characteristics which could
only be provided by transient analysis.
However, the main goal of this study was to find a way of predicting when a transient
might occur solely based on mission level variables, so that maximum amount of knowl-
edge could be gained with minimum amount of information on the subsystem dynamics.
This methodology achieved this goal based on a bi-level categorical approach which pro-
vided a way of predicting the probability of a significant transient occurring based on the
operational changes.
The methodology suits to various expertise levels by providing a flexibility in terms of
the how a significant transient is defined, how the controllers of a system is tuned, and how
the conditional rule set is determined.
Because the categorical surrogate modeling technique described in this methodology
provides the probability of encountering a significant transient rather than absolute results,
the resulting conditional rule set can be adjusted based on the knowledge and expertise
about the electrical system, the relative importance of the significant transient compared
to the other significant transient events, the amount of available computational resources,
the amount of detail desired to bring to the conceptual design stage, and so on. Two ex-
amples on how the rule set can be adjusted for different transient events were provided in
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the previous sections by the discussions made on how the two conditional rule sets were
established.
Furthermore, the definition of a significant transient can be changed based on the spe-
cific implementation, research needs and computational resources. This flexibility was
required due to the lack of standards established for electric propulsion. Thus, this method-
ology can be utilized for different standards and transients by simply changing the transient
constraints put on the subsystem dynamics regardless of how a significant transient is de-
fined.
To sum up, three experiments were conducted to test the validity of Hypothesis 4. The
results of all three experiments proved that the methodology proposed in this hypothesis
can be used to determine the probability of where and when a significant transient could
occur, based only on mission level information, so that the transient analysis can be inte-
grated into the mission performance analysis and thus the aircraft conceptual design stage
while minimizing the computational burden that comes with it. Thus, Hypothesis 4 was
substantiated by Experiments 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
After completing Experiment Set 4, all of the building blocks which make up the
methodological framework were validated. Next, Experiment 1 which brought all of the
other experiments was conducted. Experiment 1 demonstrated how each step of E-PASS
was performed to size a parallel hybrid-electric aircraft, evaluate its mission performance,
optimize its power management schedule, and capture any significant transients under the
normal operation (i.e. design mission profile) as well as some abnormal operational sce-
narios.
Since undesired transient behaviors were captured using the categorical model, two
possible actions to fix it were discussed. The first one was to change the power split between
the power sources such that the electrical system in question did not have to deal with a
sudden change in the load. Although this was a quick and easy fix, it might not always
work. The first issue with this solution is that a change in the power split might not be
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desired or even feasible in case of an electric aircraft. Secondly, it does not address the
possibility of losing some or all of the other power sources, where the electrical system
must be able to endure such a change.
The second option was to resize the components which make up the electrical system
such that they were powerful or stable enough when faced with such conditions. Thanks
to the sensitivity analysis which the surrogate modeling technique enabled, a connection
between the dynamic response of the electrical system and the physical properties of its
components could easily be obtained. This provided a strong point of reference in terms
of which component(s) to resize, and the direction of change of the response relative to the
change in the component and/or architecture choices.
It was pointed out how capturing the significant transient could impact the overall air-
craft design, and why it is very important to include these additional analysis into the
conceptual design stage. Without the approaches taken in E-PASS, capturing the dynamic
response under various scenarios would have required much more effort, and might have
not been practical at all with limited computational resources.
Thus, Experiment 1 substantiated the over-arching hypothesis of this dissertation, i.e.
Hypothesis 1, by demonstrating that the aircraft sizing and synthesis process was gener-
alized by the developed methodology, such that adequate comparisons between different
types of primary power generation and distribution subsystems and candidate architectures




This chapter concludes the dissertation by providing a summary of conclusions, contribu-
tions, and recommendations for future work.
9.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, a methodological framework was proposed for the sizing, integration
and performance evaluation of dynamic electric power generation and distribution subsys-
tems and architectures. The overarching hypothesis was divided into three parts, i.e. three
hypotheses, based on the necessary capabilities developed to achieve the research objec-
tive. The methodology was applied on a modeling and simulation environment and as a
result, an integrated electric and hybrid electric aircraft sizing and synthesis tool was built.
This tool was then used to conduct a series of experiments to substantiate each hypothesis.
The development of the methodological framework started with the sizing and synthesis
block defined by Hypothesis 2. This block was at the core of the framework, and built by
modifying the traditional aircraft sizing and synthesis approach to perform electric and
hybrid electric aircraft studies.
The sizing and synthesis block has the following capabilities:
• Component based weight estimations
• Generic and energy-based mission performance analysis
• Simultaneous sizing of EPGDS through parametric, physics-based models
• Flexible propulsion architectures
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The component based weight estimation approach was needed to accommodate novel
aircraft concepts such as urban air mobility type vehicles, or roadable flight vehicles, whose
configuration may be expected to deviate from conventional designs. Thus, a database of
weight estimation relationships and techniques to cover major vehicle components, includ-
ing structural elements, power-train elements, and energy storage system elements were
created based on methods documented in literature.
The traditional mission analysis approach was modified to be suitable for any type of
aircraft design and propulsion architecture. This was accomplished by leveraging the en-
ergy reservoir analogy to replace the traditional approach which depends on the utilization
of consumable fuel. An alternative energy expenditure bookkeeping method was proposed
so that the modified mission analysis could be used with any sort of energy source.
Furthermore, a new method to establish the relationship among the main subsystems
of any propulsion architecture was proposed. This capability provided flexibility in terms
of architecture definitions and their use within the mission and propulsion performance
characterizations.
These capabilities were tested with Experiment Set 2, the results of which were sum-
marized below:
Experiment 2.1 tested the results of the sizing and synthesis tool by modeling a general
aviation baseline aircraft with the sizing and synthesis tool and comparing its weight and
mission characteristics to the manufacturer’s data. Cessna 172R was chosen as the baseline
aircraft. The same design mission profile, reserve mission requirements, wing loading and
power loading properties were imposed.
The specifications of the sized aircraft resulted in an good match with the baseline
aircraft (as shown in Table 7.4). The energy-based, generic mission analysis approach
yielded very similar mission performance results to the actual aircraft. The component
based weight estimation technique yielded only a 0.2% percent error relative to the baseline
with an empty weight calibration factor of only 2.5%. Thus, Experiment 2.1 validated the
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sizing and synthesis capabilities of the developed framework for a conventional aircraft and
hence the related arguments of Hypothesis 2.
Experiment 2.2 tested the applicability of the sizing and synthesis tool to electric and
hybrid electric aircraft. In this experiment, the conventional propulsion system of the base-
line aircraft was replaced first by a parallel hybrid-electric architecture, and then a fully
electric architecture. The developed EPGDS models were used in the electric propulsion
branch of these two architectures. The architecture definitions and relationship establish-
ment were made by a set of interrelationship matrices as proposed in Hypothesis 2.
The resulting designs were compared against a conventional aircraft which was sized
for the same design mission and point performance requirements. The comparisons showed
a significant increase in the takeoff gross weight of the hybrid and electric architectures.
This was expected because of the drastically low specific energy of rechargeable batteries.
In fact, the 50% hybrid architecture consumed 10 times more fuel than the conventional
architecture with no electrification.
As a result, this experiment demonstrated that the developed methodological frame-
work is generic and flexible enough to be used for unconventional aircraft designs, such as
electric and hybrid-electric aircraft.
Experiment 2.3 tested whether technological projections could be made using the de-
veloped EPGDS models. To this end, a set of technology K-factors were defined to rep-
resent various subsystems within the electric propulsion architecture. This capability was
made available by the parametric nature of the developed EPGDS models.
The baseline aircraft for this experiment was chosen to be a turboprop commuter, sim-
ilar to Dornier 328. The propulsion architecture of this aircraft was replaced by a parallel
hybrid electric one. Then, a design variable space was defined for the technology K-factors
of the main EPGDS components. The design of experiments concept was utilized to ex-
plore the design space. Finally, prediction profilers were used to perform sensitivity anal-
ysis where each K-factor was varied from its corresponding technological state of the art
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value. It was seen that the battery specific energy had the most significant impact on the
mission performance compared to the specific power of electric motor and the power con-
verter employed in the architecture, as expected.
This experiment demonstrated that the parametric nature and the increased dimension-
ality of the developed EPGDS models allowed for technology sensitivity studies, which is
an important capability due to the ever-changing and improving subsystem characteristics.
Experiments 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 proved that the proposed modifications to the traditional
sizing and synthesis approach made it possible to size and evaluate the performance of
notional aircraft with unconventional subsystems. Thus, Experiment Set 2 substantiated
Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3 proposed a power management schedule optimization technique based on
a set of control points and variables, so that architectural comparisons could be made while
the competing architectures operated at their best performance. The control variables were
defined such that the potential performance degradation within the power sources were not
neglected during the optimization process.
Experiment 3 was conducted to verify the applicability of this technique by setting up
three optimization problems with different objectives. The optimization problem was then
solved while the aircraft was being sized. Other than the power split variables, the mission
segments were optimized based on a set of selected segment-wise objectives. Thus, the
impact design changes were also captured on the resulting mission profiles.
Two design mission profiles were used in the sizing process. First, the aircraft were
optimized to fly a design range of 100 nautical miles. Then, the design range was reduced
to 50 nautical miles. The optimization results mostly favored the conventional architecture
due to the low specific energy of rechargeable batteries compared to fossil fuels. Even
when the objective function of the power management schedule optimization problem was
selected to minimize the total fuel consumption, the electric aircraft architecture did not
provide major benefits. On the contrary, the takeoff gross weight of the competing electric
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and hybrid-electric architectures were substantially higher than the conventional one.
This experiment demonstrated the capability of optimization of the power management
schedule within an on-design mission.
Hypothesis 4 proposed a methodology to bring transient analysis into the aircraft con-
ceptual design stage by an adaptive step sizing capability. Experiment Set 4 followed the
three-step approach described by Hypothesis 4 to test whether a relationship could be es-
tablished between the subsystem dynamics and mission performance characteristics. To
this end, the following capabilities were developed:
• Flexible definition of significant transients and transient constraint violations
• An aggregated controller gain tuning optimization technique enhanced by Monte
Carlo simulations
• A categorical surrogate modeling approach to predict the probability of a constraint
violation based on only mission level factors
Experiment 4.1 demonstrated that not all the changes made at the mission level trigger
a significant transient response, and when they do, the significant transient can only be
seen if the appropriate timescale is used. To this end, an electric propulsion architecture
was built with detailed, dynamic EPGDS models. Then, the subsystem level response to a
series of mission level step inputs were simulated under two timescales: one at the order of
microseconds, and the other at the order of seconds.
The results of this experiment were two folds. First, it was seen that important infor-
mation was lost when the time step size was raised from 2 microseconds to 2 seconds. Not
only that the significant transients were not captured with the higher step size, but also the
results were misleading. Second, it was observed that not all the changes made at the mis-
sion level inputs triggered a significant transient response. This supported the claim that to
minimize the computational burden while maximizing the knowledge about the subsystem
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design and dynamics at the conceptual design stage, the transient analysis should be per-
formed only when necessary, where the necessity is defined by the likelihood of a transient
constraint violation.
Experiment 4.2 verified that in order to tune the controllers of the electrical system,
a gain scheduling technique could be established by an aggregated optimization approach
where the optimization algorithm was directed based on variable importance estimated by
Monte Carlo simulations.
The experiment was conducted by first defining the design space of the simulation in-
puts which represent the mission level changes by utilizing the design of experiments con-
cept. Then, a larger design space of the simulation inputs combined with the controller
gains was defined by a second design of experiments (DoE). Next, the second DoE was
simulated to evaluate how well the controller gain set performed under the given circum-
stances (i.e. simulation inputs). An ANN model was fit to the response data and variable
importance of the gain variables was assessed through Monte Carlo simulations. This step
provided useful information regarding how to set up the optimization problem.
The optimization control variables were chosen based on the estimated variable im-
portance, and the optimization was started at a specific initial condition such that a local
minimum was guaranteed and that local minimum corresponded to a gain set which would
not only tune the controllers at the given DoE case but would work with many other cases
of the DoE. By tweaking the optimization algorithm this way, the optimization efforts were
reduced and the cases which could not be controlled due to the physical constraints of the
electrical system were identified and eliminated.
Experiment 4.3 showed that the probability of triggering a significant transient subsys-
tem response can be predicted based solely on information which is readily available at the
mission performance analysis. This was accomplished by establishing a conditional rule set
determined a-priori by creating a categorical surrogate model based on transient constraint
violation at the neighborhood of the time at which a mission level change occurred.
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For this experiment, two significant transients were defined for the root mean square
voltage of the electric motor: a voltage sag which is a momentary voltage decrease outside
the tolerance level, and a voltage swell which is a momentary increase in the voltage outside
the tolerance level. Two transient constraints were established to determine the tolerance
level. The transients which violated the constraints were called significant transients.
The realizable cases of the DoE which were determined by the previous experiment
were simulated where each case consisted of a step input in terms of motor speed and/or
torque, as well as an initial battery SOC condition for 2 seconds at a time step of 2 mi-
croseconds. A reaction window of 0.1 seconds was determined based on the time of the
change in the simulation inputs and the nature of the transients. The simulation results were
divided into two categories for sag and swell constraints, separately: those which did not
violate the constraint were gathered in Category 0, and those which did were gathered in
Category 1. Category 1 included not just every single case that the related constraint was
violated, but every instance within these cases.
A categorical ANN model was fit to the two categories of each transient type based on
initial motor speed, torque, battery SOC, and the change in motor speed and torque inputs;
that is, mission level information only. Both models passed several goodness of the fit tests
and were deemed suitable to be used to predict the probability of the associated transient
occurring under certain operational conditions. Finally, a conditional rule set was written
for each transient type to be used during the mission performance analysis to determine
whether the temporal step size should be changed to conduct transient analysis.
The results obtained from Experiment Set 4 substantiated Hypothesis 4 by verifying that
a balanced time step size could be obtained by applying the three-step approach proposed
in this hypothesis.
Experiment 1 tied experiments 2, 3 and 4 together to test the over-arching hypothesis.
The methodology was applied on an example hybrid-electric architecture perform aircraft
sizing, performance assessment, power management schedule optimization and subsystem
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level response evaluation. The latter was repeated for multiple use-case scenarios. Captur-
ing the significant transients at the conceptual design stage proved that it can change the
overall aircraft design and its performance, resulting in an iteration process between the
aircraft sizing and subsystem level response.
Experiment 1 proved that EA/HEA architectures can be properly sized and adequately
compared using E-PASS, and substantiated the Hypothesis 1 which is over-arching hypoth-
esis of this dissertation.
9.2 Contributions
The main contribution of this dissertation is the creation of a methodological framework
for sizing, optimization and transient analysis of novel aircraft propulsion architectures.
The most prominent feature of this framework is the flexibility and generality of the com-
putational methods. As a result, the methodological framework enables the performance
evaluation of and architectural comparisons among any aircraft and propulsion type.
The primary research objective was to develop a methodology to perform sizing, inte-
gration and performance evaluation of electric power generation and distribution subsys-
tems and architectures within electric and hybrid electric aircraft concepts. This objective
was achieved by the three main capabilities of the framework which were not available
before:
The first one is the integrated aircraft sizing and synthesis capability which is based on
modular weight estimation techniques, energy-based mission performance analysis, inter-
changeable propulsion architecture characteristics and parametric electric power generation
and distribution subsystem models.
The literature review revealed that the first receivers of the electric propulsion technol-
ogy will be the urban air mobility and general aviation type aircraft. Some of these aircraft,
especially the urban air mobility concepts, have rather unconventional vehicle configura-
tions. This poses a problem as the traditional weight estimation techniques which rely on
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historical data. This approach might not be suitable to be applied directly to such vehicle
concepts which do not conform to standard fixed-wing or rotary-wing vehicle configura-
tions.
To overcome this problem, a weight build-up approach which consists of physics-based
weight assessments and component weight look-ups was used within the sizing and syn-
thesis block of the framework. The parametric nature of this weight estimation technique
enabled the sizing of novel designs such as roadable aircraft, fixed-wing VTOL vehicles,
and so on.
The traditional mission analysis approaches depend on the rate of change of fuel weight
to calculate the weight fractions of each mission segment and thus the takeoff gross weight.
This approach is obviously not suitable for non-consumable energy sources, such as recharge-
able batteries whose weight may or may not changed during a mission.
There exist several other aircraft sizing tools which are capable of performing limited
EA/HEA analysis. The limitations either come from the hybridization strategies, lack of
flexibility and ease of use. For instance, although FLOPS is capable of evaluating the
performance mission segments flown with 100% electric propulsion, it does not allow the
use of multiple propulsion types at any given time, that is, hybridization.
The energy-based approach utilized in the mission analysis block of the proposed frame-
work allowed for the performance evaluation of any propulsion system, energy source, de-
sired power split, the number of propulsion types used at a given time, and the architecture
definition. Moreover, no assumptions were made about the climb angle; which enabled ver-
tical flight considerations. All these properties made the mission analysis generic enough
to be used for any type of vehicle.
Furthermore, a new way of propulsion architecture characterization was introduced to
enable rapid architectural changes to be made. The new approach relies on categorizing
the most prominent subsystems into three main source groups (power, thrust and energy
sources), as well as a set ofo interrelationship matrices to define the architectures and au-
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tomatically establish the logical connections among the necessary subsystems. Then, these
logical connections are mapped to the related first order principles during the propulsion
performance evaluations. Thus, the analyst does not need to define separate calculation
methods for diverse architectures.
Additionally, two levels of parametric, physics-based EPGDS models were developed
to increase the dimensionality of the analysis: the high-level models suitable for rapid siz-
ing and mission level analysis, and detailed models suitable for transient analysis. The
impact of the EPGDS at the aircraft and mission levels was taken into account not only by
their direct impact on the weight of the aircraft, but also by the individual power require-
ment they might impose. This brought increased dimensionality to the analysis compared
to some other approaches in literature. Moreover, the ability to switch between the two
types of models help reduce the epistemic uncertainty. Finally, the parametric nature of
the models enabled performing sensitivity analysis to assess the sensitivity to modeling
assumptions and technology advancements.
The second noteworthy capability of the methodological framework was the integration
of a power management schedule optimization approach to the sizing and synthesis of
hybrid electric aircraft. Due to the integrated optimization capability, various architectures
can be compared under their optimum performance, allowing for a fair comparison to be
made.
The optimization problem was set up with a set of control variables which do not depend
on the potential performance degradation of the power sources. Furthermore, a strategic
approach to determine the number of control variables and thus the extent of the resolu-
tion level of the analysis was introduced under the concept of control points. The control
variables were then related to hybridization factors to impose the optimized power man-
agement schedule. What’s more, new definitions for the level of hybridization were made
based on mission segment characteristics. This way, the level of hybridization was made
independent of the propulsion architecture as opposed to some other definitions seen in
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literature.
Last but not least, the methodological framework brought the transient analysis of dy-
namic electric power generation and distribution subsystems to the aircraft conceptual de-
sign stage without exhausting computational resources.
The transient behavior of EPGDS is often neglected in aircraft design and mission per-
formance analysis, but is crucial for the design of these subsystems. Traditionally, transient
analysis are not performed until after the aircraft design is almost locked. However, the
overall impact of EPGDS in terms of its changing design and performance characteristics
is expected to be more strongly emphasized in EA/HEA concepts compared to the con-
ventional ones due to the immense amount of electric power flow within the propulsion
architecture and the increased sensitivity of the aircraft design to weight changes. Thus,
the amount of epistemic uncertainty in the design and performance of these subsystems
jeopardizes the design and performance of the aircraft.
The three most salient features of this capability is as follows: (i) the flexibility in
the “significant transient” definition, (ii) the ability to tune the controllers of the electrical
system for a large number usage scenarios, and (iii) the creation of a conditional rule set
which determines when the temporal step size should be reduced to allow for transient
analysis based on a very limited amount of knowledge available at the mission level.
A flexibility in terms of how the “significant transients” would be defined were needed
because of the lack of established standards and transient constraints for EA/HEA concepts.
With this feature, the analyst can decide on what kind of transients and which subsystem
or subsystems to focus on, as well as the tolerance levels put on the transients.
The aggregated gain tuning technique was developed to be used when a subject-matter
expertise is not available. An analytic solution is usually not an option due to the com-
plexity and non-linearity of the electrical network. Instead, optimization methods can be
utilized to find a local optimum solution for the controller gains in a given case. However,
the number of controllers and therefore the gains to be tuned can quickly expand beyond
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practical limits even in simple electrical systems.
The proposed gain tuning technique depends on variable importance assessment based
on Monte Carlo simulations performed in advace of the optimization. First, the number
of variables to be optimized are cut down by eliminating the variables which do not have
a major impact on the optimum solution, if possible. Second, prediction profilers are uti-
lized to examine the design space of the gains along with the simulation inputs so that a
specific set of initial conditions to the optimization problem can be obtained. These initial
conditions are selected such that the optimization would converge to a local solution which
is expected to be an acceptable solution not only for the case being optimized, but for the
majority of cases in the design space. This way, the optimization is strategically made
“biased” to minimize the optimization efforts.
The resulting optimization solutions were used to create gain schedules for various
cases defined by the design of experiments conducted to explore the design space of con-
straint violations. It was shown that not all of the mission level changes trigger an undesired
transient response. More importantly, it was demonstrated that the time and place of the
constraint violations can be estimated based only on variables which are calculated at mis-
sion performance analysis.
The constraint violations due to the mission level changes were modeled via categorical
neural networks. These models predict the probability of a significant transient occurring
under certain operational conditions. This capability was utilized to write a set of rules
which determines during mission performance analysis whether the timescale should be
decreased to conduct more detailed, transient analysis. This allows to perform the transient
analysis only when necessary, so that the computational burden of simulating the whole
mission is avoided. This capability is the key enabler for more accurate sizing and perfor-
mance evaluation of EPGDS at the aircraft conceptual design stage.
This research was motivated by a list of questions posed in the very beginning of this
dissertation, in Chapter 1. These questions were by no means the only questions which
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drove this research, but the main ones which either did not have satisfactory answers in
literature, or any answers at all, as the literature review provided in Chapter 2 showed.
They were then formed into the overarching research question which was also revisited
below.
The Overarching Research Question: How can the aircraft sizing and synthesis pro-
cess be more generalized so that adequate comparisons between different types of primary
power generation and distribution subsystems and candidate architectures are made avail-
able?
The answer to the main research question yielded the over-arching hypothesis of this
thesis. The list of questions which made up the overarching research question were ad-
dressed by the subsequent hypothesis. Consequently, each question in this list was an-
swered with a hypothesis and the answers were substantiated by the relevant experiments.
The list of questions was revisited below. This time, the list includes the answers by map-
ping each question to a hypothesis of this dissertation.
• What modifications should be done on the aircraft sizing and mission analysis pro-
cess so that it is inclusive of any type of aircraft design, propulsion system, architec-
ture and the energy storage type? - H.1, H.2
– The traditional mission analysis approach must be modified to an energy-based
approach where the required energy to fly a mission profile is tracked and bud-
geted between different power sources of aircraft according to preset hybridiza-
tion levels
– A component based weight estimation technique must be used
– Aircraft sizing and synthesis process must capture the sizing of EPGDS com-
ponents based on required energy and/or power
– The subsystem level impacts must be captured at aircraft and mission levels
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• What capabilities are needed to enable rapid changes in the subsystem characteristics
and architectures? - H.1, H.2
– Flexible aircraft propulsion architecture definitions to account for various types
for architectures and their impact on the vehicle and mission levels
– Parametric, physics-based models to represent EPGDS performance character-
istics
• How can EPGDS be represented to demonstrate various characteristics related to
different types of subsystems? - H.1, H.2, H.4
– By developing two levels of parametric, physics-based EPGDS models where
high-level models are used for rapid sizing and performance evaluation analy-
sis, and detailed models are used for transient analysis
• How can the dynamic EPGDS characteristics be integrated into the sizing process? -
H.1, H.2, H.4
– Vehicle and mission level requirements must be linked to EPGDS model pa-
rameters
– Subsystem characteristics and dynamics must be computed by transitioning be-
tween the two levels of EPGDS models when and where necessary
– The necessity must be determined by the occurrence of significant transients
• How can the technological sensitivities be captured? - H.1, H.2
– Technology K-factors must be defined and linked to EPGDS model parameters
– Subsystem level characteristics must be captured through aircraft and mission
level measures of performance so that the impact of technological advances can
then be seen on the overall design and mission performance
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• How can the best performing hybrid electric architecture be determined under vary-
ing levels of hybridization? - H.1, H.3
– If the competing architectures are being sized first, then the power management
schedule must be optimized during the sizing process
– If the design is frozen, then the architectures must be compared at their optimum
schedule for the same off-design mission profile
– The optimum schedule must be used to determine the best performing feasible
architecture among the competing architectures by comparing their associated
aircraft and mission level measures of performance
• How can the optimum operating conditions be obtained for different types of archi-
tectures? - H.1, H.3
– The optimum power management schedule for an aircraft can be obtained by
implementing a segment-wise optimization technique based on a set of control
points and variables which do not depend on the type of the propulsion system
• What impact does the level of hybridization have on choosing the best performing
architecture? - H.1, H.3
– The level of hybridization throughout the mission (i.e. power management
schedule) has a great impact on the vehicle design and mission performance
and thus can be the driving factor in architectural comparisons
– If the schedule is not optimized for the given objective at the design mission,
then the vehicle cannot perform at its full potential
– This would lead to an unfair competition and the wrong choice of architecture
as the best performing one
• Does every operational change trigger a significant transient response in the electrical
system of the aircraft? - H.1, H.4
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– No, only specific changes trigger a significant transient response. Such changes
depend on the nature and magnitude of the change in the mission characteristics
as well as the characteristics of the electrical system
• How can a balance between smaller and larger time steps be found so that significant
transients at the subsystem level are captured at the conceptual design stage without
bringing the associated computational burden? - H.1, H.4
– By establishing a conditional rule set determined a-priori by fitting a categorical
surrogate model to the transient signal at the neighborhood of the time at which
the mission level change occurred, and then using this rule set to determine
whether the transients are significant enough to require a reduction in the step
size
• Can the transient behavior of an electrical system be related to the mission level
parameters? If they are related, how can the relationship be captured between the
significant transients of a given electrical system which could occur under a wide
range of inputs which are expected to be given to the electrical system during a
mission? - H.1, H.4
– Yes, they can be related through sensitivity studies which can be performed by
leveraging the design of experiments approach
• If they are related, can the relationship be generalized for the given electrical system
so that the whether a significant transient occurs could be estimated with only the
limited amount of information obtained from the mission performance analysis? -
H.1, H.4
– Yes, the relationship be generalized within the defined design variable space
by creating a categorical surrogate modeling technique to estimate whether a
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significant transient occurs using only a few variables related to the mission
performance
As it can be seen from the short list of questions above, these questions and many
more can now be answered thanks to the methodological framework developed in this
dissertation.
To sum up, the developed methodological framework addresses the subsystem related
problems in novel aircraft architectures which could not be solved with traditional sizing
and synthesis approaches. By facilitating detailed subsystem level considerations within
the aircraft conceptual design stage in a parametric and highly flexible manner, it enables
more accurate yet still rapid architecture comparisons among various novel concepts, in-
cluding electric and hybrid electric aircraft.
9.3 Recommendations for Future Work
This section lists some potential improvements that can be made on the developed frame-
work to adjust the level of detail of the analysis desired to be performed.
First, further refinement can be done on the EPGDS models, specifically the high-level
ones. Although being mentioned, the rechargeable battery sizing was done based only
on it specific energy, without incorporating the specific power. This was due to the fact
that the specific energy of the Lithium-Ion batteries used in electric propulsion concepts
is more limiting than the specific power for the investigated aircraft types. Moreover, the
rechargeable battery model can be replaced by other alternative energy sources, such as
fuel cells.
Example applications of each step of the developed methodology were provided through-
out this dissertation. Each example had different assumptions and boundary conditions to
show the applicability of the methodology on different use-cases and different levels of
detail. The examples covered majority of the main EPGDS, but left out some subsystems
such as generators, other motor drive models instead of the induction motor drive, and so
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on. The author plans on extending the architecture comparisons by including more EPGDS
models within E-PASS in the upcoming studies.
Currently, the methodology does not include how the subsystems are located inside
or on the aircraft, how the physical connection between them is established and how the
distribution elements are sized. The placement of the subsystems and cabling were taken
into account in only one application, Experiment 2.3. Previous work (Ref. [83]) addressed
these issues, but the impact on the architectural decisions was not covered. The next step
is to include a routing logic for the electric cables to widen the subsystem efforts.
Moreover, the mechanical and/or hydraulic subsystems were captured by their contri-
bution to the empty weight only through the component-based weight estimation equations.
Future efforts can include more detailed considerations for primary power generation and
distribution subsystems other than the electrical once. For instance, a more detailed power
split device can be modeled to account for more accurate sizing since such devices can
introduce significant weight to the system.
Thermal management considerations were not in the scope of this research. However,
one of the major concerns regarding the utilization of EPGDS with high electric loads is the
heating problems. Detailed thermal models would prove useful for thermal management
studies and could have a significant impact on the subsystem and vehicle design.
Because subject-matter expertise was not available at the time of this study, the impact
of capturing the dynamic response of the subsystems on the vehicle design was not explic-
itly demonstrated, but explained through logical if-then type of scenarios. These studies
can be expanded to resize the relevant subsystems, which would in turn change the vehicle
design and performance, and result in different transient behaviors.
Finally, if more information regarding the nature of the transient is desired without con-
ducting transient analysis during or after mission analysis, a continuous surrogate modeling
approach can be attempted to fit a model to the signal itself, rather than the event of con-
straint violation. Although such modeling approaches to estimate the continuous transient
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behavior within the reaction window were tried during the search for the best representation
technique, the categorical model yielded more accurate results. However, more approaches
can be populated; for instance, the signals can be filtered to reduce the inherent noise before
modeling.
More areas can be populated to extend the capabilities and application areas of E-PASS.
The parametric nature of the framework makes it easy to include additional properties, and
there is definitely room for more improvement. With that said, the developed methodology
in its current form was demonstrated to be sufficient to address the research questions and
accomplish the over-arching research objective of this thesis by providing a framework to
perform sizing, integration and performance evaluation of electric power generation and






DETAILED EPGDS MODELS IN SIMULINK
The detailed EPGDS models created in Simulink to be used in transient analysis are pre-
sented in this appendix. The main Simulink blocks which make up the overall electri-
cal network are shown in Figure A.1. The electrical network consists of a rechargeable
Lithium-Ion battery, a DC/DC converter (Figure A.2), and an induction motor drive (Fig-
ure A.4). The working principles and input/output parameters of each of these models are
described in detail in Chapter 5.
The DC/DC converter consists of a two-quadrant converter model and a PWM con-
troller (shown in Figure A.3). The induction motor drive consists of a braking chopper and
a three-phase inverter to convert the DC current coming from the battery to AC current
going to the induction machine. The motor drive also has a field oriented control sys-
tem which incorporates a speed controller and a space vector modulation. Reference [98]




























































Figure A.2: DC-DC Converter (Bus) model in Simulink.








































































































Figure A.5: Controller schematic for the speed controller of the motor drive [98].
Figure A.6: Controller schematic for the field-oriented control with space vector modula-
tion of the motor drive [98].
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